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TERMS $8.00

PORTLAND DAILY

THE

PRESS

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PORTLAND PUBLISHING

CO.,

Exchange St., Portland.

at 109

Eight Dollars a Year in advtnce. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year 11'paid in adTerms:

vance.

Booksellers aud Stationers.
Middle street.
T. P. MeWOWAN, aSI Congress St._
HOYT, Ac FOIIC

Will, A. QUINCY, Kootii 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL A- 8BACKFOBB, No. 35 Plum

Wtreet._

every Thursday Morning at $2.50
in advance, at $2.00 a year.

my4_dtf

JT. PERHIIW mRnnfaclnrer of plain
and fancy Candien, tlS7 €ou«recm Si,
Porilnud Me*

Id.

order.

Horse Shoeing.
TIMOTHY SULLIVAN
Horst!

Experienced

MANUFACTURER

Tna30(i3m»

J. I. BARBOUR, aSO Fore Street, Cor. ol
Crown, Portland.

JOBBER,
OF

O. P. BABCOCK.

d&wly

mvl9

at

Law,

STREET,

84 MIDDLE

A. S. »A VIS & CO., No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. LAMSON, 15‘d Middle St.,cor. Cross.

oc2dtf
mr k

ir

nr

Wired.____

Stair Builder.

lne House can

J. A. HEBRIU 4 CO., 139 Middle St.
J. 1,

11ERB1L

A. KEITH.

._

ON

ARCHITECT,

reasonable
ville, Cape Elizabeth, 6

EDUCATIONAL._

(Boyd Block,)
PORTLAND, 9IA1NE.

Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc.,

cription of building.

STOCKBRIDGE,

H.

W.

TEACIIEK OF SINGING.

for every dedec28tf

dtf_

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,
Removed

WATER

AND

PIPING.
KEILER,

L.

W.

Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
Billings, B A. Rector. Send for circular.

FRESCO PAINTER,
Residence Cor. Congress & Vaughn St.

Portland Me.

JylT

—

OF

—

FURNITURE !

_

CO.,

H. L. GREGG &

oclOtf

Spring Opening

SQUARE,

NO. 16 MARKET

Oscar L.

DMNE_ BROS

_«

&p21

School

Franklin Family
Topsham, He,

to

3 Doors East of Temple St.,

GAS

IJSG Exchange Street.

Orders ltll at

aprlill

W. C. CLARK,
103 FEDERAL STREET,

BROKERS.
Commission & Forwarding Merchants
SHIP

Petroleum, Grain and other Charters,
Negotiated. Fi eight Engagements made
for all parts of the world.
VIurine Insurance effected in reliable

We

are

prepared to show

full line ot

a

Parlor, Hall, Library
—

AND

—

Offices.

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.
feb8

I

dty

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

PAINTER,

FRESCO

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
3 DEEBING BLOCK.

—

I respectfully inform the public that I have taken
the business ot Cbas. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. I shall endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many year.

CARD,
A.
great pleasure In recommending Mr. Wm.
Schumacher as one of the best bouse decorators ever
W m. bebnn Portland, and have no doubt that Mr.
maclier will execute all work entrusted to him duraand
Batistactardy.
bly, tastily
^ schxjji ACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
no21tf
I take

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

in

BED
at short notice

given.

REMEMBER THE NUMBER,

PORTLAND

MACHINE WORKS
Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

MAKOFACT0UEB8 OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Alcott’s Turbine Water Wlieel,
Elevators. Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, ami Blancliaro s
Patent Boiler.
INJECTOR
RUE’S

FOR

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
horse
*

offer the well-known First Class

eod2m

PORTABLE COOKING RANGE.
FOB WOOD OB COAL.
The Illuminated Clarion Range is one of the most
Elegant and Economical, as we warrant it to be the
most Compact and Convenient Cooking Apparatus

produced.

The following are some of its special features:
Illuminated fire box; clinkerless shaking and
dumping grate; the best chance to broil without
hot
odor; large ventilated oven; with or without
closet; portable shelf with large top surface; the best
draft cut-offt»ver invented; reversible collar, pipe-top
or back; dustless sifter and large ash pan; skeleton
its six
grate in hot closet; heat thrown under all
holes; waier front when ordered; it has nickel plated
knobs and is splendidly fitted up; flues cleaned from
the outside.
In connection with the above we would merely add,
It has
that in design aDd finish, it is unsurpassed.
The
an unusual.y large oven and extra deep flues.
covers and centres are heavy, so preventing any
immost
warpiDg. The broiling door is one of the
portant features in modern stoves, and is so arranged
in THE CLARION that broiling cau be carried on
successfully without any odor coming iuto the room.
The illuminated fire box presents a cheerful appear-

You

can

Brushes

Superior

AND

—

ance, and shows at all times the condition of the fire
without opening the door. The skeleton slide in hot
closet bottom keeps any dish enveloped with warm
air. The sifter is vibrated by a handle through the
front plate, and allows no dust to escape.
tested in every
This Range has been
particular, and every disinterested person and dealthe
best
Cooking Range ever
ers will admit it to be
ottered to th<* public. Please call and examine it and
references that will
and
we can give you testimonials
be satisfactory to you.
Manufactured and for sale by

wood, bishop & co.
BANGOR.

—

For sale in Portland by

baroaiws

good
at

get

188 FORE STREET.
llcnry T. Carter & Co.,
FORMERLY CARTER, WHITE & CO.
alt

feb25

cut
Jersigued is now prepared into furnish
any quantity
glass, either white or enameled
and at the shortest notice.
_,
of experience and
The workmen employed are men
and all work is
any in New
un

Engladn,
skilful as
warranted to give hatisfaction.
engraved to any
Class signs and tableware cut and
the best manner.
design of letter, name or wreath in
lor Door,
A variety of new and original designs
seen at my store or may
Ship and Car lights, may be
be had on application bv mail.
be obtained
My term- are a. low ■« can
in the country.
are as

C. H. FAKLEY,
Exchange Street, Portland

ap29__

CLOSirJU uu t.
out

I .hull close

a

at

within

30

ROOD MEWS
subscriber would call the attention of the

The

public

as

BED LOUNGE

EUREKA

THE
requires

my

whole attention to its manufacture.

J. B.

IIARLOW,

230 Federal Street—New Number.

_QU

apl9
MADE

DAILY

AT

This Barr is

FROM

BEST MISSOURI WHITE WHEAT,
A Better

Quality

Shorts, Fine Feed
than

can

and

be found in this vicinity.

of

Middlings,
Constantly

band,
fresh
Flour, Corn, Meal, Oats,
Craliani Flour and

on

Please call at the above named Office and
see for yourselves.

Z.

SARGENT,

Proprietor

tendtf_

GRASS SEEDS.
2000 Bags Herd Grass Need
lOOO
OOO

Red
“

Top

Northern

Need.

New

York

500
400

200
200
25
400
400
400
200

“
“
44

44
**
<4
“

A

SITUATION

large assortment Vegetable

and

furnished

PLEASANT

—AND—

TWO

unfurnished front

SEED
feb23

PORTLAND, VIE.

be

ONE

part of a desirable store on Middle
MATTOCKS & FOX,
Inquire of
183 Middle Street.

myldtf

ROOMS

•

apr24

ROOMS

to

situated at

story bouse,
ANEW twonrrolirrivl
fnr twd tfimiliPH

Woodford’s

W11 ll Ktnblp.
of land. Terms easy.
to F. G. P ATTERSON.

liennerv and garden, 4
apply
For further
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams’
building cast of City

particulars
Block, second
Hall._ap27d2w

To Let.
let. Inquire

8 MARKET

please.

ple.

Room in the Second Story ol the
Primers’ Lxchange. with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
dtf

All of the Latest Styles that

a

BEAT !

BE

CAN’T

C. D. B. Fisk & Co,

First-class

One Price Clothiers,

121-123 MIDDLE STREET,
the Post-OlHce.

MIDDLE

233

Inquire of SHEPHERD &CO., LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
Mass,, Box 117
ja20tf

AND

To Let.

ABOUT February first the
TTnlon

house in the Western part of the city,
nearly new,12 rooms,arranged for two families.
and water closets, on both floors, cemented
cellar house warmed by furnace. Price $4800,
House rents for $512, per annum. Terms $500 cash,

Ct

„„nr

Small Houses lor Sale.
en Mnnjoy Hill in a good neighborhood, just completed, 14 story house, 7 rooms,
balance on
lot 30x100 for $2,000. Terms $900 cash,
mortgage at 6 percent. 14 story bouse. 7 rooms,
balance at
lot 41x80 price $1,800. Terms $800 cash,
« ner cent
14 story house, 9 rooms, lot 37x105 foi
in Real
«2f 000 Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,dealer
Estate Williams Block, second building east City
Hall. ’apr3dti

snobb: ¥y
is

a

good word

11

AE

dry ooohs,
of saving 20 per cent, by stayint
buying of

at home and

apiz

STOCK,
BEST GWOD8,
THE LOWE8T PRICES,

LARGEST
THE

apr30_

ONE

—

and

Havingjopened a salesroom

No. 13 Free Street,

Sun Umbrellas,
just received

very

a

npr26

Gtf

prepared

to

receive orders for the manufacture
of all kinds of

Upliol§tcry

be sold at the

MOORE,

CONGRESS ST. COR. BROWN.

Jail__dtf
NATHAN QOOLD,
HAS

REMOVED

TO

large

small

AND

CHAIRS
AT

BEDS.
BEDDING,

LOW PRICES.

Draperies, Shades and Cushions made to
order.

lUattresura AVhole.nle anal Retail.
A Ions experience as Foreman in first class establishments in New York and boston enables me to
warrant all work entrusted to me.

dim

ap24

cutting of Youths
ap28dlm

HAY

With

BALTIMORE.

dc*patch A 1 Packet Schooner W.
m. Jordan, Cnpt. Crowell.
For

freight

or

passage, apply to

J. NICKERSON,
my3_d3t

BY

BECK

Cumberland Mount'.

FOR

No. 128 Commercial, street.

quantities.

FOR HALE

GEORGE D.
£ebl2

to

Lounges,

Suits,

—

PRESSED
or

Parlor

WM. DAVENPORT.

10 MARKET SQUARE, OVER SWEETSIR’S APOTHECARY SHOP.
^Particular attention paid
and Boys’ garments.

—

REPAIRING !

SPRING

We invite all in want of these goods
examine our stock before purchasing elsewhere.

Work

aud shall keep for sale

price.
to

&

AND

FURNITURE

above

of the

very lowest possible

In

corAekciai, ST., cob. park.

am

—

large assortment
goods, which will

at

—

I

Wc have

Reformed

Preshvterian

English Presbyterian

Church,

the

Church of the

In the United States the chief

body is the General Assembly. At the beginning of the war the Southern wing seceded and
formed the P resbyterian Church. The United
Presbyterian Church sprang from the seceded
churches in Europe. The Reformed Presbyterians are from those of the same name in
Scotland. The Reformed Church in America,
formerly known as the Dutch Reformed,
came from Holland and holds by the Heidelberg Catechism. Iu Canada the divisions of
the old country are kept up. These branches

_,_

The satisfaction expressed by Germany
with the latest note from Belgium means that
Bismarck has lound his position untenable,
and so withdraws with the best grace possible. The question is quite as far from settlement as ever. Belgium has been asked lor
explanations, and says she has none to give.
She has been asked to modify her municipal
laws, and declines to do so. The Prussian
premier finds that the public opinion of Europe is against him, and so affects to be satisfied with the situation.
A

resident

name

to his

of Biddeford who signs his

communication, writes

us as

fol-

are a “Democrat,” but if the Republinominate Gen. Connor for Governor, we
shall give him our hearty support.

We

cans

about the

great many men who will do
thing; and our Bourbon friends
just now setting up such a howl
nomination of Gen. Connor, know

the fact.

Hence the hullabaloo.

''U
#

the
who

sane
are

The Treasury has over eleven millions of
dollars more in its vaults thau it had on the
last day of April 1874, and has paid off nine
millions more of the public debt than it did

inlhatyear. The prospect for the
ring May is encouraging, and there
lutely nothing to justily tears or
rassment.

“Parasols”

GOOD

E. C. & C. H. OBItlON.

_

__

a

TAILOR.

THE

8 TEMPLE STREET.

To Let
half of

OWEN

lor their

arc sure

,,ra

to

those people who think Ihey must go to Boston

they

1,1

double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street. No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland. Sept., 30,1874

24 story

eastoiCity_Halk_QP^dtf

<

rw.o„„in.l

Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf

Sebago

F. G PATTERSON,
balance on time. Apply to
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, second build-

and Chambers

Stores

church.

the mother

There have been three secessions from it on
the question of state patronage, resulting in

There are a

SHEPHERD A CO.,
Wholesale Fancy Goods',

OVER

Below

Church of Scotland is

lows:

toTete

NOS.

_

Coats,Pants,& Y ests,

LET!

3 Floors fitted up for

July a conference of the
Presbyterian Churches
in the world meets at London to bring about
There are now forty-eight
a general union.
independent churches claiming the name
Presbyterian, holding the same religeous doctrine and ecclesiastical polity, but differing
on the question of state patronage and minor
matters regarding the manner of public worship. They all subscribe to the Westminster Confession or to the Heidelberg Catechism, which is substantially the same. The
On the 21st of

pbiue.
Lots of Pockets, and always
make the little ones laugh, at
prices to snit the Purses and Peo-

Spring Over Coats,

STREET.

OC12

badges

purpose to form a confederation, holding to
the same creed but permitting to each body
the regulation of its internal order and disci-

dim

TO

House lor Sale.

when

and sure to

two

THE

for

$8.00 to $12.00,

Very handsome

Jobbing House,

story house No. 8 Dow street. This
property is pleasantly situated having the sun
all day. Cemented Cellar, good Sewerage, Sebago;
also good well Water. Lot large enough for another
house. A largo portion of the purchase money can
remain on a mortgage. Apply at the house on the
afternoon of any business day.
Portland, April 6, 1875. _ap7dtf

ing

dtf

apr20

A

A

ap27dtt

let, furnished or unfnmlshe.1. No. 1
St., second door from Free Street.

summer

rok' Sale.

$5.00.

room

To Let.
to
Cotton

!

NEARLY new ll story house, in the western
part of the city, eight rooms, gas and sebago,
cemented cellar, sink and water closet connected
with sewer, new furnace; gas fixtures and furnace
Sunny location and convenient
go with the house.
to horse cars. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON. Dealer
in R.-al Estate, Williams Block, second building east
ot Uty Hall.___ M'Mtf

and

To Let

Carriages, or
Sleighs
N. TARBOX, on the premises.

Gflrillll

degree of merit. The Silver Inkstand,
though not of so high value, would be a decoration worth striving for. Some authors, whose
writings are delicate in spirit and finished in
form, but lack that intrinsic merit which
commands a blazon of royal metal, might be
proud to wear an inkstand fashioned from
fine porcelain. There are those, one or two
in an age, whose badges should be wrought
by some cunning artificer from a mountain of
light like the Kohinoor.

and the

Popular School Suits
From

Store to Let.

popular Hotel situated

ap29__
A House for $3500!

Rage,

$3,00, $3,50,

come

or a

litlo

to the stock of literature. The title Scrivener, without the prefix Grand would signify a

flie

oc5tf

my19dtl

TGrt

Inkstand,” would be
impressive and would indicate the royal quality of the writings contributed by the bearer

United Presbyterian Churcb, and the Free
The
Church of Scotland,
Presbyterian
Church of Ireland is an offshoot of the Scotch

TO LET.
half
street.

nrnn

Scrivener of the Golden

Free Church.

Gentleman and his Wife can
class Board and

be accommodated with first
TWO
Booms at No. 20 Brown Street.

lor

<ltf

All the
FOR

Board.
or a

Morrill’s Comer, Deering, i mile

at one of the finest
resorts in the State with ample facilibathing, sailing, fishing, and gunning, on the
direct line of Lake Sebago Steamers and daily stage
to Portland. Is offered for sale in season for the
summer travel.
I^arge two story house, good cellar,
water, &c» Shade trees in abundance. Large stables.
An excellent opening for a livery and sale stable,
there being none in the villiagc. Price $3500. Terms
and Gage,
easy. Refers to J. P. Baxter, Esq.. Sirout
Chas. F. Libby, Esq., County Attorney, Wm. Allen,
of
Portland.
known
citizens
well
other
Jr., and many
At ply to F. G. PATTERSON. Uealer in Real Estate,
A.
to
N.
CHURCH,
Naples.
Portland, Me., or

MAlfES.

tun

*lwtf

Cumberland st.,

Gentlemen

myldlw

Sale.

filTAMS

accommodated with
fur-

223J
Boarding
Wilmot, Also table board.

it.

of this degree should be inexpenIn mauy cases lead would be the appropriate material. In some instances of

LATE DESIGNS

and side
75 FREE ST.

ja!3_
Boarding.

would be forced to
cumbrous and unduly conspicuous ornaments upon the breasts of their coats. The
decoration of course will be an inkstand, and
standing in the order can perhaps be better
indicated by the material of the decoration
authors of eminence

sive.

immense assortment of
all the

an

room

over

aor
dtt

can

owe

committee of all of the

board in private family. Rooms newly
TWO
nished. Inquire at 41 St. Lawrence street.
a

we

merit,

literary men.
It is fairly presumable however that the
neworderis divided into classes, and that
some sort of badge wilt be worn. Very likely
the highest honor will be the grand inkstandIt is not probable that relative rank w ill he
indicated by the size of the badge, for in that

The

Board.
boarders

three

or

order of

Childrens’ Department

ma2tl

room

Godwin

a new

our

Rooms To Let.
with board at
PLEASANT
mariodtt

the sugWhich he
introduced to the notice of the world at the
Schurz banquet in New York the other day.
He calls it “The Knights of the Holy Order
of the
Inkstand.” Mr. Godwin, perhaps
for lack of time, bnt probably because his
plans of organization were not perfected, did
not go into particulars, but contented himself with stating, what indeed the title suggests, that the membership is to be confined
To Mr. Parke

gestion of

Below the ranks of Grand Scrivener and
Scrivener should be that of Little Scrivener.

No better assortment can be
found in Boston than we show. It
is our desire to supply the demand
long felt in this city for a FIRST
CLASS STOKE, where all ages and

unfurnished rooms.
62 FKEE STREET,

place.

Beal quality Pmwl Hay and Straw
Cara, llleitl, Oats and Cracked Corn.

STORE

or

The Holy Inkstand.

fleeting popularity the baser metal used
might be electroplated. There are authors
whose claims rest upon the quantity rather
than the quality of their work. In these instances an exception might he made, and
their fecundity recognized by the size of the
badge. The material should be “tin,” a metal for which they are eagerly seeking.
If by possibility a newspaper man is admitted to this honorable assemblage his inkstand would naturally be fashioned from
plumbago.

with

To Let with Board.
rooms, connected, furnished or unfurnished, to let with board at203Cumberland St.,
eornor Franklin, also single rooms to let at same

by
hot and cold water, gas,
First class stable with cemented cellar, 7 acres of
and a
land, a portion suitable for early gardening,
choice variety of fruit, apples, pears, plums, cherries.
The buildings
graf*es, laspberrles and cranberries.
on this property cost $7500,and could not be replaced
for that sum to-day. Will be sold at a bargain as
the owner is to leave t’’e State. Apply to F. G.
PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Williams’
Block, second east of City Hall.ap29<13w

THIS
ties for

at

good

opposite “F,vergreen Circle.”
llliams’ Block,

Naples, Maine,

Specialty

my3d2w*

at

Flower Seeds

Whitney,

or

BOARD.

—

Also

Nurse. Apply
25 MAYO ST.

housekeeper

as

at

House has 11
SILVER STREET,
Bowliog Aliev,
from Horse and Steam Cars.
SITUATED
feet wide, 100 feet long, suitable storing
ON 40 and
room,with all modern improvements,Bathing rooms,
work shop. Enquire of
furnace.
house warmed

House

CLOTHING!

apr6"5w

Estate

SPELL

AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSI

at-

Wanted.

An Elegant Subnrban Residence
for Sale.

Clovei

Ohio Clover Need.
Pea Vine Clover Need.
Al*ike Clover Need.
White Dutch Clover Need.
Millett.
Hungarian CiraMM.
«*»rchard GrosN Need.
Kentucky Blue lira** Need.

N. M.

Two Lots in Evergreen Cemetery
for Sale.

Elm

READY MADE
A

or reserve commu-

less

sizes of childrens’ garments can
We have supplied
be obtained.

Address
CAME,
Buxton. Me.

AND SHOE makers wanted.

r

aprl3dtt

_oc5dtf

Michigan Clover Need.

•

a

Boo

Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Itents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought aud solu. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON. Healer in Real Estate. Office 3791
Congress St., Williams’ Block, between Myrtie and
Pearl Sts.

hear

: AND CHILDRE

To Let with Board.

SITUATED

anil Manufacturer.

war-

g.ye gatigfacuon.

of every description
"i^PH^iag
nt thi. Offlee.
tT executed

opening

Kendall &

RAYMOND,
GEO.
dtf
SACCABAPPA.
apr2&
II

clean your fires with*
the Furnace doors*
to

ground

sold
sum at wholesale
(o

Street.

Twenty-five Ter Cent of the Fuel,
contrived

WASTED.

first claes Ileal Estate

TWO

’

_

Heal Estate for Sale in Deering.

so

For sale at the lowest cash price.

PLASTER,
ground and
retail at prices

all to be
he

at

constructed that it will never warp
and hence its durability is unquestionable, and bj
an arrangement tor introducing the air through the
lire to unite with the gases on the top of the coa
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

mo

aprlftt

premises._mar23dtf

Need.

Lisk & Weston’s Flour Mill
—

seen

Gen’l Agents for Maine and N. H.,
410 Congress St., next to U. S. Hotel.

SUIAUDON, SCA3HTIAN A CO.,

acre

Chairs,

the increasing

be

SAWYERS

Office 123 Commercial

parlor'suiK.
MU,

to

now

GAPT.

out

mirror., Sofa., tlhnnib.r
It prion Bed., Mattresses,. Ac,
demand for

to

Cram’s Improved Grate Barr,

dnys,

My entire stock of
Parlor

COAL CONSUMERS.

and is

figure.

low

very

_*'lanirN.

_

’

eod6m*

aprIO

FOR

SHIP’S

DOORS, WINDOWS,
CABINS, &c., &c.

FOR

4

20 MARKET SQUARE.

_

CUT GLASS

THE

CO.

L

BROS.

NUTTER

salesroom,

our

Hampshire.

apply to,

Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, V
second building east of City Hall.

d6t

AA

Boats/rom

choice lots,

9 A. M.

UU

for the

~

ON

Monday, at

Fisk & Co.’s

Wanted.

Money to Loan.

OUR NEW

on

myl

recommended.
HINDS,

or

Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

of the High School Reference Library and the
Bowdoin Boating Club.
Tickets, including reserved seat, 35 cents. General
admission 25 cents. For sale at Stockbridge’s Music
in aid

A. S.

and Travelling Canvasser,
Light
New
LOCAL
Running Domestic in any part of Maine
Address
CARLETON BROS.,

SALE.

nin.g hulroi-v
Thu nVtnvp nrnnurtv Is lnrat^d
in the business part of the city,and is a very desirable
location for business on account of its easy access to
all directions. Any
all the Jtailroads and
will find
person wishing to engage in the business
is well estabthe
business
tills a rare opportunity, as

G.

—

FRIDAY EVENING, May 7th,

Store

as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

but

wear

AGENTS to sell the Union Carpet Streteher anil Tack Hammer Combined, In every
city and town in Maine. Apply to Greeley, United
States Hotel, between 7 and 8 a. m.and 1 and 2 p. m.
apr23
_<12w»

-f4

business, offer for sale their
sisting of their two story Brick Building on Union
Street, with nil the Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts.
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually lound

F.

ON

We do uot read anonymoas letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication

case

Wanted.

For Sale I

the

come

—

HALL,
—

_Preble House.

ap24tf

THE

on

a

persons,

experienced and

be

MUST

Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
This property ocWorks are offered for sale.
cupies about an acre of land on tide water on Commercial St., in Portland, and comprises a large
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern Shop. Boiler
Shop and Blacksmith Shop. TheYe Is a full complement of Towls for heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established has a
large aud constantly increasing list of customers in
New England, and Canada, and is now running on
full time on orders, a more lavorable opportunity
for investment is seldom offered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.
dtf
ja!2

or

of three

AT

CITY

Drug Clerk Wanted.

Valuable Iron Works

thoroughly

Housewives!

Painters and

house, with easy
to City Hal), having not less than 9 rooms,
modem conveniences and good yard or garden. Furnished or partially furnished, shades and carpets.
Address, stating terms and location, until Wednesday 28th, at this office, EPHRAIM HUNT. apr26tf

FOR

a

to

S IDE,

EACH

ON

—

Wanted.

family

a
access

Y'armouth, April 20, 1875.apr20»lm

Address

25

a

Wanted.
GOOD and capable girl to do general housework. Inquire at NO. 25, CARLETON ST.

mem-

apr30dlw

Contestants. Collegians Irom Bowdoin
and Girls of the High School,

A

Also
house, shops, barn and outbuildings thereon.
1-16 of Sell. Casco Lodge; 3-16 of Srh. L. W. Pierce,
and 1-16 ofSloopM.D. Sawyer.' If not previously
sold I shall offer said property for sale at public auction, on the above named premises, on Tuesday, June
1st, 1875, at 10 o’clock A. M. PEREZ B. LURING,
Executor of the Will of Charles Moxcey.

lished.

of tickets to be had of the

Another Spelling Match.

Wanted.
FIRST class wheelwiight to take the wood department in a carriage shop at Brighton Corner, two miles from Portland; several new carriages
wanted as soon as they can be built, and a prospect
of plenty of work. Enquire of C. W. BELKNAP or
on the premises.
apr27tf
Portland, April 26, 1875.

I

t-

A. limited number
bers.

apr30__dlw*

Sale of Real A Fcr»oual E.tate.
HEREBY offer at private sale the homestead of
Charles Moxcev, lateof Yarmouth,deceased, consisting of about two acres of land on the westerly side
of Pleasant St., in Y'armouth, lower village, with

CLAR ION.

ever

A

This

—

THURSDAY EVENING, May 6tb.

Wanted.
a
a young Swede 18 years old, a situation on
drive
BY gentleman’s place to take care of horses,
fluently.
and make himself useful. Speaks English
my 1*1 w
Address, P. A. N., Press Office.

Executor’.

51 Exchange Street,
mh!9

Water Closets, Wash Bowls, Brass and Silver Plated Cocks, <Stc. Jobbing in town and country promptap6dlm«
ly attended to.

power, built to order.
apH

Repaired

Old Fnrnitnre
and »ati*ffaetiou

BY

A cosy home

small family,

a

AT

TURNVEREIN HALL,

convenient snnny tenement
of five or six rooms. Rent not toexead *250
BOX 2004, Portland P. O.
per year. Address,
dlw*
myl

the Baking
fflHE subscribers wishing to relinquish
entire business con-

the market. Three months trial given, and if not
satisfactory will be removed free of expense.

Stairs,

PORTLAND, IVLA/TSTK.
40
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine,

also Agents for the best

SPRING

POBlliAND, ME.

AUENTS

are

rooms.

—

Tenement Wanted

distillery is capable of producing from
5(the smallest) to 40 (the largest number) barrels of
Rum per day. The building is of brick, has good boilers, engine, pumps, &c., &c., all in good repair and
ready to put in operation immediately. There is a
new brick and stene fire proof bonded waiehouse,
with a capacity of about 12C0 barrels on the premises.
Plenty of pure water of the best quali'y for distilling,
tram an artesian well in the Engine Room.
The Distillery is situated on the westerly port ion of
Commercial Street, the principal business street of
the City, contiguous to the Railroads, Steamboats and
Shipping. The lot contains about 19,000 square feet
of valuable land, title perfect and guaranteed.
Co. New England Rum DistilThe J. G. True
ery will be sold on moderate Terms, including all the
rights and good will of this well established house.
HENRY T. CARTER,
Address:
or UPHAM & GARDINER, 73 Exchange St..
Portland, Me.
apr20dlm

Prices that cannot be Beat in the State
We

auu

“Portland Maine New England Rum"
DISTILLERY

—

DEANE BROS.

PLUMBER,
No. 21 Union Street, Up

AT

every j.uu.rsua.y

TUHNVEREIN.

exuibitioTANDDAWCE

Wanted.
TTTANTEI) immediately ten Ship Carpenters to
a
out
TT
snip trame. a. u. juliuas,
help get
Bar Mills, May 1st, 1875.
Enquire of L. TAYLOR,
my3dtf
Port'anil.

DISTILLERY FOR SALE.

FOR

PORTLAND

Wanted.

J. 6. BATES,
tor a small family. Apply to
marlOMwtfPortland Dry Pock.

For sale.

experi-

ap29dtd

Music Store.

ST.

FREE

5

Wednesday evenings.
May 4th, and 5th.
and

Stockbridge's

FEW first class men to sell an article in the
state of Maine, used in every family anil by
every one. Address, stating a place lor an interview,
M. J. R. & CO., Portland, Me.
my3d6t*

property on State street
of land, with comrepair, is oliered for

seen

Tuesday

Admission 25 cents, Cars will leave for the City at
close of the 0|>era. Tickets can be obtained at

A

For Sale.
a Cottage House in Knight-

We

& I1 niou N|»,

STREET,

MIDDLE

1-2

180

oe

brought
Vestry of Hie Universalist Church,
Stevens Plains,

mj4

terms

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

I. W. ft: H. II. MCOCFFEK, Cor. Mfddl

&

4

out in the

will be

the

DWIGHT C. GOLDER & CO.,

12000 leet
THEcontaining about
house in good

dwelling

Written to music selected from different
Operas and other Sources,

ence

dtf

well-known Dear.e

d3t

from those without
not wanted.

Application!*

Valuable Beal Estate for Sale.

modious

Photograph

a

MIDDLE STREET-

276

Experienced Saleswomen.

Three

Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. M ORSE,
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.ja!5dtf

LIBBY, I.o. a5a Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in Deleno’s Mill.
G. E. HOOPER* Cor. Korb & Maple

at

Room.

WANTED,

two story and a half house corner Bramhall
St. and Western promenade, with 10 finished
Good stable and
rooms, cemented cellar and gas.
plenty ol yard room. Very pleasantly located and
convenient to horse railroad. Apply on the premises
or at 64 Commercial St., to J. W. YEATON.

sale,

N. MeCOY Ar CO., ‘iS Spring Sareet.

YOUNG lady to tend in

Apply
mj-4

For Sale.

B. F.

AIT

T/'TUff'D

Wanted.

2-fl

Real Estate Agents.

Streets._____
Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

MAINE.

O R, Till .A. IN" D,

U*

A

A

AN ORIGINAL OPERA ENTITLED

MARGARET,

Wanted.

House Ip Town for Sale.
Story, 8 rooms, furnace, gas, Sebago
JL" £ wrater, neat and in good order. Garden has vines ami fruit trees. Ample room also for
Fine location. A Bargain. Address P.
a stable.

aprl5

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

m.

CAPABLE American girl wants a situation
to do house work. Address,
D., Press Ornce.
my4d3t*

on

OPERA!

regular attache of the Press is furnished
Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have intormatiofl that several ‘•bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such frauds.
with

or

myld2t

apl6deod3w

Plumbers.

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

tween 2 and 4 p.

Cumberland Street, 60x100. Lots
on Spring Street, and in other parts of the city.
Dealer in Real Estate,
F.
to
G.
PATTERSON,
Apply
Williams’ Block, second east of City Hall.

depth.

War.

Exciting Battle Scenes. Exhibition Drill, Sheridan
Cadets. Hallelujah
Band._ ap!4tf

in this city.
Cail beother canvassing.
for two days at
37 ALDER ST.

BY No insurance

Congress and Neal Streets, with a
of 120 feat on Congress Street, and 75 feet

1 front
IOT
Lot
in

at

THIS EVJENING,
OLIVER DOCD BYRON,
in his great historical drama
Donald McKay, the Hero of the Modoc

Partner Wanted.
experienced man, for business

an

Choice Building Lots for Sale.

JAMES MILLER. No. 01 Federal Street.

J.

of
I. H. BROWN.
230 Middle St.

THE

Photographers.

Roofers.

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

Camp Ground, Old

Inquire

O. BOX 1092.myldl w»

Pattern and Model Maker.

Watch and Chronometer Mater,’ Tool*,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instrument!,, School
Apparatus, *c,
Stt Market Street. Printer* Exchange,
PORTLAND, ME.

Counsellors

Fed-

90

at

eral Wtreet.*

MODEL MAKER &

YOUNG,

S.

Wbocr*?

on

myl

MAY, 5, ’75

HALL.

CITY

THE

Every

can

FREE STREET. ul"

5

L«*s.

corner

WALTER COREY Ar CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
GKOBOK A. WHITNEY, No. 50 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

Ac

Orchard, for sale.

my3dlw

Furniture—Wholesale and Bctail.

to

VERY desirable lots

On

WHITNEY &T MEAN'S* Pearl Wired? oppowilc Park.

BUSINESS CARDS.
C. P. BABCOCK,

Camp Ground

Carpenters and Builders.

done

One that lias hail long experience and
command good pay.

Apply

WEDNESDAY MORNING,

PORTLAND MUSEUM.
OPPOSITE

MILLINER,

FIRST-CLASS

A

main road to Ocean House, tlirce minutes walk
from Baptist Church, two Stores, Primary and High
School, and Town House, very pleasantly situated in
For terms apply at store of J. L.
an Oak Grove.
Parrott, near the premises, or E. C. Robinson at C,
E. Jose & Co’s., 140 Middle St., Portland.

Confectionery.

a

Rates of Advertising; One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes .a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after tLrst week, 50 cents.
Hall square, three insertions, or lesB, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements.” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per wee*; three inseitions
r less $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square lor each subsequent nsertion.
Address all communications to
POKTLAND PUBLISHING Co.

IN

WANTED,

For Sale.
Cape Elizabeth, 1£ story House, small stable,
and {two acres land, 2£ miles from City Hall,

PEESS.

THE

ENTERTAINMENTS.

_WANTS.

ESTATE.

on

Book Binders.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
B published
ear, if paid

REAL

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

PRINTING at erery description neatly
executed at this OlHce.

revenue

is absocmoar-

_

Current Notes.
If George Washington himself had only
been cross-examined by Judge Fullerton before he died, we have no doubt but it world
have turned out that he really lied about the
cherry tree after all.—Bostou Traveller.
For another reason the new attorney general will be especially useful in the cabinet. Ilis
whole public career shows a remakahle deevents.
gree of foresight as to coming great
He predicted with singular clearness, not only
the war, but the “impending conflict” between the Tammany ring and the honest taxwere not
payers of this city. Hhis warnings
mere croakings.
They were definite and
from'the
and
from the
past,
precise deductions
conditions that actually existed when the
prophecies were made. We congratulate the
President on his good judgement in placing a
true and tried ftiend “in the place where he
cau do the most good.”—IV. Y. Evening
Mail.
The slanders of the independent press upon
public men have given the cue for assaults
upon private indiviuals, and there has been a
reign of slander. In a word, the freedom of
the press has been abused; in the very nature
of

things

there

must,

some

day,

come a reac-

tion.—Inter-Ocean.
The Washington correspondents are now
assuring us that Gen. Grant is under promise
to “avow himself” on the subject of the
third term, and that speedily. All right.

But while bis hand is in, the Globe, as a religious organ, insists that he shall also give
an opinion on the second advent. We regard
the third term and the second advent as
disequally practical questions, and their
cussion is equally within the scope of pre si
deutial duty at the present time.—St. Loutt*

Globe.

The Russian papers, we observe, are discussing projects for the resumption of specie
payments. The journals of the United
States must have a large supply of articles
on this subject lelt over, whieli we dare say
they will sell cheap, and it would be a saving
of trouble to the Russian journals to buy
them. Our brethren of Russia will find that
it

is

much easier to discuss

projects

than to

resume,—N. Y. Mail.
The misfortune has been that whenever
the independent voters rebuked Republicanism for its insuffetablo abuses of power, certain Democratic organs have imagined that
to
at
once scrambled out ot their tombs under the
mistaken impression that a political resurrection had come. Nothing of the sort has
happened, nor is likely to happen during the
next forty odd years.—Philadelphia Times.

people had changed from Republicanism
Democracy, and Bourbon leaders have

The Rochester (N. Y.,) Democrat proposes to date the origin of the Genesee Falls
one hundred years back and have a ccnten
Dial.
_

Southern Correspondence.
The [TInnaolin nail the K’nlui.—A New Tex
tile Plnul.—Nceues about Charlestou.

Augusta Ga.
Since a visit to this lovely Southern City—
the words “With Verdure Clad,” have assumed
new meaning in my eyes.
The foliage on the
Savannah river excels even the flowers in
beauty. The extroardinary height of the Magnolias, the Camelia Japooicas, as tall as apple
trees, covcrd with thousands of flowers, the
Sago-Palm growing in the open air, as does the
India Rubber tree, and crowning wonder of all;
one gardener showed with all a parent’s pride,
a young tree from the Yosemite which cost the
owner fifty ponnds sterling, and which is making rapid strides toward the gigantic height of
its ancestors.
All tne sneitereu uarungs oi our greeu uouses
grow profusely in the opeu air. The cape jessamines and tea roses, the latter especially,
grow all over the porches, and against the
sides of the houses, their blossoms attaining
enormous size. Augusta, known as the “Sand

Hills” before its

incorporation,

asceuds

gradu-

ally from the river side to quite high land.
This high land bears the nameot Summerville,
but it is difficult for a stranger to discover
where Augusta ends, and Summerville begin*,
connected as are the two places, by a horse
railroad.
A vast difference however, in the
health of the two places exists, as is shown by
the fact that in 1854, when the yellow fever
made such havoc in Augusta, not a case was
known on the heights two miles off from the
river.
Six

miles fiom Augusta are the Kaolin
works. Kaolin is the white clay or decomposed felspar, invaluable for porcelain. Not a
half century since it was supposed that this
wonderful clay could be found only in China
and Japan, and to its use was credited the

superior delicacy of their ware. Now Augusta
sends annually to the North five or six thousand tons, a portion of which, I regret to say,
returns not in the shape of plates &c., but in
the adulteration of flour, so snowy white and
pure is this article. Although there are at
these works three large kilns for the burning
of the ware, the supply is totally unequal to
the demand. At Graniteville, between Augusta
and Aiken, are the large cotton mills run by
New York capitalists, the annual production of
In
which is about 9,000,000 yards, at present.

neighborhood, too, is the large tract of land,
where the experiment of the cultivation ot the
new textile plant has been so successfully tried.
Ramie is a native of the Island of Java. It
grows to a height of six or eight feet—long and
fibrous, like flax, equalling it in strength The
fibre, when prepared for the spinner, is snowy
white, soft and lustrous, resembling floss silk,
and readily receives the most delicate dyes. In
any of the cotton states it can be harvested
three times per annum, and is growu at small
cost from cuttings or layers, and not from seed.
Charleston, S. C., Apr. 25.
A visit to Charleston without a visit to the
market would be like the play of Hamlet with
Hamlet left out. The meat stalls we cared little for, and only asked a few questions to satisfy ourselves that the best cuts of beef, and
poor enough at the best, are but 20 cents per
Thence we followed our guide quickly
lb.
toward the fruit and vegetable stalls, which
even at this season preseuted a very tempting
appearance, heaped high as they were with
fresh peas, asparagus, artichokes and cauliflowers, with dainty Dits of color, lent by the
radishes aud crates of strawberries. As soon
as the droll looking market women saw us,
they saw too, that wc came not as purchasers.

this

» nil a

quaiut

utue uuu

ui

tue

ueau auu wuc-

bend of tbe knees, tbe saleswomen
would say, “And what you tiuk missus of the
Sodern market? Strawberries missus, mine all
done gone. Come aginjlily missus early in de
mornin.” Imagine a tall stately negress with
the catriage of a princess, a colored handkerchief on her head, and on that perched a man’s
hat.
How soon will you in Portland buy peas at
10 cts. per quart, and strawberr es at 75 cts. for
two quart boxes. The frost a week ago has injured the peas it is said to tbe extent of thous-ands of dollars, and in our drives it was sad to
see the blackened fields on either side the road.
The strawberries were not so severely injured.
A friend gave me a sermon that was preached
by a colored clerg: man. not very long since—
here you have it verbatim.
“NowBredrin—Iainta gwiue to gib you a
I’m only gwiue to talk to
sarmon dis mornin.
you a little bout de peculiaristics ob de Christian. Ise bad it bredrin.on good authority, dat
de cedars ob Lebanon grow high—werry high.
Sometimes day grow to a tousand feet—and
bredrin—its jis so wid de Christian! Do gate
of Hebbeu lies low, werry low. So low dat
I
you kin shake hands right across—heucc say,
W'd de Sammist, “Low I come!”
The asCharleston is a melancholy place.
pect of neglect and decay, the peeling off of
stucco from the houses, the gloomy color of the
bricks themselves, of which so large a number
of the houses are built,all teud lo neutralise the
effect of the masses of flowers. A well-dressed
the inperson is rarely seen in the streets, aud
habitants keep themselves carefully aloof from
months
It
is
biu
a
few
the Northern visitors.
since, that a Dotice was removed from the club,
which notice read thus:
“Members are hereby notified that they are
forbidden to introduce at this club any officer
of ths U. S. Army, or any poison who served in
tb« Northern army during the late war.”
Of late however, since the present Governor
has succeeded in making himself so deservedly popular with both parties in South Caro
lina, and the Democrats realize the fact, that
had they succeeded in electing their nominee,
who has since died, South Carolina would today be governed by a black, the Lieut Governmen have agreed to
or being a negro, the
accept their position and are honestly pained
to find their worst foes within their own
homes. The women will not yield and the
mothers, wives and sisters fan the smouldering flames—seeking to fill the hearts of their
young children with hatred toward the NorthTwo
erners “who have taken all from them.”
thirds of tbe ladies still wear mourning, and
colors.
in
it
is
will never,
said, appear agaiu
Two days’ weary travel brought us to Petersburg, where at Jarrates Hotel, we found excellent
accommodations, comfortable and
cleanly rooms—aud one must have travelled at
the South to know how rarely that last blessing is found.
In tho morning we had ample time to drive
through th:s pretty towu, and to visit the
places of historical interest in tho neighborhood.
Virginia seems to have been one great battlefield, and to be one vast burial ground for the
dead of both armies.
Around Petersburg were fought some of the
deadliest battle* of the late war. From the
15th of June, 1804 to the 3d of April, 18115, the
conflicting armies lay in front of the city.
With the surrender of Fort Gregg, the retreat
to Appomattox Court House, and the surrender
of Lee on tho Otli of April, all are familiar.
But it was difficult for us, as we stood this
morning on the grass-grown earth works, to

spondiug

flip
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The birds sang, the soft spring sunlight shone, and ihe peach trees blossomed as
if the sceue bad always been as peaceful and
this spot.

quiet as to-day.

U. S. Supreme Court Decisions.
The

following important decisions have been
Supreme Court of tho United

reudered by the
States:

AUTHORITY OVER RAILROADS.
The Supreme Court Monday, in deciding in
to
favor of the right of the slate of Maryland
carried
collect a certain sum on all passengers
on the
by the Baltimore & Ohio Rai.road,
a contract with the
had
state
the
ground that
took occaroad and was not in fact taxing it,
involved in
sion indirectly to decide thequestiou
assert
the proposition to have tho government
aud fix the rates
its right to control these roads
of
the
court
The
opinion
of transportation.
who heard it to declare
was judged by those
the full authority of the government over roads
for all purposes connected with the question of

cheap
A

transportation.

TRIUMPH FOR THE BOSTON
ERIE.

HARTFORD

AND

The case of Sidney Dillon against George M
was decided by the Supreme Court
Monday. Mr. Dillon claimed one million dol-

Barnard
lars

on

account of

a

contract with the Boston

Hartford & Erie Railroad, Barnard being|Ja
tiustco of the Burdell mortgage. The court
dismissed the case after Dillon performed
work for which be claims the company became

PER

ANNUM,

IN

ADVANCE.

The trustees of bondholders were
sued on the ground that the trustees,
through the indenture, wrere responsible for every contract entered into by the corporation.
The court rejected this claim ou the ground
that a contractor had no right in law to n coter
from trustees.
insolvent.

then

ELOEE COTTON CASES DECIDED.

THE

in the so-called Elgee cotton cases, appealed
from the court of claims, Justice Strong delivered a very elaborate and important opiuton
the question of when the title passes in sales
of personal property, affirming the English
doctrine as distincft from that held iu New
York and some other states, and deciding that
the sale in the present case was oulyau executory contract aud did not pass the title, and so
reversed the judgment below. Justices Hunt
and Bradley dissented. This case involved upwards of $ob0,000, now in the treasury and
which, it is now decided, belongs to the execu
tors of Elgee.
General Batler was couusel for
oDe of the losing parties.
on

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF KAILKOAP TAXES.

The fenpreme Court Monday decided the
case of the State of Maryland against the BalThe
timore and Ohio liailroad Company.
claimed a deferred payment of £500 as
due for the period between 1800*1870, being ouefifth of the amount of passenger fare over the
Washington and Baltimore branch of the road.
The company refused to nay the amount to the
state, ou the plea that the tax was unconstitutional. This the court of appeals of Maryland overruled, attirmiug the right of the state
to the money in questiou, which decisiou of the
court of appeals nas beeu affirmed by the Supremo Court.
state

THE NEW ORLEANS PRIZE MONEY..

The case of the Uuited States vs. Farragut
et ah, an appeal from the Supreme Court of
the District of Columbia, was decided by the
Snpremc Court Mouday. This is the case of
the commanding officers of the fleet engaged
in the capture of New Orleans, to recover
prize money and salvage. The court sustained
the decree entered below, based ou the tiuding
of the arbitrators, that ibe capture was the
achievement of the fleet, and not a joint operation ot the army an 1 navy, aud that the value
of the captured vessels is to be computed in the
distribution, as well as those which were subsequently restored to the loyal owners, from
whom they hail wen captured oy me enemy
as those which
were condemned as prizes.
The item of military salvage, computed at teu
per cent, on the value of the restored vessels,
is disallowed, and the rest of the decree is
affirmed, the court lioldiug that they could uot
review the case on facts 01 au appeal from tbe
decision of the arbitrators, there being no allegations of fraud or other sufficient grounds for
a
revision.
Justice Miller delivered the

opiniou.
[From tbe Detroit Free Press ]
Mr. Coffin's Spelling Mateli.
The other evening old Mr. and Mrs. Coffin,
who live on Brush street, sat in their cosey
back parlor, he reading tbe paper and she knitting, and tbe family cat stretched oat under
tbe stove aud sighed and felt sorry for cats not
It was a happy, conteuled
so well fixed.
household, and there was love in his heart as
Mr. Coffin put down his newspaper and re-

marked:
“I see that the whole country is becoming
excited about spelling schools,”
‘•Well, it’s good to know how to spell,” replied the wife. ”1 didn’t have the chance some
girls bad, but I pride myself that 1 cau spell
almost any word that comes along.”
‘Til see about that,” he laughed; “come,
now, spell ‘buggy’
“Humph! that’s nothing—b u-g g-y, buggy,”
sbe replied.
"Missed tbe first time—ha! ha!” he roared,
slappiug his leg.
“Not much—that was right.”
“It was. eh? Well, I’d like to see anybody
get two g’s in buggy, I would.”
“But it is spelled with two g’s, and any
schoolboy will tell you so,” she persisted.
“Well, I know a duru sight better than
that!!” lie exclaimed, striking tbe table with
bis fist.
“I don’t care what you know!” she equeaked;
“I know lhat there are two g’s in buggy!”
“Bo you mean to tell me that I’ve forgotten
how to spell?” be asked.
“It looks that way.”
“It does, sh? Well, I want you and all your
relations to understand that 1 know more
about spelling than tbe whole caboodle of you
struug on a wire!”
“And I want you to understand, Jonathan
Cuffiu, that you are an ignorant old blockhead,
when you don’t put two g’s in tbb word buggy
—yes you are!”
“Don’t talk that way to me!” he warnad.
“And don't shake your fist at me!” she re-

plied.

"Who’s a-shaking his fist?”
“You were!”
“That’s a he—an infernal lie!”
"Don’t call me a liar, you old bazzar! I’ve
put up with your meanness for forty years past
but don’t call me a liar, aud don’t lay a hand
on me!”
“Do yoa want a divorce?” he shouted, ipringing up; "yoa can go now, this minute!”
“Don’t spit in my face—don’t you dare do it
or I’ll make a dead mau of you!” she warned.
“I haven't spit in your freckled old visage
yet, but I may if you provoke me turther!”
“Who’s got a freckled face, you old turkeybuzzard?”
That was a little too much. He made a motion as if be would strike, and she seized him
Then be reached out and
by the Deckt'e.
„-,,hhnj

<i..

„—

1:
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her feet, but she twisted up on the necktie until his tongue ran out.
“Let go of me. you old fiend!'’ she screamed.
“Git down on yer knees and beg my pardon,
you old wild cat!” he replied.
They surged and swayed and struggled, and
the peaceful cat was struck by the over turning table and had her tack broken, while the
clock fell down,and the pictures danced arouud
The woman finally shut her husband’s supply
of air off and flopped him, and as she bumped
his head up and down on the floor and scattered
his gray hairs she shouted:
“You waut to get up another spelling school
with me, don’t you?”
He was seen limping around the yard yesterday, a stocking pinned around his throat, aud
she had court plaster on her nose, and one finger tied up. He wore the look of a martyr,
while she had the bearing of a victor, and from
this time out “buggy” will be spelled with two
g’s in that house.

News and Other Items.
One hundred persons were received into Plymouth church last Sunday.
The latest libel suit agaiust W. F. Story, editor of the Chicago Times, has resulted in a
disagreement of the jury.
Eight European steamships sailed from New
York on last Saturday with large passenger
lists.
Between 5000 and GOOO shad a day are uow
beirg caught on the shores of Staten Island

daily.
Christine Nilsson is said to be very anxious
about her Illinois investments. She dipped into Peoria property extensively.
The American Tract Society, up to 1875, has
printed 27,000,000 volumes of its various publitions, besides over 400,000,000 copies of tracts
and periodicals.
A strange worm has appeared in upper Minnesota, and is devouring the nascent grasshoppers vtnaciously. Tne only aflprehensiou
new

is as

hoppers

to

are

The “Two

wbat they wil! do when the grassused up.

Orphans”

at

the

Union

Theatre, New York, has already had a
150 nights and the programme will

changed

Square
run

of

not

be

for weeks.

a spelling match down on the
tranquil Milpitas. There were
and twenty-six went
contestants
twenty-seven
down on the first word, “cat,” and the last
man would have gone down two,
only he stuttered, and couldn’t get in the second “l” quick
Leader.
enough.—Stockton

They have had

banks of the

Col. Meacham, the United States peace commissioner who is piloting a party of Modoc
chieftains, lost one of them in New York
Thursday evening, and as his own scalp is the
the party to
their tribe, he is rather anxious to find him.
An executive committee of ladies, including
the w.ves of Postmaster General Jewell, Chief
Justice Waite and Justice Miller, has been ora
ganized in Washington to aid in erectiug
I hiladeipbia in
monument to independence at
connection with the centennial celebration.

security for the safe return of

The Michigan Legislature has nnaiiy snostitnted a licenso for the prohibitory liquor law,
a tax of 840
which was not enforced, providing
for malt liquor retailers, 8130 for rel&ilors of
alcoholic liquors and 8300 for wholesale liquor
dealers and manufacturers. Retailers are required to give from 81000 to $3000 bonds to
comply with the provisions of the law.
The San Francisco Chronicle tells a story of
It
Miss Adelaide Miller, a Hawaiian singer.
says that she is wont to amuse herself by surfbathing, and by converting any stray shark she
overtakes into a reliable family hors*, sportively placing herself on the shark’s back and
him by his sensitive fins. If Miss Mil-

guiding

shark she practices the scales
salmon.
The St. Louis Globe man who writes about
fires thus discourses of a conflagration in a
milliner’s shop: “The flames crowded through
the door and started in for fun. They tried on
ler can’t find

a

by mounting

a

monster

spring hats and jumped upon the chairs and
tables to admire themselves iu the mirrors
Then they dashed hither anl thither among
the laces and embroideries, feeding on ostrich
feathers uutil they became bloated, and then
the ruches under foot and stam|>ed
the beauties from ont the flowers nntil in Ml
the wreck of matter they were left the only

trampled

bright things.”

bTteleguaph.

scandal, among others the ltcligio-Philosophicul Journal of Chicago, but she is not
sure whether the Banner of Light of Boston

this

THE SCANDAL.
Mrs. Tilton’s Letter Made Public.

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Bowen and Woodhall Likely to
be Witnesses.

Lost Over bo ml.
[Special to the Press.]

Meaman

Rockland,
May 4.—Schooner American
Chief, from Boston, arrived here to-day. Reports lost a man overboard on passage down
named George Long of South Thomaston.
Accident at Mouth Gardiner.
[To the Associated Press.]
Gardiner, May 4.—J. W. Lawrence, while
at work in the mill of Lawrence Brothers,
South Gardiner, this afternoon, fell aDd broke
two of his ribs.
_

HAMPSHIRE.

NEW

The Muzzeir murder.
B.
Ossipee, May 4 —The trial of Joseph
Buzzell of Brookfield, for the alleged murder
the
of MissSusau A. HaDSon in that town on
here this
evening of November 2d, 1874, opened
Attorney
alternoon before the circuit court.
Prank
General Clark, solicitor Wentworth and
Hobbs of Dover, appeared for the state, anil
and
of
Copeland
Rochester,
Messrs. Sauborn
The main
of Great Falls, for the prisoner.
circumstances connected with the murder,
which occasioned great excitement in this
community, will be remembered by the public.
The victim, Miss Hanson, a lady some 33 years
of age, who had always maintained a good
character and was highly esteemed in the community. She lived at home with her mother, a
brother and his family. On the night of the
murder she was sitting in the kitchen with several members of the family quietly at work.
A little after seven o’clock there was a deafenof a
ing report without from the discharge
fell
heavily loaded gun, and Miss Hanson head
senseless upon the floor, shot in the face,
and neck. She died almost immediately. SusBuzzell as
picion immediately pointed towards had
paid
the probable author of the deed. He
his addresses to Miss Hanson for a number of
been exyears, and for a long time she had
anothpecting to marry him. He had married
had instituted proer girl and Miss Hanson
ceedings against him for breach of promise,a
which suit was to have been tried before
referee during the week on which the murder
Buzzell is a man about 38
was committed.
He
years of age, a farmer and stone cutter.
had always maintained a fair character in the
Novemcommunity- On that day, Monday,
ber 2d, he left Wolfboro to return home at half
five o’clock, taking what is known as the
_

past

road,

a
Mou’itaia
□mV.,.-rrKaf alerter

rough andiUntravelled

route

YESTERDAY’S REBUTTAL TESTIMONY.
he
Woodhull I.ikely lo
Called.
New York, May 4 —Mr. Beach said yesterBowen is
day: **I am inclined to believe that the. stand.
hostile to us, yet I may put him on
it is as
anti
He refuses to outline his testimony,
cut and
likely as not that lie would simply
slash everybody, only defending himself. Y?
the exact truth
course my client has told me
if 1 was
about his relations with Bowen, and
I would
assured of what Bowen would testify
It is sa'd
put him on the stand instantly.
his
lawyers to call
that Tilton has been urging
I earl
Mr Bowen, Mrs. Woodhall, Stephen
Andrews and others, and so leave nothing covered up. At first the lawyers oppose 1, but
they begin to entertain his advice.
Mrs. Tiltou’i LdPr and Judge Neibon’.
Reply.
The Brooklyn Eagle prints the following:
Baoo’KLYlt, May 3, 1875.
To Judge Neilson: I a«k the privilege from
1 feel
you for a few words iu m.v own behalf.
iu the
very deeply the injustice of mv position
and
while
now
the
court
sitting,
law and be'fore
1 have understood and expected from the beginning Mr. Evarts’ principle in the matter,
yet. since your last d^cisiou 1 have been so sensible of the power of my enemies that my soul
cries out before you and the gentlemen of the
verdict
jury that they beware bow,bv a divided
they consign to my children a false and irre
deemable stain upon their mother. For five
of citcum
years past I have been the victim
stances most cruel and unfortunate, struggling
live honor
to
a
for
place
from time to timejonly
ably aud truthfully. Believed for some mouths
from a will by whose power unconsciously 1
criminated myself again and again, I declare
solemnly before you, without fear of man and
by faith in God, that 1 am innocent of the
crime charged against me. I would like to tell
my whole sad story, truthfully to acknowledge
the frequent falsehoods wrung from me by
compulsion, though at the same time unwilling
to reveal the secret ot my married life, which
makes
only the vital importance of my position
1 assume the entire responsibility
necessary.
of this request, unknown to friend or counsel
of either side, and await your Honor’s honorable decision.
With great respect,
Boffrn

and

Jjj LIZ A lift 1x1

iv.

iiiiun.

ordinary highway.
Chambers of the City Court of Brook- I
Tin* murder occurred soon after seven o clock, j
J
LYN, N. Y., Brooklyn, May 4, 1875.
and il is claimed by the defence that it would
Mrs. Tiltou: lam directed by Chief Judge
have been utterly impossible for any man to
be
as
it
canuot
Ntiison to return your letter,
have driven over such a dangerous route, a dislead in court; also to state that in civil cases
in
the
the
much
of
9
8
or
way
of
tance
miles,
counsel have the right to refrain from calling a
and
dark, in that time.
particular witness, however competent,
The day was spent empaneling the jury.
that neither the court nor the client can interThe
Contested Legislative Seats—Kepubl ieaus
of
that
exercise
Judge
the
right.
with
fere
Determined not to be Cheated.
also instructs me to say th it the question whethanother you could be a witness stands on quite
Concokd, May 4.—A meeting of the Repuber ground from that considered when your huslican State Committee was held at the Eagle
band was called and sworn. He was a compeHotel this evening, which was quite fully attent witness to testily against a third person,
tended by members from different parts of the
The deliberastate and prominent politicians.
(the defendants and while the policy of the
law was to some extent involved, there was no
tions were not public, but it is understood that
the statute of
the meeting was held for consultation in relaexpress statute in the way, but
intion to the legislative questions that are at
May 10,1867, expressly declares a wife to be
In
competent as a witness for or against her huspresent causing considerable excitement.
disband.
the sixth senatorial district the Democrats
Yours respectfully,
pute the election.of Gen. Head of Hooksett,
George \V. Koaebel,
claiming that his name is Nathaniel and^ that
Clerk of City Court, &c.
on the ballots cast it was printed “Natt.” and
must
such
ballots
that under the law all
With regard to Mrs. Tilton’s request Judge
be thrown out, as abreviated names cannot be
Neilson said this morning that the question of
eounted. In the fourth district they claim that
or not calling her rested entirely with
calling
the temperance candidate. Deering, for wham
her counsel, and it was not for the Judge to
a
to
defeat
cast
choice,
votes enough bad been
act voluntarily.
had not been' a resident of the state long
Proceedings in Court.
enough to be eligible as a candidate, and thereBrooklyn, Mav 4.—The renort concerning
fore all votes cast for him should be thrown out
Mrs. Tilton’s letter to Judge Neilson aroused
and that the certificate of election should be
the public interest to something like its former
given to Proctor, the Democratic candidate,
pitch and the court room was accordingly
according to law.
crowded this morning.
The Republicans claim that Gen. Head was
Franklin Woodruff was recalled.
legally elected in his district; that he had
Witness recollected that at an interview with
adopted the name of Natt and there can be no Scbuliz
about starting the Golden Age for Tilquestion as to whom tbe the votes bearing that
ton, the latter told Scbnltz he could not accept
Tbe unanimous sense of
name were cast for.
any aid from Beecher that would put him unthe meeting is said to have been that the voice
der obligation. When Tracy had a conference
of the people cannot be disregarded by refusing
with Tilton, Moulton aud witness aud the letter
a certificate and that their rights in the matof contrition were produced. Moulton did not
ter shall be insisted upon,as well as in the case
say, “It is only the memorandum of conversaof district No. 4, where they say it will be contion I had with Beecher.”
trary to all precedent and law to declare ProcThe cross-examination was conducted by
tor elected.
They state that the most eminent
Shearman; and the first part was confined to
counsel in the state have been consulted and
his'relatious with Tracy, which he said were
The certifithis position is sustained fully.
friendly aud quite intimate. He was accates of election are given by the Governor and
quainted with Geo. L. Nichols, Mr. Southwick
Council and they argue that no votes returned
and Mr. McLeau. He has talked with them
can be thrown out by them.
Does not
confidentially about the scandal.
The next meeting of this body will be held
the Brooklyn
a report in
on the 12th of
May, when the matter will remember of reading between
and
a reporter
an interview
probably be voted upon, but what action will (Jnion of
Tracy. (File produced.) Witness thought it
The Repubbe taken is at present uncertain.
of
not
recollect
Does
it.
had
read
he
likely
licans claim that they shall have a majority of
McLean’s calling his attention to any portiou
10 at least in the House of Representatives.
of it in which Tracy denied that Tilton charged
than tho

adultery.

NEW FORK.
Attempted Murder#
New York, May 4.—This morning a middle
aged man applied at the Comptroller's office
for the oayment of some claims duffbim,which
was refused him by Deputy Comptroller Earl.
He then left the office, but laid in wait until
Earl came out, when he seized him and threw
him violently against tbe wall, then drew a revolver and pointed it at Mr. Earl, but the pistol missed fire twice. The man was arrested
and taken to the Tombs police court. It is said
that the man has a just claim against the city,
which he has been endeavoring for eight months
to collect without success, and that his lamiiy
are in the greatest poverty in consequence.

WASHINGTON.
Internal Revenue Receipt*.
The internal revenue
Washington, May 4
receipts from July 1,1873, to April 30. 1874,
Receipts from July 1,
were
$81,845,642 01.
—

April 30, 1875, were $89,758,871.95.
Increase $7,913,929.94. If to the receipts for
1874,

to

the first ten months of the current fiscal «ear
is added to the receipts of May and June of
the last fiscal year, the total will be $110,274,807.04.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances of

to-dayCurrency, $1,242,393.00special deposit
of

of le<ml tenders for redemption of certificates

deposit $48,630,000; coin, $90,515,116, including
coin certificates, $22,433,300; outstanding legal
tenders, $378,851,760.
Various Mailers
Many la oorers on the Washington public
woiks have struck for $1.50 per day, the price
now

being $1.

......

A number of opinions will be delivered by
the court of claims next Monday.
The Sabine, now the receiving ship at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, is to be used for a

sebooisbip.
Judge Burnham, the

assistant secretary
and entered upon his

new

of the treasury, qualified
ditties yesterday.
Senor Antonio Mantilla, who represented the
Spanish Republic as minister plenipotentiary,
today presented bis credentials as representative of the King of Spain.
Internal revenue receipts today $43,929; custom receipts $50,953.

THE CROPS.
Western State..

Reperl. from Severiil
New York, May 4.—The following are the
crop reports Irom the West:
Columbus reports that the frost last Saturday
YVheat
did hut little damage in that country.
will be a small crop, however, owing to the severe winter.
Sedalia, Missouri, reports that the frost Siturday night injured all kinds of vegetables,
and all ihe grain crop of that section will be
short.
Detroit reports that the grain crop of Michigan will be better than usual.
Atchinson and Leavenworth, Kansas, report
The
good prospects for the grain crops.
grasshoppers

merous

as

n iw

hatching

out

are

not

so

nu-

in 1867, .when they did very little in-

jury.

St. Paul, Minn., reports favorable crop prospects and but little fear of grasshoppers.
Kansas City reports that iu western Missour
and southern Kausas, there will be a short
grain crop, except corn, which will be larger
than usual. The grasshoppers are disappear-

ing.

In Iowa the frost of Saturday did no damage
as the winter wheat was killed during the win
ter and the spring wheat was not far enough
advanced to be hurt.
In Illinois: the frost did no damage.

A

11. 8. Judge

ou

Ihe Effect

of

the

Civil

Right. Law.
JNEW UBLEASS, may
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district
the V. S District Court for the eastern
toof Texas, in his charge to the Grand Jury
and
law
expressed
dry, reviewed the civil tights
a legal
right
have
all
persons
the opinion that
to have board and lodging at inns, transportaand
tion on steamers and railroads or stages,
entrance into theatres, while they donottberethat a
hy acquire any social righ s. To hold
conductor of a railroad train caunot assign a
atspecial car to ladies and children and their
tendants, to the exclusion of all others, provided the other passengers are furnished with
other cars with all necessary facilities for travelling, would, he says, be to stab social rights,
privileges and immunities, therefore my view
of the act is that it was not iutended to affect
social rights through civil and legal rights. In
conclusion the Judge said: ‘‘If it should be
made to appear that any iun keeper, mauager
of a theatre or transportation agent had refused proper facilities to any one on account f
race, color or previous coudition of servitude,
the grand jury would have authority to find a
true bill against such person.**
IflETEOBOLOClICAL

raOBABILITIESjFOB

THE NEXT TWENTY-FOCB
HOUBS.

Wab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
Officer Washington, D. O.,
May u, |1 A. M.)
For

}
I

England,

and lower lakes rsing followed by falling barometer, warmer, southwest wind*, partially
cloudy weather aud possibly light rains in the
lake re ion.
The Alhambra Gone to Pieces.
Boston, May 4.—Steamer Alhambra, ashore
at Cape Sable, went to pieces Monday night.
Only a small part of cargo was saved.

Beach objected to having the interview read
and characterized it as au attempt tojget in a
statement of Tracy, surreptitiously.
Witness remembered haviug a conversation
with Tracy subsequent to the report of that inHe was aware Tracy was then in
terview.
consultation with Moulton. He does not remember calling Tracy’s attention to the fact
that in that interview he had understood the
charge against Beecher to be improper advancHe did not complain to Tracy of having
es.
This was at his
misrepresented the case.
bouse last summer. It arose m til's way. isast
summer when Moultou heard that Tracy knew
about the $500 advanced by Beecher for Tilton’s t'am’ly be commenced damning the witWitness visited Tracy
ness for telling Tracy.
ana accused him of violating confidence in
he (witness) had
that
know
Moultou
letting
told Tracy about the $500.
Tracy -said that
wasn’t about the $500, it was about the $5000
Witness
replied no, but I
given subsequently.
told you about the $500. I could not tell you
about the $5000 for Moulton never let me know
where that money came from until recently.
Tracy then admitted he was wroug in speaking
about the money matter to Moultou a d said
be was sorry for it. On that occasion Tracy
told him his advice had uot been followed by
Moulton and he had not been consulted and
was out of the case for two years.
Since Tracy denied on the stand that the
witness had told him about the $5000 given by
Beecher, wituess had gone to McLeau and oth-.
ers and told them Tracv bad learned of it ftom
him. Shortly after $5000 was ceposited to' Tilton’s credit he told Southw’ck about it. He
told him Moulton had deposited $5300, and that
subsequent paymeuts were charged as paid to
“T. T.” Witness said he thought it came from
Beecher, and Southwick thought it came from
his uncle, Horace B. Olafln. Moulton told witness he had received money from Beecher and
paid Bessie Turner’s schooling with it, but canHe
not remember when Moultou told him.
did not know what was done with the $5000 in
and
He collected intert St on the bond
1872.
mortgage held by his firm ou Tilton’s house.
The ac ounts show that Tilton was debited
wilh $500 in November, 1871, and he was not
credited with it that year. Witness cannot tell
His iuteryiew
when the $500 was received.
about money matters with Tracy was in 1872,
shortly after the Woodhull publication.
Witless dees not recollect in a conversation
with 8outhwick saying, “Is it best for us to
drive Beecher out of Brooklyn,’’ or that Southwick replied, “Your head may 1 e level enough
to drive the salt and fish business, but when
you undertake to drive Beecher out of Brooklyn you take a contract you cannot perform.”
He does not remember replying, “lean show
you a letter which, it published, would drive
He does
him out,” but he may have said so.
not remember that Southwick then asked him
if the charge was adultery, and that he replied
If Southwick asked him did he believe the
no.
charge was adultery, he is pretty sure he didn’t
He has no recollection of anything of
say no.
the kind. He blan ed Southwick for giving
Shearman points, not points, but for telling
Tracy what he had 'earned from witness about
Tilton. Very likely he said the same to others.
He is no longer a member of the firm of Woodruff & Robinson. The dissolution was on JanHe did not tell Southwick a few
uary 1st.
weeks ago that he had told him all he knew
He simply cautioned him
about the case.
against talking about matters he had learned
in confidence.
Ir reply to Beach witness said he teceived a
check for $5000 from Tilton, and very likely
handed it to the book-keeper, Parlridge. He
has no recollection of h nding a yellow slip
with it. Has no recollection or me sup uniu
he saw it in court.
Couid here took a recess.
After recess, Mr. Morris announced that
counsel were agreed to have it entered on the
minutes that the last professional visit of Dr.
Styles, attendant physician to Mrs. Tilton,
was December
30, 1870, and that he considered her then convalescent. It was so entered on the minutes.
Mrs. Anna M. Middlebrook, examined by
Fullerton, testified that, in the summer of
1871, she met Tilton in his office, and in the
fall of the same year at Woodhull’s. Became
acquainted with Woodhull in the spring of
that year, at a woman’s suffrage convention in
that city, she only saw Woodhull once at her
She
house, and that was in the autumn.
Witness was one
went there on businesss.
of the trustees of a board of Spiritualists,
and Woodhull was
president of the
wrote
articles for
association. Witness
It
was
October 25,
Woodhull’s paper.
1871, she was at Woodhull’s. She met Tilton,
Wheelock and a gentleman from Lowell
Blood, Andrews, Minnie
named Cowles.
Claflin, and others were there that evening.
There was no conversation there that evening
that she did not hear, and she is positive
the Beecher scandal was not spoken of.
doubt
There was nothing said about a
whether Beecher or Tilton was the father of
of the children. There was nothing said
of Mrs.
about Moulton extracting the letter
Tilton's from Beecher. In September, 1872,
witness was in Boston, when a convention of
one

Mrs. Woodhull
1 here
was there, and referred to the scandal.
had been opposition to Woodhull’8 re-election as president, and she rushed on the stage

Spiritualists

was

held, and

and spoke of a number of persons living in
criminal intercourse, among them a prominent
clergyman in Brooklyn. This was in a public meeting, and about 400 persons were

present.
The object

testimony was to contradict the gentleman who swore he heard
Tilton returning by cars from Boston say he
didn’t care about the Woodhull publication,
only for its effect upon his wife. This was
to prove he referred to Woodhull’s speech.
On cross-examination by Evarts, witness
#aid the Spiritual journals took notice of
of this

not
Witness
sure whether ie was in 1870 or 1871 she
made Woodhull's acquaintance. Whenever
it was, from that time forward she made it a
at
point on coming to Newr York to call
Woodhull’s office. It was soon after becoming acquainted with Woodhull that she saw
Tilton at the latter’s office.
The eve she was at Woodhull’s house WheelThere was a
er made a Spiritualistic speech.
discussion about Spiritualism, in which Tiltou
aud others took part. Cowley and Woodhull
made remarks about the Lowell factories and
the restrictions ou female operatives that took
place. If Tilton and Woodhull had auy conversation about Beecher and Mrs. Tiltou she
would have heard it. There was no private
conversation. It was cot all public addresses,
but some slight remark might be made to a perIt is two or three years since
son alongside.
she wrote for Woodhull’s paper. Witness disbelieves some points of the Christian faith.
She believes iu the existence of a God and a
slate of future rewards aud punishments.
Wheeler’s speech was in the form of poetry
about communication with disembodied spirits.
To Fullerton—Mr. Tilton criticised Wheeler s
speech. He asked how it was when spirits of
literary men came back to this world they were
not their former selves.
To Mr. Evarts—l can’t remember what literary character Wheeler interpreted. I thought
he got on poorly.
q. —Which did you think in fault, Wheeler
or the spirits.
A —I could not say, sir. (Laughter.)
Joseph H. Richards, Mrs. Tilton’s brother,
was reca'led and testified to Mr. Morris: I recollect going before the investigating committee
I was introduced to him
and saw Gen. Tracy.
about 8 o’clock. I was talking with the comme to the front parinvited
mittee, and Tracy
lor and I followed him. He made some remarks about my appearing before the commit-

made

a

brief notice of it.

^is

tee.

Evarts bore obiected to going into the details
of the interview to contradict a.series ot facts
testified to by Tracy and which are wholly
collateral and outside the issue of the case
no
extra-judicial statement of

containing
Tracy.

After a good deal of playful sparring between
Evarts aud Beach, the evidence was allowed
counsel.
the court, however, insisting that
IUIIUW

same

o

IUCUIUCI

-----

subject.

Beach—The first question put to Tracy was,
“Now, Mr. Tracy, he so good as to tell us
what occurred,” aud he goes ou to state “Mr.
Richards came iu, &c
v
The Judge—Very well, follow the same order.
Mr. Beach—Very well, now Mr. Richards be
(Laughso good as to tell us what occurred.
ter.

)

Witness—I was there and Tracy came and
I said that
told me he was Beecher’s counsel.
1 was there on iuviration
made no difference.
He
of
the
committee.
of Mr. Sage, president
asked me if my sister had ever confessed adultery with B-'echer, aud I told him I would
answer no questions on the subject, that l
came
there for the sake of my sister as my
going there was better than my not, going. He
said my silence would ho unfavorable to her,
and I said I didn’t care about that, and that for
no
years I had followed the course of holding
Tracy then
communication on the subject.
said, “That is what you must say to the comI am positive he told me he was
mittee
Richards was then asked
Beecher's counsel.
whether it was true as Bessie Turner swore
that she told him about Tilton’s outrageous
conduct to herself and his abuse of his wife.
Mr. Evarts objected, bat the question was
allowed.
Witness denied that in December, 1870, Bessie Turner called on him in the eveuiug at the
Post building and made auy relation of ill
He has no
treatment of his sister by Tilton.
recollection of anything of the kind or any
that office
him
at
on
recollection of her calling
or of her ever telling him about an attempt of
Tilton to violate her. He does not see bow lie
could possibly forget any such communication
He was at that
if ever it was made to him.
time business manager ot the Evening Post.
Counsel for the defence here held a conference in whispers and the witness was not

cross-examined.
John Bremmer, U. S. storekeeper, and a
German, testified in answer to Morris that he
participated ia the Rossel procession in 1871,
aud saw Tilton marching a little before him
with a gentleman he has since learned was

John Swinton. Tilton did not walk with the
ladies aud was notjwith them when the procession broke up.
Stephen Pearl Andrews testified that he resided in New York and had lived in Texas,
Louisiana, Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
He is now engaged iu scientific and philosoIs
phic investigation of the social structure.
an author and has published some legal works,
enis
now
He
the
on
works
also
languages.
tirely employed in the elaboration of the newly
discovered science of “Universology”, was the
friend of Gerrit Smith and engaged with him
Court adjournin the anti-slavery movement.

ed,

_■_

The Georgia Hurricane.
Augusta, Mav 4.—The details of Saturday’s
storm show it to have been destructive of life
and property. But it is not to be compared to
the cyclone which swept the state in the latter
part of March. Few lives were ost but many
persons wounded. The storm travelled through
the state from west to east, following nearly in
the direction of the cyclone in March.

FOREIGN.
_

The Pope III.
Rome, May 4.—The Pope 1s again ia
state

and under

the treatment of

his

weak

physi-

shilling.

nouse of Commons
House of Commons engaged in a debate tonight on a motion made by the Marquis of
Hunt ngtou, that the House do not entertain
auy complaint with respect to the publication
of its proceedings except in cases of wilful
misrepresentation or when the publication
thereof is expressly prohibited, and that strangers are not to be ord red to withdraw from the
galleries unless they are disorderly or by a vote
of the HoDSe.
Disraeli opposed any curtailment of privi
leg-. The House was able to deal with the inconvenience caused by the present method of
excluding strangers by susperdiug the rule permitting a single member to order their withdrawal
Mr. Lowe denounced a continuance of the

anomaly.

At this stage of the debate Mr. Sullivan called attention to the presence of strangers, and
the galleries were accordingly cleared.
The debate on the Marquis’ motion was adjourned until May 20:b.
Politics.
cxinglon Lellrr
London, May 5., 5.30 a. m.—The Standard
Gladstone
the
letter
from
severely criticises
and Our

read at the centennial celebratiou of the battle
of Lexington. It remarks that the habit of
toadying to Ameiicaus is discreditable in English public men and journalists. The results of
the republican experiment in tbeUuited States
are corruption of public life, extinction of public spirit, oppression of the minority, disgust of
tbe honorable men with politics, and ibe transfer of tbe government in'o the hands of corrupt, unscrupulous aud ignorant men.
The Times fully endorses Mr. Gladstone’s
letter aud says, it would be melancholy if the
first great attempt at complete independence
should result in social anarchy.
Although
there is nothing at preseut to justify such fears
American
institutions
in
some
exist
evils
grave
which must be remedied if the progiess is to be

kept up.

War.
Havana, May 4.—A body of insurgents attacked Guaracauhiaja but were repulsed by
troops from the garrison. Minor engagements
between troops aud rebels have taken place at
Macagna, Barrabas, Lomacruse aud Macagnabo.
Ice in the CSulfofSl. Lawreuce-Auid.
The Cuban

mice

Hem

to

* learners

Montreal, May 4 —Allan’s latest adviers
says the Polynesian and two other steamships
passed Port au Basque on the 25lh ult., but
these as well as several sailing vessels previously reported, are delayed bv a field of ice in
Private informathe vicinity of Bird Rock.
tion has been received that the Polynesian,
finding the Gulf impassable his goue round to
Portlaud.

Quebec. May 4.—The Department of Ma-

riue aud Fisheries has ordered a s'eamer from
Halifax (o search for the steamers Polynesiar,
Dominion aud Lake Cliamp'ain, and to render
any assistance required. The steamship Nova
Scutiau will take the mqils this week froir Port-

land.

wlrch broke
up some days ago, has jammed at Des Cliainat
ice
The
boult.
gorge
Cape Rouge is still
firm, horses and vehicles are crossing with as
much safety as in midwinter.
Foreign Notes.
The cholera has abated in Oude.
Tbe North German Gazette denies the statement that a society has been forme! in Gerreturn to that country ol
many to facilitate the
German emigrants to the United States.
The moderator ot the Presbyterian Synod in
session in London yesterday endorsed Moody
Tbe ice from Lake St. Peters,

and Saukey’s meetings.

The motion pending in the English House of
Commons for the recognition of the Carlists
as

belligerents

was

Lord Cardigan.

The British government intends to seud a
frigate to survey Baffin’s Bay and the North

Atlantic.

_

iVJI.NOK TELGttKAnti
Steamers Bristol and Providence will resume
their trips on Monday, May 10.
A mass meeting of citizens was held at
to condemn
Greeupoint, N. H.. Monday night,
the proposition ot the priests to engraft parochial schools upon the free school system of
that city.
Welland canal is open for navigation.
Dominion government has made an arrangement for the location of buoys an I lighthouses,
and the opening of French River harbor.
Thomas Murphy, 19 years of age, was sentenced by the New York Court of General
Sessions, yesterday, to 15 years iu state prison
for robbery.
In Cop ike, N. Y., yesterday, Wesley Van
Bureo, a wealthy farmer iu a fit of insanity
shot his mother dead and then himself tbrjugh
the heart.
Base ball in Washington—Athletics 21,
Washingtons 3.
John 01 en, a Lowell horse car conductor,
was assaulted and seriously beateu by Chus. J.

Morse, yesterday.
The Democrats carried Montgomery, Ala.,
yesterday, electing their w'hole ticket.
Gov. Ingersoll of Connecticut will he inaugurated to-day.
Samuel Bullock, who killed McCready at
Morsetowu, N. J., March 29, has been found
guilty of murder in the second degree and sentenced to 12 years imprisonment.
The Indian Bureau has received information
from Special Cofnmissiouer Shanks that the
su; plies needed for the Indians near Fort Sill
and Wachita agencies have all goue forward.
The insufficiency of the provisions at those
places resulted from the iaiiure of the contractor to convey the supplies.
It is generally believed that the coal miners’
strike will be over by May 15 or June 1.
Thomas Donnelly supposed to have been
lost in the St. Luke disaster, was saved.
American Medical Association met at Louis-

ville, Ky., yesterday.
Ex-Senator Pratt has accepted the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

position of

spot; 75c bid seller May; 7Gc bid seller June; 78
seller for July; rejected 71$(«g7Uc. Oats dull
uid declining; No 2 at 623c on spot; 633c bid seller
June. Kye quiet and unchanged;No 2 at 1 67. Barey is in light demand and holders firm; No 2 Spring
it 1 30 @ 1 32. Pork in fair demand and lower at
*1 15 @ 21 GO on spot; 21 75 seller for June; 22 50 for
teller July. Lard is dull and drooping at 15 53 on
lie spot.15 50 (oj 15 52$ seller for June; 15 70 se'ler
July. Bulk Meats are Steady jshoulders at 8$c; short
rib middles at ll|c; short clear middles at I2$c loose
Whiskey quiet and unchanged at 1 14.
m spot.
on the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
ictive at 1 OGg seller for June. Corn deciding at 74$
•ash or seller May ; 75§c eller for June; 77$ for seller
jats unchanged. Pont higher at 2100 seller June;
Lard firm at
>2 15 seder July; 22 45 seller August.
L5$ seller July.
bush
wheat, 166.Receipts—12,000 bbls flour,123,000
)00 bush corn, 48,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 3.000
nisb of barley.
Sb'pmeim—9,000 bbls flour, 90,000 bush wheat 12G,>00 bush corn, 4,000 busu oats, 0,000 bush rye,10,000
lie
rid

lush barlev.
Milwaukee, May 4.—Flour is firm and quiet.
Wheat steady; No 1 Milwaukee at l 08$; No 2 Milwaukee l 10$; 1 06$ for seller June; 1 08$ seller for

Oats sirong and scarce; No 2 cash and seller
Vlav at 66c. Corn is dull and declining; No 2 Mixed
n store at 70$c. Kye is nominally unchanged; No 2
u store at 1 18.
Barley nominally unchanged; No 2
ProSpring at 1 30 @ 1 35: No 3 do at 1 13 @ 1 18. Sweet
visions are nominal; Mess Pork at 21 75.
hams
at
11
tickled
@ life: dry salted meats—shouIdlers at 8$c; middles at 11$ @ l2$c—all luose. LardPrime steam at 15$; kettle at 16c.
Receipts—4,800 bbls flour, 7,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—6500 bbls flour. 1,120 bush wheat.

July.

Toledo.May 4.—Flour is firm and in fair demand*
Wheat is in fair demand and lower; No 2 White
Wabash at 1 38; No 1 White Michigan at 1 33; Amber
Michigan cash and seller May 1 28$; seller June 1 31;
seller July 1 33$; No 2 Red 1 29; No 2 Amber Illinois
I 31. Corn is dull and declining; high Mixed at 78c;
seller June at 79$c;seller July 8tic; low Mixed at 77$.
Jats are active and higher; No 1 at 67$ @ 68; No 2
it 67$ @ 67$c; White 68 @ 69$; Michigan 67$ @ 67$c.
Receipts—11,000 bush Wheat, 40,000 bush Corn, /,bush Oats.
Shipments—6,000 bush Wheat, 71,000 bush Corn.
5,000 bush Oats.
Cincinnati, May 4.—Provisions—Pork is steady at
22 25. Lard dull; Summer steam at 15; Winter 15$;
kettle at 15$ @ 16c. Bulk Meats firm; shoulders at
ike at country points; 8gc at city; clear rib sides at
II 90 @ 12 00; clear sides at 12-37$ @ 12 50. Bacon is
quiet and firm; shoulders at 9 50 @9 55; clear rib
sides 12 75 @ 12 8<);clear sides at 13 25 @ 13 37$. Whiskev is Arm at 114. Live Hogs unchanged; common
7 00 @ 7 75; fair to medium 7 85 @ 8 15; good 8 35 @
8 75.
St. Louis, May 4 —Flour is higher; Superfin Winter extra 5 13 @ 5 50; extra at 4 40 @ 5 50; double exWheat is higher; No 2 Red Winter
tra 5 60 @ 5 80.
at 1 4b cash or seller May; 1 49 seller June; No 3 do
at 1 33 bid; No 2 Spring at 1 05$ @1 06; No 2 do solt
1 13$ seller June. Corn Is dull; No 2 Mixed at 74$ ra}
75Jc, closing easier. Oats dull and firm at 65 @ 65$c
in elevator. Barley is unchanged. Rye is better at
25; round lots offered at 22 00 without buyDry salted Meats held at 8$c for shoulders; 12c
for clear rib sides; 12fc for ciear—no sales. Bacon
is firm; shoulders 9$ @ 9$; clear rib 12g @ 13; C'ear
sides 13$ @ 13$. Lard declining.
Receipts—3000 bbls flour, 0,000 bush wheat, 24,000
bush com, 11,000 busli oats, 0,000 bush barley, 0,000
do rye, 1,100 hogs 0,000 head cattle.
Detroit, May 4.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat is lirai and in fair demand;extra at 1 33; No 1
Corn is steady; No 1
at 1 29} @ 1 30; Amber l 28.
Mixed 80 @ 81c. Oats are quiet and unchanged at 66
@ 67$c.
Receipts—0000 bbls flour, 5,000 bush wheat, 1,000
lots at 22
ers.
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man named Welch of Springfield, was run
over on the Athol road yesterday and killed.

A

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
Porilnud

Wholrwalc Market*,

Tuesday, May 4.—The market is still very tirmj
Sugars have advanced slightly and granulated is
quoted at 11c, and other brands have advanced
about the same. Flour is steadily advancing and an
agent here for

a

house in the west

telegraphed

yes-

patent flour 50c per
the market in all
kinds of flour has been strong for several weeks*
Grain shows no change. Wheat is firm, and in good

terday
bbl.

to advance all

This is

no

demand.

prices

on

sudden advance

as

_

Foreign Import*.
HAVANA. Schr D Talbot—439 hhds molasses 45
tcs do 13,000 cigars to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Foreign Export*.
ST JOHN, NB. Schr Delmont—1400 bbls flour,150
do oameal, 30 do wheat, 10 do barley, 10 do peas, 282
bags bran, 2800 gallons oil.
Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
True & Co._
CtONton mock fji*l.
Eastern

(SaleB a( the Brokers* Board, May 4.
Railroad.

New York mock and Monet Market.
New York. May 4—Evening.—Money was easy
at
at 3 @ 3* per cent, on call most of the day, closing
4 <S) 5* per cent. Sterling Exchange was quiet and
for
490
and
(aj
490*
for
at
467
sixtdays
487*
@
steady
demand. The customs receipts to-day were $406,000. Gold advanced from 115§ at the opening to 115|
the closing quotation. In gold loans rates were made
flat at 1 per cent, for carrying, at 1-64, 3, 4 @ 2 per
The /' ssistant Treasurer paid
cent for borrowing.
out to-day $558,000 on account of interest and $501,000 in redemption ot bonds. The following are the
operations at tbe Gold Exchange Bank—gold balances $1,271,130; currency balances $1,468,516; gross
The statements for ship
clearances $31,328,000.
ment to-morrow are $1,250,000, and Thursday $500,Governments were tirm. State bonds are dull.
000.

Railroad bonds moderately active.
Tbe following were the closing quotations of Gov-

ernment securities:
United States coupon 6*s, 1881.123*
United States 5-20’s, 1862, ex-div.110*
United States 5-20’s 1864,ex-div.117§
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.ex-div.119§
United Stales 5-20’s, 1865, new. .121|
United States 5 20’s, 1867.123*
United States 5-20’s,

1808.122§

United States 10-40 coupon..117
Curreucv ..123
The lollowing were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.<9g

bush corn, 1000 bush oats.
Shipments-0000 bbls flour,5,000 bush
qush corn, 00,000 do oats.

15}c.
Mobile, May 4.-Cotton is weak; Middling uplauds 15gc.
New Orleans, May 4.—Cotton is dull and easier;
Middling uplands at 15§c.
New York, May 4.—Cotton heavy; Middling uplands I6$c.
Savannah, May 4—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands 15}.
uplands

at

Havana Market.
Havana. May 4.—Sugar is in acfive speculative
demand and prices advanced. Foreign news are regarde* 1 as favorable and stock withdrawn, holders
anticipating higher rates; stock in warehouses at
Havana and Matanzas, 375,000 boxes, and 56,000
hhds; the receipts for the week have been 75.000
boxes and 848 hhds; and the exports for the week
have been 65,000 boxes and 13(H) buds, including 4100

boxes and 9100 hhds to the United States; No iO to
12 d s at 16 @ 16} reals; Molasses sugar No 8 to 10 at
12 @ 12} reals; Muscovad Sugar, inferior to common
at 12$ @ 13 reals; fair to good refining at 13$ @ 14
|reals; groeeiy grades at 16} @ 17$ reals.
Freights are flat; loading at Havana or ports on
the north coast of Cuba for the United* States -p box
sugar at 1 00 @ 1 25; loading at Havana for the Unithhd Molasses 4 25 @ 4 50; p hhd moed States
lasses 2 75; from ports on the north ceast for the
United States p hhd sugar 5 00: Molasses p bbl 3 00;
to Falmouth and orders 42s 6d @ 45s; loading at Havana 47s 6d; and 50s loading at ports on north coast.
Exchange—on United States short sight cnrrency
93 @ 95 prem ;on London 145 @ 147 prem ;on Paris 117
@119 prem.
Spanish gold at 213 @ 214; American gold 221 @
222 prem. Sugar ouiet and firm; No 12 d s 7$ @ 7}
reals per arrobe gold; 15$ @ 16 reals curreucy.
Kuropean Markets.
London, May 4—12 30 P M.—Consols at
for money and account.

yesterday withdrawn.

Sinking Funds.93}

Boston Bank Statement.
Boston, Mav 4.—The following i3 the statement
of the Boston National banks, as returned to the

Clearing House Monday morning, May 3d:

Capital...*.$ 50,150,000

Loans. 130,394,400
200,700
715,000
Specie.
86.O0O
Increase.
8,345,900
Legal tenders.
Decrease.
187,100
Decrease.

Due from other banks.
Increase.
Due to other banks.
Increase.

19,662,000

Deposits.

52,948,600
346,60o

Increase.

Circulation.
Decrease

..

524,600

22,385,600
114.600

21,739,400
15,600

Dry Qoods market.
New York, May 4.—The Bulletin’s weekly report of the New York dry goods market is as follows:
The business of the week continued depressed with
commission houses and importers, and the jobbing
trade was a hand to mouth character, and light in
volume. Cotton goods moved slowly, but the best
corporation makes ruled steady in first hands.
Bleached shirtings were very quiet and irregular in

jobbers hands. Corset jeans and sattins were fairly
active, and the leading makes are sold up to the receipts. Print cloths and outside brands of cottouades
Prints were in fair request, and
were slightly lower.
shirting styles active. Woolens were depressed, but
a large auction sale of the Harris Company, M111—
bury. Warren and Granite mills cassimeres proved a
success.

Foreign dress goods, alpacas £and mobaias
moderate request.

were

in

Providence Print Cloth market*
Providence, May 4.—The priutingcloths market
quiet at previous prices at 5} to 5|c for standard and
extra 64 x 64’s for shot goods with a better supply on
market.

Watertown Cattle market.
Watertown, May 4—Cattle Market.—Receipts of
Beef Cattle 531 heard. On some lots there was a decline of }c $> lb.
Western steers sold at 6} @ 7}c

weight.
Sheep and Lambs—receipts 2598 head. No flock
of Sheep sold as high as prieesjast week within full
}c^ lb; not much fancy stock on sale; sales in lots
live

3 00 @ 3 75 each; extra 4 00 @ 7
W lb. Veal Calves 4 50 @ 8 00.

Chicago
PrTTn JrtA

Cattle

\fnr O_PntUn

25; fancy Lambs 6c

rI|9(1p.
receipts of 2000
to choice steers

firm

anil

Your life can be saved by using Hunt's Remedy.
cures dropsy and all diseases of the kidneys, bladder and urinary organs. Hundreds that have been

It

given up by their physicians

Domestic

to die have been saved

Tlmkei*.

May 4—Evening.—Cotton market is
heavy and quotations unchanged; sales of 427 bales;
Middling uplauds at 16}c; forward deliveries declined }c. Flour— receipts 8565 bbls; the market is
a shade firmer with a moderate export and home
trade inquiry; sales 14,000 bbls; Suiietine Western
and State 4 75 @ 5 00; exrtra Western and State at
5 lo @ 5 40; choice extra Western and State 5 45 @
5 75;White Wheat Western extra at 5 80 @ 6 50; good
extra Ohio at 5 20 @ 7 25; extra St Louis at 5 50 @
8 50, including 39,000 bbls shipping extras at 5 15 @
5 15; market closing quiet; Southern tiour at 5 35 (aj
8 50; Rye flour.firm at 4 35 @ 5 40.
Cornmeal steady
at 4 00 @4 90.
Wheat—receipts 25,260 bush; the
market is quiet and without decided change in prices
and shippers generally insist upon lower x>rices,
which holders refuse to yield; sales 46,000 bush, part
last evening; No 3 Spring at 1 16 @ 1 18; 1 18 @ l 21
for No 2 Chicago; 1 19@@121 for No 2 Northwestern ; 1 23} @ 1 24 for No 2 Milwaukee afloat; 1 26 @
1 32 tor No 1 Spring; 1 15 @ 1 28 tor ungraded Iowa
and Minnesota Spring: 1 37 @1 40 for Winter Red
Western; 1 41 @1 43 lor Amber Western; l 41 @ 1 43
for White Western; also 8000 hush No 2 Milwaukee
seller July at 1 22. Rye is firm; sales 8,000 bush Canada, deliverable on opening ot the canal at 1 00 lor
bond. Barley is scarce aud firm; .-ales of 500 bush
4-rowed State at 1 35; 1800 bush Canada West 1 55.
Barley Malt quiet aud firm; 2500 bush prime Canada
New York.

West 1 60. Corn is about lc lower aud a moderate
business doing in export and home use; also some
speculative inquiry; sales 116,000 bush at 90 @ 90}c
tor Western Mixed, chiefly at 90} @ 91c; 91 @ 9i}c for
Yellow Western, including 20,u00 bush of Western
Mixed in store at 90c. uats—receipts 31.900 bush; the
market is less active and prices without decided
change ;sales J5,000 bush at 74} @ Vc for Mixed Western; 75}@78}cfor White do. Coflee is quiet and
steady; Rio at 16} @ 19}c gold. Sugar is quiet, and
firm at 8} @ 8}c for fair to good refining; 8§c prime;
sales 800 nhds Muscovado at 8} @ 8}c; refilled firmer
at 10} @ 10} 10} (g 113 for hard grades. Molasses is
firm; grocery grades iu demand. Rice is quiet and
steady. Petroleum lower and closing heavy; crude
6} d> 6Sc; refined at 1313}c. Tallow steady at 8}
@ 9}c. Naval Stores—Rosin is dull at 2 05 @ 2 10 for
attained. Turpentine dull at 36c for Spirits. Pork
lower; sales of 125 bbls new mess at 22 00; 750 bbls
seller May at 21 95; 4060 bbls seller July 22 20 @ 22 -10.
Beef unchanged. Lard heavy at 15} for prime steam ;
250 tes seller May at 15}; 200 do seller Juna at 15$ (aj
15}, closing at 15|c; seller July quoted at 15}c. Butter steady; 12 (a> 16c for Western; 15 @ 22c for State;
18 (a? 23c for new Western ;State new 20 (<eg 28c. Whiskey firmer at 1 17}.
Freights to Liverpool—the market dull and heavy;
Cotton per steam at } (jeg 5-10d; Cotton per sail at }d;
Corn per steam 5}d; Wheat per steam 6d.
Chicago, May 4.—Flour is in light demand and
holders firm. Wheat in fair demand, weak and lower; No 1 Spring at 1 90; No 2 do fresh at 1 04} for regular; 1 04g on spot; 1 07 for seller June; 1 09§ seller
July; No 3 Spring at 98 @ 98}c; rejected at 92 @ 92}.
Corn dull and drooping; No 2 Mixed 743 @ 75c on

York.
Sld 1st. schs A Haynes, Etta A Stimpson, Bengal,
Florida, and others.
Ar 2d. schs Cherub. Fletcher, Itondout for Boston ;
Casco Lodge. Pierce, Hoboken lor Bangor; St Croix,
Foss, Sagua for Portland; Petrel. Robbins, and Com
Kearuev. Masou, Calais for Newport.
Passe 1 by, sell Kbeu Fisher, Reynolds, Cardenas
tor Boston. Sld, sch Casco Lodge.
At 3d, schs H A DeWiu, Manson. Jacksonville tor
Boston; Nettle I angdon, Collins, Brunswick Ga for
do; A Rokes. Rhoades, iin Matanzas for do; Delhi,
Simpson, Baltimore tor do; Gen Howard. Erskine,
New York Ioj do.
BOSTON—Ar 3J, barque Caribou, Kenney, from
Biddeford.
Ar 4th, barque Nineveh, Wvman, Matanzas; brigs
Juliet C Clark, Moore. Sagiia; Mattie A Franklin,
Griffin, Leghorn; Sarah Eaton, Prescott. Barbadocs;
Carl D Lothrop. McAllep, Matanzas; Eben Fisher,
Reynolds, Cardenas; M R Somers, Haskell. Sagua;
Mary E McHalla, Hall, Baltimore; Nile, Metcalf,
Rondout; Maggie Bell, Hall, do; Mary Shields, from
New York.
Cld 4th. sch E H Nash, Cummings, Calais.
SALEM—Ar 1st, sch Farragut, Hart, Port Royal.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 3d, sch Levi Hart, Giles, from

Cadiz.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 3d, sch Bowdoin, Randail,

Maynguez.

PORTS.

FOR£IGN

At Simon’s Bay, CGH. Mch 25, barque Ja9 McCarty, Gould, for Boston, Idg.
Ar at Calcutta —, ship Thos Lord, Duncan, from
Montevideo.
Ar at Elsinore Apl 30, snip C B Hazeltine, Gilkey.
Savannah for Reval, (has been ashore.)
Passed Straits of Sunda Mch 3, ship Cuba, Theobald. from Cardift for Singapore.
Cld at Newpoit, E, Apl 2Uth, sch Minna A Reed,

large and tine assortment of
TACKLE
NO
FISH I
Also a large stock of
for summer Ashing.

Lave just received

-imrle and Double Guns and Sportsmen’s.

Goods,

to l>e eoM at low prices,
wholesale and retail.
Powder Mill*.
Agent for Sn Pout’*

if iny

GILBERT E. BAILEY,
STREET.
48 EXCHANGE

apr24_tm

la
PERSONAL NOTIP K.—Notice
and
riven that all oiHcers, .sailors

wounded, ruptured

Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool....May

8

Batavia.Boston.Liverpool.... May 8
City ot Paris. New York. Liverpool... .May 8
Victoria.New York. .Glasgow.May 8
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool.... May 8
City of Havana.New York. Havana.May 11
Scona.New York.. Liverpool.... May 12
Cimbria.New York.. Hamberg
May 13
City of Vera Cruz. .New York .Havana.May 13
Prussian.Quebec— Liverpool. ..May 15
Algeria.New York. Liverpool ...May 15
Andes... New York. .Hayti, &c... .May 15
City of Berlin.New York. .Liverpool.. May 15
Henry Chauncy... New York..Aspinwall... May 15
Scandinavian.Quebec.Liverpool... .May 22

Montevideo Mch 16, barque Sami E Spring,
Norton, Portland.
Ar at Las Palmas Mch 26, sch Minnie C Taylor
Taylor, Portland, (and sld Apl 2 for Goree, to load tor
Boston or New York.
Sld fm Ponce Apl 24, sch Oliver Dyer, Falker, tor
New York.
In port 14th, brigs Geo Harris, wtg; Wenonab,
disg; sch Paul Seavev. wtg; and others.
ski nn Kingston, d, Apt «, sen parepa, pacaaru,
Mexico.
In port

24th, barque E H Herriman, Nichols, from
Boston, ar 2d; brig J Bickmore, Rowe, from Turks
Island, for Cuba; sch Annie Lee, Look, from Mobile,
ar 21st; and others.
Sid tm Cientuegos 1st inst. barque Woodside,Mont-

gomery, Boston.
Ar A pi 30, barque Sarah A Staples, Shute, London
for New Orleans; sch Silver Spray, VVass. Boston;
Is: inst. barqae American Lloyd, Park, New York.
Sid A pi 30th, barque Josephine Martin, Fickett, tor

Eden, Reed,
inst, barquo
Wisca8set.
Sid fm Matanzas 1st inst, brigs H Houston, Griffin,
and Winfield, Bibber, North of Hatteras.
Ar at Cardenas 30ih,brig Torrent, Wilder, Baltimore; schs John Bird. Smith, New York; Alexander
Harding, McBride, and Charles Morford, Parsons,
Portlaud; 1st inst, L A Edwards, Marshall, Beaufort. NO.
Sid A pi 30, brig Ponvert, Parker, for North of Hatteras; sebs Ada F Wliitney, Marsters, and Eva May,
Sheppard, do; C F Heyer, Poland; Isaac Oberton,
Achorn; May Monroe, Hall; Norman, Smith, and
Thos N Stone, Purvere, do; Elva E Pet*engill, Coggins. and Hannah McLoon, Keen, do.
Sid fm Sagua Apl 30, brig Keystone, Barter, for
New York; Sarab Gilmore, Staples, and B F Nasb,
Spaulding, North of Hatteras.
A rat Matanzas 2d inst, brigs Wauban, Spencer,
Havre; Prairie Rose, Greenleaf, Philadelphia.
Sid 2d inst, sch L W Wheeler, Bowman, North of
Hatteras.
Ar at Havana 2d

Require.
require more than anything

What the Nervous
What
is

the

nervous

Sedatives alone will not

invigoration.

cure

else

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Tuesday, May 4.
ARRIVED
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via

Eastport for Boston.
Barque Florence Peters, Mitchell, Philadelphia—

coal to Randall &
low & Co.

McAllister.

Vessel to J S Wins-

Brig Ernestine, (of Yarmouth) Knight, Cardenas609 hhds 30 tcs molasses to Geo S Hunt & Co. Vessel to C H Chase & Co.
Sch St Croix. Foss, Sagua—384 hhds 23 tcs molasses
to E Churchill & Co.
Sch D Talbot, Amesburv, Havana—439 hhds 45 tcs
molasses, to Geo S Hum & Co. Vessel to C H Chase
& Co. The Talbot basfou board the remains of Capt
Judson Washburn, late master of the barque Adelia

Carlton.

Sch Lena R Storer, Seavey. Fernandina—bard pine
to J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Henry Adelbert, Meady, Philadelphia—coal to
Wra E Dennison.
Sch Hattie Koss, Durgin, New York via VineyardHaven, where she was ashore.
Sch E F Treat, Hodgdon, Edgcomb fot Boston.
CLEARED.

Delmont, Blake, St John, NB—John Porteous.
Lucy Ann, Digbton, St George—Chase Bjos.
Taglioni, Gamage, Bristol—Nathl Blake.

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Ar at Matanzas 2d inst, sch Albert H Waite, DrisPoitland.
ko,
Ar at Havana 4th inst, brig Morriwa, Downes,
Portland.
Sid 4th, acb John Rose, for North of Hatteras.
Ar at Mov'lle 4th inst, steamer Sannatian, from
Portlaud for Liverpool.
MEMORANDA.

Sell Margie, McFadden, from Humacoa for Boston,

\p.wMftrf in (liHtrpsH. will rnnkfl t.emrepairs and proceed soon as a new suit of sails
3 received, which has been ordered from Portland.
Sch Lizzie Dewey, Davis, at Philadelphia trom Matanzas, reports heavy weather the entire passage, lost
and split sails, &c.
Sch Grace Webster, Gale?, from Cardenas for
Philadelphia, was ashore 3d inst, at Maiden Island,
Delaware Breakwater.
arhinh Tillt. into

f>orary

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 2d, ship King Phillip, Raw-

lins, Baltimore.

NEW ORLEANS—Cld 1st, sch Altavela, Rawlins,
Belize, Hon.
Sid fm the Pass 27tb, scb J G Craig.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 27th, sch Traveller, Hodges,
Port,

hu

Prince.

FERNANDINA—Ar 23d, sch Starlight, Kellar,
Wilmington.
Ar 28th, sch Emma McAdam, Murcli, Port Spain.
Cld 24tb, schs Lena R Stover, Seavey, tor Portland;
26th. Emma Crosby, Crosby, Maitland NS.
BRUNSWICK. GA—Cld 3d, sch Jennie F Willey.
Willey, New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 2d, sch Annie Bliss, Simmons,
Belfast.
SAXILLA MILLS—Ar 25lli, sch Satilia, Rivers,
Batt via'Noifolk.
WILMINGTON—Cld 3d, sch G L Bradley, Smith,
Ponce PR.

RICHMOND, VA—Sid 1st, sch J C Crafts, Greelv,
Portland via Boston.
FORTRESS MONROE Ar 1st, brig J B Brown,
Bain. Matanzas.

BALTIMORE—Ar 1st, sebs Mabel Thomas, Ranlall. Matanzas; La Volta, Whitmore, Ponce.

Cld 1st, schs M A Trainer, Atkins. Saco.
Ar 3 I. sch M C Moseley, Sargent, Havana.
Cld 3d, brig Adeline Richardson, for Cardenas.
Sid 30th, brig das Crosby, tor Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d, brig Suwannee. Sawyer, Martinique; schs Georgia,Coffin, Sagua; Maggie
Ellen. Littlejohn, Cardenas; L B Gregg, Anderson,
Porto Cabeilo.
Ar 3d, brig Crtolan, Dyer, Matanzas; sch Gen Conlor. Sbute, Sagua.
Below, sells Grace Webster, Gales, from Cardenas,
ashore); E G Willard. Forbes, from Portland.
Below 4th, brig Abbie Clifford, Clifford, fm Sagua.
At Delaware Breakwater 3d. nrig Anna M Knight,
?akes, from Matanzas; sch R L Hersey, Coggins, fm
Vlayaguez.
NEW YOBK—Ar 1st, brig Rachel Coney, Coney,
rrinldad; Old Chad, Reed, Eleutbera 9 days; Alnonak. Haskell. Kocaland.
Ar 2d, barque Ada Wiswell, Wiswell, Rio Janeiro;
icbs Maggie Dalliug. Dulling, Sagua; Nel ie Star,
Poland, Ponce; Mark Pendleton, Pendleton, Jacksonville.
Ar 3 I, brig Castilnan, Owens, fm Mayaguez; I) R
Rockwell. Harding. Matanzas: sebs Hattie E Riley,
Joftin, Cardenas: Rosie & Adra, Gaul, Tampico;
ttockie E Yates, Yates, Minatitlan; LL Means, Smith,
Jacksonville via Norfolk,
_

ON

—

WEDNESDAY,
The 21st of

LYKENS VALLEY FRANKLIN COAL
lor sale in lots to suit purchasers at
GO COMLtlEKClAL, STREET.
RANDALL & IHcSLUSTER.

snt

mar29

April,

The finest Assortment of Goods,
in Quality as well as Quantity,
Hamburg Edgings and Insertions,
Worsted Work in all varieties,
Real and Imitation Lace3,

HOUSE

PRINTING

TUCKER’S

Gimps, Ornaments,
Fringes, Jiew Braids.
Finest Jewelry in Garnet,
Buttons in all sizes,
Imported Back Combs,
Hosiery, Gloves,
Corsets, etc.

The Book, Card auil Job Printiug Business of the
late David Tucker, will be continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,

115 EXCHANGE STREET.
orders, eithe personal or by mail, will receive
prompt attentionjyLMdttsn
All

DR. CARLETON KIMAALL,

DENTIST,
Street-.

NATIONAL

all the articles. I invito
not, to call and examine

Deering Block.

No.4
apl3

reward of Five Hundred dollars for
the detection, conviction and punishment of the pai
ty or parties charged with the crime of arson, in
firing t ho premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. I>.
Jost, on November 10th, and again on Dee. 9th. 1674 ;
saiil reward will be paid only on due proof being
furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment of said oriminals, and expires
by limitation in one year from this date unless otherYvise ordered.
By order of the Executive Committee,
a

LARGE SALE

STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
dec23*ntf
York. Dec. 17th, 1874._

New

or

T. LOBENSTEIN,

FIRE

UNDE R W BITERS
Hereby offers

name

RESPECTFULLY,

THE

OF

to

all the lathes, baying
goods and prices,

$500.00 REWARD.
BOARD

impossible

It is

OF

—

—

ROBERT THAYER WILDE,
TIIE NATURAL M AG SETIC PHYSICIAN,
He shall lay bands on them and they shall be
healed
ROOMS II At 13 FLUENT BLOtlK.

To Be Let.
Jan. 1,1875, the chamber in second
Oc and
story uow occupied by E. M. Xialcr & Co., on the
corner of Cross and Middle Sts.
Apply to

Offer

An
—

after

HENRY GEERING,
No. 65 Exchange St.

de28sntf

Schlottcrbeck’s Motli and Freckle Lotion.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
The partnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of JOHNSON & CLOYES BROS., is this
day dissolved by mutual consent, Fred. H. Cloyes,

surncr.

The reason that the nerves are so «u8cepti
ble is that they are weak. Compensate for this defi
ciency of strength, and over-acute nervous sensibility disappears. The most rational, wholesome and
agi eeable tonic is Hostetler’s Stomach Bitters. Medical men recommend its use for the cure of genera

Rightly

debility, knowing it to possess strength-giving prophighest order, and at the same time to
be a means of reforming those bodily irregularities

the only corset made with pure whalebone ribs.
sale at

percent. Lower

Five

than any Boston dealer or manuiacturer will sell in
this market, with additional advantages of having

Freight

No

to Pay,

Trucking

or

and having your furniture delivered to your house
for use, with the privilege of oxall cleaned up
if not satisfactory, ami will
changing or
guarantee to give

ready
returning

Better Furniture & Better Finish.
There Is
or

THE

—

Until further notice we shall sell all kinds of Furniture

retiring.
Portland, May 1, 1875.mylsndtt

nerv-

TOE

BY

Manufacturer to the Coif

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan,Pimples,
Motli, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting to it

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK &
CO., Apothecaries add Chemists, 3U3 Congress street,
ma27sndtf
one door above Brown, Portland, Me.

!

FURNITURE

___6n3m»

ma4

a marble PURiry.

March 24, lat T2 26 S, Ion 34 30 W, brig Montpelier,
from Bahia for St Thomas.
April 11, no lat, &c, sch Jas W Biown, from Philadelphia for Mayaguez.
No date, lat 33 54. Ion 75 06, brig "A Bailey,” from
West Indies lor Portland.
April 28, no lat. &c, brig Hattie E Wheeler, from
New York for Cardenas.

WILL EXHIBIT

I

of the celebrated

Gan

SPOKEN.

no

firm in New

England

better stock of furniture than

that has

wo can

a

show.

larger

ousness.

erties of the

which induce

nervousness

and loss ot

vigor.

named—best for Ladies and Children ever invented. Call and examine it. Also the celebrated

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.
MANUFACTURERS,
EXCHANGE STREET.

JACQULIWE, 21 BONES,

S.

It is

remedy for dyspepsia, whether nervbilious, and is powerfully conservative of a
regular habit of body. As it is notorious that those
who are afflicted with werk nerves, biliousness or
constipation, are peculiarly liable to the influence of
malaria, it is invaluable to such persons on account
of its preventive efficacy. Jt endows the bedy with
health and the mind with cheerfulness.

CORSET!

COMFORT

B.

NO. 46

For

GOWELL’S.

NOTICES.

Please tell the people that you saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,

AND

D.

II.

superior shafted Sleeve and Yoke.

These patterns
have been tested and proven for the past three years
in this country and England. Send us size of Collar
and measure of Breast under the arms in ordering,
with price of Pattern 50 cents, and an additional 7
cents to pay postage.
We are constantly receiving new goods in all the
different varieties, usually kept iu a Dry and FancyGoods Store. Good bargains in

Black

boys,

Buxton

repairing

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.

247
myl

MIDDLE

C0STIYENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
the palate, cause no pain,act promptly,
never require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females and children, are
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
Warranted in all cases ot
once the next morning.
the Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Sour
Stomach,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations ; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Y ellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue,Billiousness,Liver Coeplaint,
Loss OF APPETITE, DEBILITY, MONTHLY PAINS
AND ALL IRREGULARITIES, NEURALGIA, FAINTiust what they needy
Lozenges
and inodorous that

pockety

bexative these Lozenges have

and
no

as

an

equal.

they may
aperient or

Trial Boxes JO c. large Boxes 60c. sent
by niuil free of postage to any address.
For sale bv E, S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremont
se9sneod!y
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggists.

Cough

Worn Victims

Whose lungs are racked and torn with paroxysms
which threaten to choke them, find sure and speedy
relief in the use of Dr. Morris’Syrup of Tar, Wild
Cherry and Horehound. It is a certain cure for
coughs, colds, hoarseness, asthma, and all diseases
tending to consumption. No other medicine acts so

promptly and well in Croup and Whooping
Cough. Sold by A, S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G.
Loring, Exchange and Federal St.; C. L.Holt, 653
Congress St.; C, B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr
Keen, Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryeburg. J
oclOeodtf
W. Perkins & Co., General Agents,

Awnings. Tents, Flags, Boat Sails
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac..
49 1-2

F.

mc3

EXCHANGE

Surgical Instrument Manufactory.
A lull line of Surgical Instruments, Mechanical
Appliances lor deformities, Electric Batteries.
Elastic Hose and Belts, Trusses, Supporters, Crutches, &c., &c., on hand and made to orde-.
Gar* ELECTRIC BATTERIES TO LET. ^3
Repairing promptly attended to by

SC1I LOTTE It BE CK & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
501 Cong reus Si., Portland, Hie.
One door above Brown.
apr27-sneodtf

Carry

the Ne.ri.

It is natural for people suffering with Consumption, Coughs, Severe Colds, or any other disease of
the Throat and Lungs, to put off lrora day to day
buying an article that they kuow lias cured their
neighbor, friend, or relative, yet they have no faith
iu it until it is too late. If you will go to your Druggist and get a bottle of Boschee’s German Syrup,
immediate cure is as certain as you live. It has
lately been introduced in this country from Germany,
and Druggists and people everywhere are elated over
its success, ifou cau get a sample bottle for 10 cents
and try it. Regular size bottle 75 cents. Sold bv W
F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents.
!
oc2
TT&S&weow
EUROPEAN

COIGII

remedy i9 still the
remedy known for the cure of obstinate and long
standing coughs, anil Pulmonary diseases in generaMany persons, who for months liad been emaciated
by coughing, night sweats and raising of blootl, have
been speedily cured by the European Cough Remedy
Forsaleby druggists generally; Si.00 per bottle, six
de2Ideod&weow52tfcn
or $5.00.
REiUBDV.—1This well-known

best

ma?2sn3m*

and Cumberland.St».

HI. C. HI. A.
meeting of the Maine Charitable Mechanics’

pleased

am

friends and the public

to inform my
some

Styles of

All

in tbe old

elegant rooms

Pictures in the Art

of Photography, in the

My rooms are pronounced be every one that has
examined them, the best in tbe State of Maine, and
equal to any in tbe United Stales.
The best light, and, in fact, rooms that cannot be
beaten.

My prices will be such as will be snlt the times.
Great inducement offered to clubs.

A.

Stated
Association will be held iu the Librarv

Room, Mecnanigs Hall, THURSDAY EVENING, May 6th, at
R. B. SWIFT, Sec.
7* o’clock.
dsn3t
my4

FAIT.

TO

M.

McKENJVEY,
Congress Street.

480 1-2

S.—I shall open my
day, April 5th, wiien all
P.

—

FOR TIIE

a

OF

—

SEASON OF 1875.

DYER

CURTIS,

No. 8 Cross

Street,

Scales of Prices for the Season.

tion.
FOR AN

apiBdtf

ICE !

BALSAM I

Only 35 cents* An unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the Throat, Chest and
Lungs, and all diseases
leading to Consump-

$5000

are

Reduction in the Price

TBV

ADAMSON’S

BOTANIC

to tbe public on Moninvited to call ami ex-

rooms

amine them.

SUFFERERS,

INCURABLE

CASE

Distinguishetl Lamer of

II o*ton

Mr. Frank Kinsman: Dear Sir—I desire to say a
word in bebalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. 1
lie*yc uccu u suiiGiei iimn
very severe couga ironi
the first of last November, trying a great many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
improvement, until the middle ot March, when a
friend brought this balsam to my notice. I tried the
small sample bottle which Mr. Goodwin gave me,
and I had no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from taking the first dose the cough
entirely left me. Toe result seemed little less than
miraculous. 1 have sent more than a score of sufferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover Ft., lor the
remedy, and, so tar as I learn, in every instance with
marked success.
Respectfully yours,
CHAS. C. NUTTER.
Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney and Counselorsat-Law, 27 Tremont St.]

[From Alonzo S. Weed, publisher of Zion’s Herald
35 Bromfielu St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Congli Balsam have been used in my family with tbs most
gratifying results. We esteem it as one of the best of

lO lb*, per day, from June 1

to

Oct.

15

«<

»<

•«

*•

•»

20

“

«•

**

«

«

I, 95

y
t#

Ice will be ^delivered earlier than June 1st,
and later than Get. 1st, ut the same rate as during
the season.
If not taken the lull
IO lb*,
15
20 “

season

the pi ice

will be.
91 50

daily, per month,
“
«

••

*

••

2 00

2 50

63^"Any customer leaving

town for two weeks

or

more at GNE TIME, by
giving notice AT THE
OFFICE will be eniitled to h proper reduction.

93F*Notice of changk of residence,

plaints against
or

any

tbe drivers for

or

com-

neglect, carelessness

other cause, left at the office will receive

prompt attention.

Yearly

customers

supplied at proportionate

rates,

myl___dtf

Ngw

Stnrp ! !

medicines.

New Goods!!

$5000~GOLD.
Special
BEWARE

Notice,

OE

COENTERFEEFS

AND

S. Porter & Co.

1 NUTATIONS
The high reputation gained by ADAMSON’S BO
TANIC COUGH BALSAM for the cure ot Coughs
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding ot the Lungs and Con-

sumption,

has given ri>e to spurious comp >mvls. The
genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. 'To protoct yourselves from imposition, examine the bottle and see that the words “F.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta. Maine,/ are blown
in the glass of the bottle. $5000 for a better article.

DON’T FAIL TO TRY IT.
The following are a tew of the names of those who
tiave used this remedy: Mrs. Gov. Cony, Mrs. Hon.
James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Goveruor
>f Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lamba-d, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lang, Hon. J. J. Eveletb, Mayor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Ricker. Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C. F.
Penny, Rev. Wm A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood, Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, Presilent First National Bank: llou. B. H. Cushman,
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, Secretary oi Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor; Charles
J. Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston; Wm. H.
Taylor. Beacon St., Bostou; Emory Cook and many
ithers in Providence; W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
ind fifty thousand others too numerous to mention.
Wold

by all DruggiNio.

dec4

sneodaeowGm

CLARKE'S RHEUM ATIC ELIXIR

your

CLARKES

reach by

BEETHOVEN HALL

Portland, April 30, 1875.
42J Exchange
& CO., Proprietor*. Myrtle
C. WAV

STREET.,

LEAVITT.
sneou

A.

I

bat L have fitted up

St.

From

can

ONE FLIGHT OF &TAIKS.

MARCUS WIGHT, Jr.,

DON’T

Pleasant to

they

The only place in the city which you

Best Manner.

1 have used your Compound Myrup of Lungwort, and have no hesitation in recommending it to
all in need of an immediate and mu re cure for
Colds uud Cough*.

LOZENGES.

Travellers find the

ruotograpn ixanery.

STKEET.

Messrs. C. Way & Co,—

PERISTALTIC

Indorsed "by all tbe Aledical Journals as the most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Remedy for

11

ft

dsntf

HA-RRISO N’S

NESS &C.

B, GOWELL,

of all kinds.

DAVIS,
Cor. Federal and 1 emple St.

are so compact
as
a carried in the veet

men

Come and get your money’s Worth.

T. B.

DR.

full assortment of WOOTjENS for
a thousand and one other articles.

and

1

LUNG WORT.-SPECIA L.

Rifle*, Revolver* and ammunition of all
Trout
for
kind*,
Pishing Tackle
and Pickerel of every description,
Pole* repaired and trimming*
of all kind* made to order,
and
mining
Sporting,
Powder,
Blasting
WEIOCCNACftC A«D BftTAIfi.
Seven Shot Revolvers, and 100 Cartridges, $5.00.

apr26sneod3m

a

S.

sneodGmMWF.

TVI

Cashuiere,
Brilliantines and Alpacas,
Paisley and India Shawls.

CHANDLER, LEADER.

Guns reamed to order and

special Curved Collar Fitting Neck Band, and

a

Always

oc29

PATTERN,

SHIRT

—

Office 27 Market Square.
H. Chandler, C. M. Richardson, F. W.
Prompters.

ms m^a

-I'*.

BAND

CHANDLER’S

D.

NEW

or

with

WFM3m

feb9

the best known

Miniature Almanac.May 5.
Sunrises.4.51 I High water....,, 10.45 AM
8un sets.7.03 I Moon sets.8.00 PM

NEWS,

COAL.

—

SpringFancy Goods.

TONS

3 91

New York.

..

MARINE

“Jd{«™>

OF

—

latej

arrived by brig “Etta M. Tucker,”

Just

Ar at

GUNS.
Date.

a

Fit ANKLIN

LYKENS VALLEY

and

For

the

m

Lobos.

—

From

injured

or

_

Opening

Grand

slightly, are entitled to
i
thousands ot pensioners are entitled to an
io. *1/
rate. Apply immediately through Dr. L.
*
4
No.
S.
Navy,
SON, Late Surgeon U.
oc20snly_
iters St., New
York._
However

ORCHESTRA.

Name.

Importation,

own

All operations carefully performed.
Artificial Tceih Inwerled at Ren*onnble
snd2w
f rice*.
ap24

DIED.

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.

a

Clapp’s Block, Corner Congress and Elm

Ar at Belfast, I, Apl 30th, brig Raven, Evans, from
Bull River, SC.
Ar at Liverpool 2d inst, barque Dirigo, Blair, from
Mobile.
Sld fm Callao Apl 11, ship John Bryce, Morse, for

SPECIAL

In Standisb, April 17, Miss Mary Ann Mayberry,
aged 55 years 5 months and 25 days. [Eastern papers
please copy.]
In Plaistow.N. H., May 3, Mr.George Dow, of New
York, aged 56 years.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at residence of Jeremiah Dow, Grove street. Relatives and friends are invited to attend.

TACKLE.

FI bill IN Gr

Strout, Sagua.

MARRIED.
In Chelsea, April 19, Ruel Brann of Jefferson and
Miss Eliza V. Dorr ot Chelsea.
In Norway, April 19, Horace C. Oxnard and Miss
Mary A. Shedd.
May 4. Edward C. Newcomb. Esq., of Gorham, and
Miss Fannie Miller of Portland.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Sourabaya.
Cld 3d, scbs Oregon,Trigg, Bangor; Ida L, Parker,

witnesses of the value of this medicine.
deod&wlw
apr30

a.

good grades under small;
higher
head; prices range 3 00 @ 7 00; good
50
at 3
@6 80; Cows 4 00.
Live Hogs quiet and weak and easy except for best
grades; receipts 10,000 head; light 7 70 @ 7 80; poor
to medium heavy at 7 75 @ 8 25; shixjmeuts of 5500
head.
Sheep quiet and unchanged; Shorn at 3 00 @ 5 00;
Wooied at 5 00 (aj 0 50.
for

@ 94$

Ar 4th, schs Cliver Dyer, Falkcr, Ponce; Kenduskeag, Wyatt. Savannah ; D Sawyer. Brunswick.
Cld 3d, barque Martin W Brett, Peterson. Cardenas; scluAddie Jordan, Leavitt, Brunswick, Ga.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 2d. baroue Scotland. Rogers,
New Orleans; sch M A Wiley, Wiley, Brunswick,Ga
NEWPORT—Ar 2d, sch A Hammond.Goldthwaite,
Baltimore tor Portland, (split foresail, jib, and flying
jib, oft Mont auk.)
In port 3d, schs Harriet Fuller, Maud Mullocb,
Susan Ross, Laura S Watson.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 2d, sch Ira D Sturgist Sturgis. Wilmington.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 1st, schs Rival, Dunton. Hoboken lor Boston; Pearl, Goldthwaite, Ron
dout for Saco; Roamer, McFarland, James River tor
Waldoboro ; Marion Draper, Bailey, Gardiner tor
Philadelphia; Zeila, Hallowcll, Pembroke tor New

ous

Sch
Sch
Sch

market*

arn

94

London, May 4—12.30 P. M.—American securities—Erie Railway 26}.
Liverpool, May 4—12.30P. M.— Cotton market Is
dull and easier; Middling uplands at 7gd; do Orleans
at 8 @ 8$d; sales 8,000 bales, including lOuO tor speculation and export.

racinc .....

N ¥ Centra) and Hudson R. consolidated.105
Erie...
Erie preferred.40
*0
Michigan Central.
Union Pacific Stock.76}
Lake Shore... 71}
.105
Illinois Central, ex-div.
Wabash...
Chicago & Northwestern.,. 41}
Chicago & Northwestern preferred..
Chicago & Rock Island. 104}
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 25}
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds...103}
Union Pacific.i... .101}
Uuion Pacific land grants, ex-int.97|

wheat, 00,000

Charleston, May 4.-Cotton is quiet; Middling

54|

a

cians.
Belgium’!) Reply «o Germany’s Last Note.
Brussels, May 4.—In the Chamber of Representatives to-day the Minister of Foreign
Affairs read the re pi / of the Belgium governIt dement to the German note of Feb. 15th.
nies that Belgium has declined to consider
of
The
fulfilling
demand.
question
Germany’s
the obligation to prevent subjects from disturbing ne ighboriug countries applies not to Belgi*
gium alone, but to all states which regard it
When the
their duty to watch over peace.
Belgium government is apprised of steps taken in Germany and in other countries to remedy the deficiencies in their penal laws, it will
examine its own in their bearing on customs,
traditions and liberties ol Belgium. With the
siucerest desire to co operate in the maintenance of good relations, Belgium is determined
to fulfill the duties of a neutral state and to
cultivate the friendship of Germauy.
M. Aspermont after reading the note, stated
that an investigation of the Duchesne affair
He closed with an appeal to
was in progress.
the patriotism of all parties.
Crops in Europe.
London, May 4.—The Mark Lane Express
of this week says: During April there have
been sharp night frosts and a short allowance
of rain. Unless there is more of the latter the
Corn threatens to be
forage will be scarce.
late" whatever may be its bulk. In France
and rye still mote
suffered
wheat has already
so.
In Russia the sowers have actually beea
beaten off by the snow. The markets generally show a decline in prices of a sixpence to a

•

Alfonso received the papal nuncio yesterday
He said he was aware of his duties of gratitude
to the Pope and would fullfil them.
Tha London Daily News announces that the
under Secretary of War will be succeeded by

cures

Rheumatism and Neuralgia
n

WILL

OPEN
ox-

SATURDAY,

MAY

1st,

A very choice Mock of

HATS AND CAPS
—

’

AND

—

Fuming Mi

All in want of such g«ods are respectfully
to examine our stock before purchasing.

tevitcit

S. PORTER & CO.,
UNDER

PREBLE

HOUSE.

apr30__,ltt

H.M.Payson&Co.

all their forms. It is sure, sate and cheap. The
worst cases of twenty years standing cured for
FIVE

DOLLARS UK LESS.

for sale by Druggist ami Medicine dealers generally
Price §1 per bottle, six for $5. Wholesale by
9. II.
ectfi

liny, nnil John W. Perkin* A To.
Portland, Maine.
sndeod*&weowtf51

€• R. IS RANT
receive a limited number of pupils in Oil Paintg, Charcoal Drawing, &c., from life and objects
ipply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bank Building, 31
1 liddle Street.
ectlsueodtf

Bankers & Brokers,

32EXCHANGEST.

y Vill

rORTLA.M).
»J2T

eodtf

PRESS.

TTTFI

MAY.

WEDNESDAY MORNING.

'7o

»,

'IIIK PRKW
1
May be obtained at the Periodical

^'0trewa"

out ot the city.
Bros., on all trains that run
At Biddetord, of Pillsbury.
Hodedon,
At Sato of L.
tarter.
At Wat Brville, of J. S.
of French'Broa. and Stevens & Co.
At

Lewisloiif

""cJTtTaND

vicinity.

We*v Advertisement# T
EN TERTA INM ENT

COLU M N.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Jr.

Ointment._

Superior Court.
1875—8YM0NDS, J.,

PRESID-

ING.

Tuesday.—John F. Blake and John W. Lincoln
vs. John M. Fluent.
To enforce a lien for labor performed and materials in converting Fluent Hall into
the Museum—$1787.15. On trial.
Frank—C. H. Clifford.
Reed—H. B. Cleaves.
Municipal Court.
knigiit presiding.
Tuesday.—Sarah Thompson, Hans Johnson
JUDGE

and
Intoxication. Fined $5 each with

costs.

Fined $3 with

Intoxication.

oosts.

Bridget Haney. Common drunkard. Thirty days.
Annie Welch. Malicious mischief. Thirty days.
Jabez Marriner, libellant, vs. liquors and vessels.—
James A. Callahan claimant. Liquor ordered to ho
restored to claimant.

Bradburya.

Libby, County Att’y.
Brief Jotting*.

A sharp eyed member of the police force saw
the light of a brush fire in a gentleman’s gar-

den, up town, yesterday morning quite early,
mid

awakened

number of tbe inhabitants of

a

vicinity by crying “fire.”
The wheel of a carriage caught in the railroad track on Commercial street yesterday and

tliat

the carriage was smashed.
A girl fell off Brackett street
tance of 15 feet, yestetday, but

bridge, a disescaped with

any injury.
The streets were full of Masons from out of

scarcely

town yesterday.
The schooner D. Talbot, which arrived here
yesterday, brought the body of Captain Washburn of the bark Adelina of Thomaston, who
died in Havana.
It is said that the prospect for White Moun
tain travel never was so encouraging as at
Many rooms are already engaged at

deaths and removals.
AFTEBNOON SESSION.
The annual election of officers commenced at

3 o’clock, with the following lesult:
Albert Moore of North Anson, Grand Master. (editor of the Advocate).
Edward P. Burnham of Saco, Deputy Grand
Master.
William O. Poor of Belfast, Senior Grand
Warden.
Bangor, Junior
Charles I. Collomore of
Graud Warden.
Moses Dodge of Portland, Grand Treasurer.
Ira Berry of Portland, Graud Secretary.
Oliver Gerrish, William P. Preble, B. F. Andrews, Committee of Finance.
T. J. Murray of Portland, David Cargill of
Augusta, Trustees of Charity Fund lor three
years.
The

the hotels.
The Perry House had a narrow escape from
destruction Monday, by a box of stove blacking
A servant girl
containing naptha taking fire.
the room
was badly burned and the carpet in
somewhat injured.
The Allan steamer Nova Scotian will come to
this port, this week, from Halifax and will sail
from here on Saturday.
Mr. Henry C. Ferguson of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
whose wife was arrested in this city a short
time since, with a Mr. Rowe, has commenced a
suit for divorce in the Supremo Court of New
York city. Several affidavits have been filed in
the case.
The Women's Centennial Executive Committee have appointed the various committees
for the entertainment on the 17th of June.
The Pine street church was sold at auction
yesterdoy to A. Little, esq., for $105, the organ
for $200, the pews to A.
to N. S. Fernald, esq
Little for $52 50, the furnace for $8, to Mr.

Ingalls. The whole sale footed up a little over
$500.
The Sarmatian arrived out yesterday.
A little Munroe boy was bitten by a dog on
Adams street yesterday.
A fine new steamer is soon to be run beIt is thought
tween Portland and Boothbay.
that the steamer will make a trial trip very
soon.

Tl*e City Council did not vote positively to
extend the wood pavement of Spring street, but
left the matter at the discretion of the Street
Committee.

promptly at 8.05 p. m., the passengers seeming
to enjoy the new route.
The Blues and Cadets have voted not to turn
out Memorial Day.
The agent of a pantomi me troupe was in town
making arrangements for an exhibi-

yesterday

tion in this city.
The committee on the celebration of the
Fourth of July are nearly all in favor of a procession.
The members of the Portland Catholic Sunthis
day School Union are requested to meet
evening at St. Dominick’s Hall, for the purfor the ensuing six
pose of electing officers
months. A punctual attendance is requested.
The Catholic Temperance Union numbers
240 members.

Itemember the Band of Hope entertainment
for
at City Hall this evening. Admission
adults 15 cents, children 10 cents.
of
a part
Bishop elect Healy, attended by
other
the representatives of the Pope and
is expected to arrive in town
Catholie
clergy,

today.
A photographer who advertised in the Press
bad
yesterday morning for a lady assistant,
noon.
before
applications
eighteen
Burdock Planting.— Yesterday there was
the Portan unusual scene in the rear office of
land Savings Bank. In the middle sat the offi-

of the Cumberland County Agricultural
of
Society, on either hand the representatives
Cumthe two agricultural clans of the town of

cers

regret to remark,
their
reverse the scriptural prophesy by beating
The
plows into swords, that is, figuratively.
voted to hold
county society some time since
Club.
Its autumnal show with the Cumberland
This was the “red rag” to the Cumberland
a
Centro organization, and they demanded
‘hearing in order that the decision of the county
It was evisociety officers might be revoked.
was blood
dent that war was a brewing. There
berland, each of whom,

we

and
in the agricultural eye; there were thistles
The
burdock burrs in the agricultural hair.
war
Centro opened. It recited the cause of the
in Cumberland agriculture, which has extended to the caucus, the town meeting, and possithe church. As the Centre warmed up it

bly

began to hurl epithets. Cumberland retorted,
to
and the war of words changed from warm
Both parties are composed of very reand worthy citizens, yet they made
themselves very wicked, very tricky, very mendacious and all that.
the county
At length the battle was ended by
who said they had accepted an invitahot.

spectable

society,

Cumberland
tion to hold their fair with the
nevertheless as
Club, ignorant of the feud;
hold
were not parties to it, they should

they
their fair with the Cumberland Club, ignoring
feud
and at the same time deploring the bitter
which existed. The latter part of the meeting
room.
was held in the Aldermen’s
The State Fair.—Meeting

of

the

Executive

-r»nilbnrf on/1

.r

flpn

UOmmuwx,—juob~»-

of the trus;
Tilton, the Executive Committee
with Mr.
tees of the State Agricultural Society,
were in
Dunham of Bangor, Acting Secretary,
House yesterday after
Preble
the
at
session

late hour last night, perfecting
State Fair. The prethe. many details for the
in full, and the list,
mium list was arranged
ever offered in the
complete
most
is
the
which
leading Maine
the
in
Btate, will he published
The committee a so
papers at an early day.
ru es
o
devoted much time to the perfecting
the exbifor the government and regulation of
bitioo.
Tlie arrangements will be as neatly
since all
perfect as it is possible to make them,
of the members of the Executive Committee
abiliare men of experience ond rare executive
to execute
men
Strict
rules
and
competent
ty.
them, willisave much money to the Society. If
the State Fair is not a signal success this fall it

noon and until

a

will not be the fault of the Executive Committee.

__

The Tcbnvkbein Exhibition -To-morrow
evening occurs the exhibition and dance to be
given by the Turnverein boys. They have a
good r« rformance arranged, including several
At the close of the exnew and difficult feats.
hibition a social dance will he enjoyed. Be
to attend.

Some Masons.—Our city was fairly overrun
with masons yestsrday. The Preble bad 175
and the
arrivals, the Falmouth 65, States 70,
J. K. Martin, Esq., of Rum67.

City Hotel
was

lodges

latter house.
among the number at the

arriv-

Wednesday morning.
EVENING.

The Grand Chapter of H0y.1l Arch Masons
met at 7 o’clock, Horace H. Burbank of Lim-

erick, Grand High Priest, presiding.

credentials reported thirtyThe committee
four Chapters out of thirty-seven in the state
represented. Six Past Grand High Priests
were nresent. of which Oliver Gerrish was the
on

senior. The following officers were elected:
Henry L. Paine of Portland, Grand High
Priest.

Arlington B. Marston of Bangor, Deputy
Grand High Priest.
Joseph M. Hayes of Bath, Grand King.
Francis C. Faulkner of Turner, Grand Scrihe.
Bufus H. Hiukley of Portland, Grand Treasurer.

Ira Berry of Portland, Grand Secretary.
J. H. Drummond, Oliver Gcrrish and Nathan
Woodbury, Committee on Finance.

Ten a. m. Wednesday morning wa9 assigned
for installation of officers, and the Grand Chapter called off until 9 a. m.
The Grand Council meets at 2 o’clock Wedat
nesday afternoon, the Grand Co mm and cry
o’clock Wednesday evening, and the Order of
High Priesthood at 9 o’clock Thursday morn-

ing.

___

Book*

and

Brains.

Last evening Bishop Haven lectured in the
Chestnut street church on behalf of the Pine
street church, on the subject ’fBooks and
The bishop began by saying that
Brains.”
like a preacher with his text, he would divide
the subject, he using the books and the audiWe hear much today about
ence their brains.
the equality not only of the sexes of the races,
But there is no
but also of animal creation.

equality in books. While the kitten may play
with the printed page it will never stop its

the
are in
sport to read the thoughts which
will gaze with
page, not like the child who
wonder upon the pictures which line the book.
There never can be anuiinal equality till the

monkey

the mouse can

or

start an

establish-

ment like the Harpers, or our gigantic newspaBeading is the distinctive
per enterprises.
Without books, men
characteristic of men.
would have no link binding them with the
past. Without these we would have nothing
to give us the genius of the ages which are
Shakespeare may have dashed his wit
gone.
drinking his tavern beer, but they are lost.

Nothing but books

can

preserve the ethereal

The same
creations of such a mind as his.
with Johnson, and nothing but the skill of a
Boswell has saved posterity from such a loss.
Books not only preserve the forms of genius
ot the past, but they break down the barriers
of caste andjsocial distinctions which society
has set up. A man with good books has accircles in the wor.d, and
cess to the

highest
door may be
though his neighbor’s
_;at. Dn/inn
mwl
1<13I/)

jCb

UC V/au

iuv,v»

--i-

improve.

book at all, but the daily
this head is not
No other power in society so
newspaper
of the
thoroughly demonstrates the trinity
a

Wars, shipthe newspaper.
us symwrecks, fires, accidents, awaken within
of the
pathy even for the most remote parts

human race as

world.
Men may be known by the paper they take.
It tells better than anything eise, the political
and moral nature of the Individual, and hence
the great necessity for a healthy newspaper.
Alter the newspaper comes history. This class
History
of books should never be neglected.
The past has
like stars is made in groups.

points, and these points are iu fact the history.
Greece and Rome have had distinctive periods
in their history, aud these comprise the main
The same with
elements iu their historic life.
England. Though as a na tion it extends over
few leading incia long period of time, jet a
dents are the main ^elements upon which this
English history is built.
Next to history comes science. Men want to
know something about themselves and the
world around them. The worst feature in connection with modern science, is that men are
taught to look down, and rarely up, and thus
humanity is degraded aud deprived of its
Men fill their eyes
noblest characteristics.
with clay aud never can see the grandest ele"
rnents of truth. Read scieuce by all means,
but that class of books which tends to elevate
the nature and condition of man, and to dein ns tbe pure, the true and the good.

velop
Metaphysics, fiction, and poetry

were

freely

discussed iu tbeir|several relations to our habits
of life and thought, and enriched with many
happy aud pertinent illustrations, and the lecture could not fail but profit the large audience
was

present.

ui

iuo

'un

ij,

Second National when it closed up its affairs.
Monday, Mr. Goold’s paper to the amount of
Ever$17,000 was refused and returned by the
ett National Bank of IJostOD, although he has
collaterals in that bank three times the amount
of the drafts refused. By other parties it is
said that the capital of the bank is but $10,000
and that it bad deposits amounting to $40,000.
There are a multitude of rumors afloat, none of
which it would be judicious to print. Mr.
Goold’s business is said to be somewhat extended, but those best acquainted with his affairs are confident that he can pay all his creditors dollar for dollar. Mr. Goold went to Bos”
ton yesterday to arrange matters there and on
his return it is expected that he will make a
statement of his affairs. The matter produces

uneasiness, but is a matter of general remark, though the proprietor of the bank is not
accused ef any intentional wrong and has the
confidence of those of his creditors knowing
him best. His depositors live in the v'cinity
no

and none of them have any considerable amount

involved._
Not

Miming.

The following note from

Mr.

Morrrell

ex-

plains itself:

Portland May 4th 187o.
2 o the Editor oj the Press:
Dear Sir, that missing man reported in toa
days Press has turned up, after spending
name
day at Diamond Cove in his boat. His
a
painter
turns out to be E. J. Morrell and is
resiat work on Judge Goddard’s summer
all
Hisfriends
thought
Falmoutb.
dence at
to
him lost, but he is glad to be able to report
Yours Respectfully,
the contrary.
E. J. Morrell.
11 Danforth St. Portland Me.
Light

three of them attired in red
who sang a hunter’s chorus.

gentlemen,
shooting jackets,
seven

Then the curtain fell, but rose immediately
upon a group of men and maidens in Swiss
costumes, who sang a chorus, followed by a
song from Margaret f.Miss Pierce) to the air of
“Aileen Aroon,” in the midst of which Lord
Howard appears and the two sing a duet very

pleasantly.

In the second act Lord Howard, who has lost
his way, is received into the dwelling of the
good cotter aud his wife (Mr. Antonio Dorticos
aud Mrs. A. A. Stevens), the adopted parents
of Margaret, aud in Act 3 Lord Howard bido
farewell to Margaret, who promises, to the air
of the “Prison Song” in “II Trovatorc,” to
stick to him, and he in turn vows fidelity iu the
strain of Put Your Shoulder to the Wheel.”
Lord Howard then departs aud Lord Stanley
(Mr. G. M. Stevens) enters in search of his
brother and narrates his errand to the air of
“A Heart Bowed Down.” He 'hears that his
brother is dead, but discovers Margaret to be
his niece, and the act closes in embraces.
In the fourth act Margaret bids good bye to
her Swiss triends and departs with her uncle
for England, and in the fifth act she appears in
English furnished apartments, where she in-

dulges in a monologue which is interrupted by
the Lady Emily (Mrs. L. W. Shaw), followed
by Lord Stanley. Lord Chelmsford (Mr. Arthur Jordan) enters and announces that Lord
Howard is well, and the quartette (the matrimonial finale not haviHg been reached) jubilate
to the tune of “Joy, Joy, Freedom To-day.”
Lord Chelmsford
Lady.Emily
sing finely a duet to the measure ot “What are
the Wild Waves Saying,” in which she advises
and

him to st y at home, and recommends to
him her friend, Laly Margaret, whom he
does not recognize. Then he sings a solo, Margaret sings a solo, and the operetta winds up
of course with the espousal of Margaret by
Lord Howard, and of Lady Emily by Lord
Chelmsford. Although) the latter couple are
not leading characters and only appear near the
close of the operetta, they have the honor of
furnishing the moral for the argument, which

that “Lady Emily and Lord Chelmsford,
friends from childhood, dream not that there

states

than that of

exists in their hearts a dearer tie
friendship, till, in Switzerland,

by

an

ava-

lanche, the Lady narrowly escapes death.
Thus many a one goes seeking all through life
for real or fancied bliss, and thinks it far, far
off. With eager step he hurries on, straining
his wearied gaze to catch a glimpse of the
great good in the far distance, when even then
’tis close beside him,waiting with patient grace
to be received.”
The execution of the parts .were creditable
to the singers, who, of course, felt somewhat
embarrassed on their first appearance, and

hardly

had

moreover

stage accompanidelays between the'

any

ments. There were some
acts, but the audience appreciating that this
was their first night, were not inclined to find
fault. To-night will undoubtedly witness a
great improvement in the rendition of the

piece.

_

Up the Ogdensuurg.—Two men fell over a
very high embankment while at work on the
railroad in the mountain section Saturday, and
were seriously injured—one of them so severely

probaoly die.
The masons at North Conway gave a ball at
Masonic Hall Friday evening, at which sixtyfive couples were present. The Portland Band
furnished music and the occasion was a very
that he will

pleasant

one.

Frank George, Esq., the popular proprietor
of the Bartlett House, who has been seriously
ill of congestion of the lung3, is convalescent.
Spelling Match.—The spelling match at
Reception Hall last evening was well attended.
Mr. W. K. Neal was the pronouncer, and
Messrs. Geo. F. Ayer and Charles H. Kimball
There were three classes
acted as umpires.
ic the childrens’ class, a $1
taken by Master Frank York.
The prize in the second class, a beautiful bouThe
quet, was awarded to Phil H. Turner,
third class was made up of volunteers, and
The

formed.

greenback,

prize

was

Miss Julia Bibber

was

the victor.

Portland & Oxford Central.—The bondholders of the Portland & Oxford Railroad
met at the States yesterday afternoon and appointed a committee consisting of Hon. F. O. J.

Smith, S. C. Andrews, E3q., and Hon. Bion
Bradbury, to act conjunctively witn a committee to be appointed by the stockholders to draft
the necessary instruments to carry into effect
the formal vote of the stockholders and bondholders, passed at the last meeting. The meeting adjourned until May 17th.
Spelling Match.—Even staid old Poorpoorduck has caught the fever, and is forsak
An interesting spelling
ing Josh for Noah.
match was held on Monday evening at the
Cape Elizabeth town house, J. S. Fickett of
the School Committe'e acting as word giver.
After some exciting contest the prize was
The proceeds
awarded to Miss Mellie Chase.
are to be devoted to furnishing the High School
with

philosyphical apparatus.

Gorham.
The closing exercises of the Seminary for the
present term will take place in the Congregational church Friday afternoon next at 2£
o’clock, and will consist of prize declamation
Music will be furnished by
and readings.
Chandler’s Band. Miss Clara Munger of Portland is engaged to sing on the occasion. In
the evening the usual social ga thering will occur at the Seminary, to which all frieuds of the
school are invited. The summer term will
commence

May 18th.

Maine M. E. Conference.
The annual Session of the Maine M. E Conference began at Bath last evening, Bishop Andrews presiding. The following is the order of
exercises:

Tuesday evening, 7J o’clock,
Meeting.
Wednesday, 9 o’clock A. M., Holy Sacrament
Reunion Prayer

and opening of Conference.
Two o’clock, P. M., Sunday School AnniverSeven
blado.

one

half

o’clock,

sermon

by

C. B, Pit-

A. M Conference business.
Two o’clock, P. M., Missionary sermon, by
R. Sanderson.
Seven one-half o’clock, Freedman s Aid AnC.
niversary; addresses by Drs. R. S. Rust and
C. McCabe.
Friday, A. M., Conference business.
Two o’clock P. M., Women’s Foreign Mis-

Thursday,

Stuspcusion of a Banking Mouse
Early yesterday morning a report was circulated throughout the city that the Bank of
Portland had closed its doors. This is not a
national bank or one doing business under any
charter but has been run by Mr. W. N. Goold,
who, for several years, has been connected with
uie uauiift

hidden by
green drop curtain, which rolled
up at a quarter after eight o’clock, displaying
a

closed
TVTilfr\r»

of
and Jeremy Taylor and the grandest spirits
Men ought to know what to read
the age.
but
not nferely dime novels or common trash,
The great
something solid and substantial.
principle and law of reading is that which will
The first thing which comes under

which

JTlrs. IJn uhum’s Operetta.
Last night an audience of over 300 gathered
iu the vestry of the Universalist church at Stevens’ Plains to witness the first rendition of
Mrs. Eufus Dunham’s operetta entitled Marearet. The stage at the head of the vestry was

In act 6

.1

The Worcester Press says that the first steamboat train from Portland over the Portland &
Worcester line reached that city on time with a
good number of passengers for New York.
The train left Worcester for New London

ford,

of thirteen

representatives

ed during the afternoon, leaving only twenty
lodges in the stale not represented,
The Grand Lodge adjourned until 11 o’clock

present.

sure

the Grand Lodge.

over

APRIL CIVIL TERM,

Paid.
William J. Tape.

presented

to

The committee on returns reported 18,G73
the year
member-, an increase of 555 duriug

A Good Soda Fountain for Sale.
Grand Trunk Railway Co—Tenders.
In port ant Announcement—J. H. Fitzgerald’s.
Wanted—A Smart Active Boy2
Lost—In this City.

Andrew Swansar.

Masters were present, of whom lteuel M ashOno hunhum of Livermore, is the senior,
dred and thirty-eight lodges were represented
out of 171, and several of the other representaThe numtives arrived by the noon trains.
ber of members present was 239. The mornsession was occupied with the annual ad

were

—

Dr. Roberts’ Celebrated

The Grand Lodge of Maine assembled at MaGrand Master,
sonic Hall at 9 o'clock a. m.
David Cargill of Augusta, was present, with
almost all the regular officers. Live Past Grand

dress of the Grand Master, the reports of grand
officers and the appointment of committees
as
with the reference to them of such matters

City of Fartlaiul—Proposals.
I ’ou’t Pay
vlatbias.
(carriages—Zenas Thompson,
Vegetine—Dauchy’s.

Auunnl llretiui; of file <7raii(l I.otlgc oi
Maine.

ing

o-Day.

Spelling Match—High Street Church.
NEW

MANONIC.

Infantry.—The

annual

inspection

will take
ordered by the Adjutant General,
The company voted to accept
place to night.
to act as esthe invitation of the Grand Army

to devote the pay recort Decoration day, also
to paying the
muster
for
stite
the
ceived from
in attending
incurred
be
expenses which will
the Bunker Hill anniversary.

hoase at
The Museum.—There was a packed
the Museum last evening. “Donald McKay
the fancy of Portland
Beems to have struck
doubt that the play
is
little
there
and
people,
will draw large bouses as long as it is kept on
It will be
the boards.
this afternoou.

given at

the

matinee

....

sionary meeting.
Three o’clock, Ladies and Pastors Christian
Union meeting.
Seven one-half o’clock, Church Extension
Anniversary; address by A. W. Pottle and Dr.
Kynett.
Saturday, A. M. Conference business.
Two o’clock, P. M., Educational Anniversary.
Seveu one half o’clock, Temperance Anniversary.
Sunday, nine o’clock, A. M., Conference
Love Feast.
Ten one-half o’clock, Sermon and Oidinatron
of Deacons.
uree u

uuch,

i.

wcuuuu

of Elders.
Seven oue half o’clock,

Missionary Anniversary.

Praise Meeting and
Addresses by Rev.

J. M. Reed and others.
Monday, Conference business.

The Maine l’ress.
Wlml

onr

Contemporaries

are

saying.

Concerning the announcement of the Sunrise that Mr. Powers is the choice of the Republicans of Aroostook county for congressman, the North Star says:
The choice of the Republicans of Aroostook
is Mr. Powers! Here is dove like innocence
combined with serpent like wisdom. Who are
the men in Aroostook that desire so ardently
It is well knowu
to see Mr. Powers elected?
that a good delegation in that gentlemau’s
favor will attend the [convention with their
bills all paid, but in vain do we look and listen
for a spontaneous uprising of the people. Will
the prospective candidate please inform us just
about how many copies of the Sunrise lie has
how
sent over the district, to luforrn the people
united the party is in this move.
Here is cheek, hard work, misrepresentation,
and a subsidized press to he arrayed against
the will of the people in the approaching campaign. Which will win remains to be seen,
but\ve may expect some prettj tall ly;ng done
by these political marmots before the leaves
fall in autumn. We wait to see the next move
ou the checker-board of Aroostook politics.
National Encampment G. A. R.—Arrangements have been made whereby delegates to
the National Encampment G. A. R., which is
held from May 12th to the 14th, inclusive, can
via Norwich line to New York,
go from Boston
and from thence to Chicago via Niagara Falls
and return for $33. ft is proposed to leave
New York from depot at foot of Chambers
Monday, May 10th, at <J a. m., so as to

streets,

MassaFalls.
spmd half a day at Niagara
Boston Saturday,
chusetts delegates will leave

May8th.

FuyeburgSpell.—May lstlwas celebrate
bouse to
by quite a large gathering at the town
now
prevailing.
usual
the
“spell”
enjoy
word giver, and 1-Lowell Lamsou
Farrington and, Miss Addie Page umpires.
Worcester’s dictionary, a croquet set and Jean
class
Ingelow’s poems were the prizes. The
themselves with
was not large, but acquitted
much credit, showing that we are not behind
our sister towns in the art of correct spelliug.
Mrs.
Frye and A. F. Lewis were capwas

Georgie

The only word that chilled Capt. Lewis
while the lady captain lost some
The
enthusiasm over the word “huzzas.
went more
words “desiccate” and “sofett
tains.

“iciness,”

was

than half through the class and was spelled by
A. F. Lewis. “Alpaca” was of too strong
material for several. “Metallurgy” and “pumAfter an
ice” weut well along the lines.
A.
hour’s contest the prizes were awarded to
McF. Lewis, Mrs. Georgie Frye and T. S.

Intire, respectively.

employ

is said Ex-Gov. Coburn gives them the land.

NEWS.

STATE

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Lewiston Journal says that Lewis Boba
inson, who struck jailor Littlefield with
just been
junk bottle, several monthssince, ahasthree
years
dispatched to State prison for
residence.
COUNTY.

AROOSTOOK

“This
Says the North Star of Presque Isle:
is the first of May and stages and teams arrive
and depart on runners.”

The North Star says that the ice in the
Aroostook river is gradually breaking up, the

snow is

uisappeanug,

uuu.

wiuicu

■--

better at tbe prospect of getting at work soon.
There is but little frost in tbe ground and
wherever the snow is off the grass looks greener
than it did in May last year. Everything indicates a good grass crop this season.
The North Star gives the following as ail
episode of a spelling match: “Reclining on
the flannel bosom of her ‘sweety,’ with eyes
full of tender love and mouth full of gum, she
playfully whispered to the youug man, as he
unfolded the ringlets of her hair, ‘Come, Jim,
why in thunder don’t ye say somethin’ kinder

honey-like?’

Osgood as chairman, and David
hold
Cargill, Esq., as Secretary. They voted to
the election of delegates to the
for
tbe cutcus
Republican state convention, on Thursday evening, the 3d of June.
The Gardiner Reporter says that a lot of ice
Col. H. S.

sold
per ton.

on

BARGAINS!

the lvennebec last week for 45 cts.

BARGAINS I
AND

Housekeepers

shingles.

FITZGERALD
by a series of wire
pulling known only to the initiated, in purchasing for Cash, magnificent lines of Plain and Fancy
GfpUUwl

IX Aoi'nmr

U AAfk

Corsets, Bustles and all kinds of
Fancy Goods.
and de-

We submit list of prices
We quote.

fy competition.

Balmoral Striped Hose,
from 14 cents to 91,00.

Plain Cotton Hose,
front G cents to 68 cents.

ladies’ Emb’d Balbriggan Hose,

from

8 cents to 91.00

Gents’ Ganze Undershirts,
from 38 cents to 91.00.

ladies’ Gauze Tests,
43 cents to 91 -00.

from

ladies’ & Children’s lisle Gloves,

ladies’ Nun Umbrellas,
from 75 cents to $5.00.

Ladies’ All Linen Hdkfs.,
from 6 cents to 75 cents.

Ladies’ Caffs and Collars,
from

Kid Gloves,

Mouday morning.
The West Bethel Grange is flourishing. They
have bought their grass aud garden seeds from
wholesale dealers at satisfactory figures.
Measles of a mild type have prevailed in
Buckfield this spring, there being fifty cases
thus far,only one fatal.
Mr. John Styles of So. Chatham died suddenly Sunday night, of heart disease. She retired as well as usual. Age 55.
The citizens of Waterford propose to celebrate tbe one hundredth anniversary of the
settlement of the town on the first day of September next.

£5 cents to 55 cents.

from 50 cents to $1 .J».
#

body must

There is no remedy known to medical science which
proved itself more valuable in cases of Kidney
It acts directly
Complaints than the Veoetink.
upon the secretions, cleanses and purifies the blood,
and restores the whole system to healthy action.
The following extraordinary cure of great sufferers,
who had been given up by the best physicians as
hopeless cases, will speak for themselves, and should
challenge the most profound attention of the medical
faculty, as well as of those who are suffering from
Kidney Complaint.
has

East Marshfield, Aug. 22,1870.
Mr. Stevens: Dear Sir—I am seventy-one years
of age; have suffered many years with Kidney Complaint, weakness in my back and stomach. I was
induced by friends to try yonr Vegetine. and I
n .Ka Kao»

cents

per Pair.

ladies’ Silk Neck lies,
40 cents

from

to

81-00’

ladies’ Uudervests,
Hi) lew aud Prices.

All

Muslin Neck Rnchcs,

llU ItWYV**

<Xj

full and comulete which we
guarantee to sell as low as the lowest.

ten. and in very small quantities, frequently accomblood and excruciating pain.
1 have faithfully tried most of the popular remed es reconi mended lor my complaint; 1 have been
under the treatment of some ot the most skillful physicians in Boston, all of whom pronounced my case
incurable. This was my condition when I was advised by a friend to try the Vegetine, and I could
see the good effects from the first dose I took, and
from that moment I kept on improving until I was
entirely cured, taking in all, I should think, about
six bottles.
It is indeed a valuable medicine and ii I should be
afflicted again in the same way, 1 would give a dollar
a dose, if I could not get it without.
J. M. GILE.
Respectfully,
361 Third Street, South Boston.

panied with

in Madison is increasing.
small-pox
A case of varioloid has been discovered, where
the patient, supposed to be afflicted with chickand seen by a large
en pox, has been visited
portion of the town.
Gen. Isaac Dyer of Skowbegan has just returned from a brief trip to the Pacific coast.
scare

ALSO

—

—

EDGINGS, BUTTONS,
PERFUUERY, SOAP,
and all Notion* u*unlly kept in a Fancy
Goods Store may be found in great variety and abundance at

Fitzgerald's,

Cor.Congress & Myrtle Sts.,
my5

ME.

PORTLAND,

<*ti

H. It. Stevens: Dear Sir—In expressing my
thanks to you for benefits derived from the use of
Vegetine, and to benefit others. I will state:
When eight or nine years old I was affiieted with
Scrofula, which made its appearance in my eyes, face
and head, and I was v^ry near blind for two years.
All kinds of operations weie performed on my eyes,
and all to no good result. Finally the disease principally settled in my body, limbs and feet, and at times
—

The Advertiser

says

that a little

child be-

an aggravated way.
Last sum iter I was, from some cause, weak in my
spine and kidneys, and it was at times very hard to
retain the urine. Seeing your advertisement in the
Commercial, I bought a bottle of VEGETINE, and
commenced using according to directions. In two or
three days I obtained great relief. After using four
or five bottles l noticed it had a wonderful effect on
I
the rough, scaly blotches on my body and legs.
still used Vegetine and the humorous sores one after another disappeared until they were all gone, and
I attribute the cure of the two diseases to Vegetine

and nothing else.
If I am ever affected with anything of the kind
again I shall try Vegetine as the only reliable remedy. Once more accept my thanks, and believe me
AUSTIN PARROTT,
to be, Very respectfully,
No. 35 Gauo St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dec. 1 1872.
tho Kidneys, Bladder, etc., are always
at times they become the most distressing and dangerous diseases that can affect the
human system. Most diseases of the Kidneys arise
from impurities in the blood, causing humors which
settle on these parts. Vegetine excels any known
remedy in the whole world for cleansing and purifying the blood, thereby causing a healthy action to all
tne organs oi tne ooay.

and set the bed clothes in flames. The child’s
screams were beard and the fire extinguished,
but, it is feared, the child cannot live.
The residence, barn and outbuildings of Mrs.
Elliot, situated in Buxton, were destroyed by
fire Mondav night about ten o’clock. How the
fire caught is unknown. It was a nice house
and the property was valued at about $3000.
Fifteen tons of hay were consumed in the barn.

The Allegretti Iceberg.—The “Iceberg”
is the only Refrigerator scientifically constructed so as to secure the one absolutely preserving
temperature which nature provides in its supof ice; namely, 32 degrees Fahrenheit. No
invention of man can ever hope to excel this
provision of nature; for below this point, even
one
degree of temperature, all vegetable life
will be destroyed, and every degree of temper-

ply

added above that point, only deducts so
much from the efficiency of the preserving
ature

power.
The highest awards over all competitors at
the last annual Exhibitions of the American
Institute, 1873 and 1874
Those in want of a Kefrigerator should not
fail to call and examine them at the Wheeler
& Wilson Sewing Machine Kooms.
J. L. Hay-den, Gen. Agent for Maine,
259 Middle Street, Portland.
mj4tf
We are pleased to learn that the Toutine
policies issued by the Equitable Life Assurance
Society, have produced such favorable results.
A largo surplus has already.beeu accumulated,
and will be divided among those whose policies
at the end of teD, fifteen or twenty
The following is an illustration:
Policy No. 45,103, for $10,000, was issued in 1809.
Annual premium
$ 281.70
Total amount paid in five ; ears,
1,408.50
725.33
Accumulated cash surplus,
Over 50 per cent, of tbe;amount paid.

—

THOSE

—

Exorbitant Prices!
—

BUT

—

LEAVE VOUR ORDER

S. MATHIAS’,
98 Exchange Street,
where you

can

get

a

good

Business Suit for
Dress Suit
IMPORTED
—

TIP

IN

remember

*

of

MADE

AND

ZenasThompson.Jr.,
Successor to, and for 20 years connected witli, the

GOODS

—

ST¥LE.

peace, it is at

MATHIAS’,

OF

—

EXCHANGE

NO. 98

J. M. Kimball & Co.,
ME.

PORTLAND,
I

have

now

ready full

line

of all the leading styles of

Business

aud

Pleasure

dlmis

my 5

CARRIAGES,
the product of my factory during the winter months.
All of them made in the most thorough manner and
Also a
from the best of carefully selected material.
tine assortment of

MioDalHyM&Tune Book
Clarke’s Reed

Miuic. Violin and
$1.00
Dance*. Vloliu and
1.00

Winner’* Violin*autl Flute Duet*.

Clarke’s Dollar Instructors
For Reed Organs. For Piano. For Violin. Useful cheap, Instructive Books with Exercises and
numerous attractive Airs for practice.
Sold by all the principal music dealers. Sent postpaid for retail price.

& CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y
d&w2w
my3

OLIVER DITSON

Dr. Roberts’ Celebrated

Ointment,

'’POOR MAN’S FRIEND,”
recommended to the public as an unfailing remedy for Wounds of every description, for
Ulcerated Sore Legs, even if of Twenty Years’ standing; Cuts, Burns, Scalds, Bruises, Chilblains, Scorbutic Eruptions, and Pimples in the Face, Sore and
THE

Is

confidently

linuiuieu

CJUIc

r-JC.',

ncaui*,

owe

tula, «Scc.
Sold in Pots at Is. l^d., 2s. 9d

uu/oaio,

mo,

11s., and 22s. each.

Confirmed by sixty years’ experience to be for Scrofula, Leprosy, and all skin diseases, one of the best
alterative Medicines for purifying the blood and asThey form a
sisting nature in all her operations.
mild and superior FAMILY APERIENT that mav
be taken at all times without confinement or change
of diet.
Sold in Boxes at Is. 1Jd., 2s. 9d., 4s. Cd., 11s. and
22s. each
Sold by the Proprietors. BEACH and BARNICOTT, at their Dispensaiy, Bridport, Fngland; and
by all respectable Medicine Vendors.
W26t
my5

wagon in the Slate,
wagon

the best two seated
—

OK

—

JOHN ADAMS.
SACCARAEPA, MAINE.

apr26

CANADA.

Lojrr.

persons are
for said note, as payment lias
The Under will be rewarded by leavC, J. WALKER'S.
Union St.

at any bank

invited for Stores required by the
during the year, commencing July

arc

Forms of tender, with list ot stores, can be had on
the Office ot the Deputy Storekeeper,
Portland.
Tenders endorsed, '‘Tender for Stores” will be received by the undersigned on or before Monday, 31st
JOSEPH HICKSON,
May.
General Manager.
my5d2tawW*&Std
Montreal, May 1st.

against negotiating

been stopped.
ing at

my5d3t*_46

SPELLIAO MATCH,

City

following

REDUCED

RATES:

Season Prices for 1875, for Families and
Offices.
10
15
20

Its. daily, from June to October
44

44

.«

u

44

44

44

1,.$5.00
“.7.00

*«..9.C0

MONTHLY PRICES.
Monthly rates apply to all not taklug Ice
the whole season, or four months.
10 lbs.
15
20 44

daily,

per
*•

month..$1.50
2.00

“

N. B.—Customers supplied for the yen**

at

proportionate

rates.

apl3ui»tt

haid

to be

delivered from time to time, and at such places as
may be required by the St#eet Department.
Also, tor the delivery of three thousand lineal
feet,more or less, of Granite Curbstones to be cut six
(6) inches top “six (6) face and two and a half (2£)
back” end joints kept lull at least eight (•') inches
down, and to be from sixteen (16) to twenty (20)
inches deep, the Stone to be delivered on the Street
as required by the Commissioner of Streets.
The right to reject any or all bids is reserved.
CHAIRMAN,
Address proposals to
Committee ou Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges.
dtd
my5

A Good Soda Fountain for Sale.
$50. Cost new $250. May bo seen at
W. F. PHILLIPS & CD’S.,
Middle Street.
royodlw*

PRICE

A at office
my5d3t#

years old.
BERLIN MILLS

Apply
CO.,

Berlin Wharf,

10 cent?.

my5tt*

Tenement Wanted.
gentleman
furnished
BY rooms,
must be
and

and wife
or

rooms

erences

a

tenement of

unfurnished.

large
facing
satisfactory. Address

ISltS.

south

or

from 3 to 6
Two of the
west. Ref-

L. R., Press Office.

S. J. CLOUGH
where will be found

all the Novelties of the season, sucb
KNICKERBOCKER Cloth, Camel’s Hair
Plaids, MOHAIR LUSTRES, Plain and Plaid,
Vigognes, De Beges, Black Hernanuis, &c.,
some of which are not to be found elsewhere.

Sacqnes !

Black Sicilienne for

MOURNING GOODS !
department

has never been

more

LINENS AND
HOUSEKEEPING GOODS !
In which department we would call especial
attention to our'flue assortment of Marseilles
and Toilet Quilts in new and elegant patterns
and extra widths, Crib Quilts, Crib Blankets,
Bleached, Scotch and Turkey Red Damasks,
Napkins, Doylies, Damask andHuck Towels.

Fine Wool, Domett and Embroidered Flannels.

whitiT goods
have

we

a

great variety of

fabrics.

new

White Thread Edgings and Insertions, real
and imitation, Black Thread and Malta Laces,
Hamburg Edgings and Insertions, Cambric
and Muslin Wrought Edgiugs and Insertious,
Ruches, Kuffiings, Collars and Cuffs, Neck
Ties, &c &c.
Also Hosiery, Fancy Goods, Small Wares,
&c., in great variety. Bleached and Unbleached
Cottons and Domestics retailed at

WE

F. O. Bailey dt Co.;

<»(Yor

ATititA

r»nr

kbick

AT

or elsewhere in
the United States.

berland street.
The house is in good repair, contains 12 room9 well
Gas and Sel>ago throughout the house,
also a never tailing well of water on the premise*.
Terms at time of sale.
F. O. BULKY Ac CO., Auctioneer-

arranged,

THE (JEM SKIRT SUPPORTER,
Dre** Billion*, Gimp*, Fringe*, Crepe
Line, Ruche*,Back Combs
and a variety of Fancy Goods,
Please call and examine Goods and prices. Ful
ap24<I2w
line C’onicelli Silk aud Twist.

der

my4

Guardhm’s Sale ol (leal Estate.
the Honorable Judge
of Probate within and tor the county of CumPURSUANT
I shall s*dl at
sale
the
in
to license from

on
berland.
public
premises
Westbrook, in said county, on Wednesday, the
twenty-sixth day of May, A. D. 1875, at two o’clock
m.tlie afternoon, the following described real estate
belonging to Charles A. Haskell ami Annie M. Haskell, minor children anti heirs of J»exter V. Haskell,
Situated in said Westbrook anti
deceased, viz:
bounded northerly by the county road leading from
Saecarappa village to Cumber'aml Mills village, ami
land ot Adeline H. Haskell; easterly by said Adeline
II. Haskell’s land ; southerly by land of Alonzo Libby, ana westerly by land ot one Guilford, of Mrs. M.
A. Brigham, of G. & L. P. Warren, ami the estate
of Charles Quinby; said premises being crossed by
the Portland and Rochester Railroad.

FaBIUS M.

April 22,1875.

CAREFUL ATTENTION.

Samples sent free to any address.

CO.,

J. M. DYER &

_deo(12w

HOSIERY !
We

Commission Merchants,
auld

tf

At

champion

MORGAN Ac CO.

Large and Valuable Stock
Watches, Diamonds, and
Fine Gold Jewelry,

A

be sold at Public

city
in

of

MONDAY, May 3rd,
2£ p. m., and continuing

wide

the

Portland,

both

long,

and

our

10J o’clock a. m., ami
through the week, at the

at

same hours.
The attention of Ladies and Gentlemen is requested
at these sales, as the Stock is large and guaranteed

represented by catalogue.
MORGAN & CO., Auctioneers.
Ski

<171

ap30

A

Hosiery
in

extra

Sales

Auction,
WILL
Rooms, 18 Exchange Street,Sales commencing
on

PANTED

Bal-

Striped

shown

at

of

IASHM TUTS

briggan, Unbleached
ever

Private Male.

M. & Co. are agents for the sale of'Herring & Parrel’s
Safes, “Wiegands” Patent Sectional
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blakes”
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Client ica!
Fire Engine.

OIL

Misses’ and Children’s

White

—

Something Slew.

assortment of Ladies’,

and

AND

No. IS Exchange St.. Portland.

Largest stock and best

Fancy

api23tl3w

—

got the

have

of said minors.

AUCTIONEERS

as

ap26

Ray, Guardian

MORGAN Si CO.,

ORDERS WILL RECEIVE PROMPT
AND

AUCTION.

ON

low

York, Boston,

on

MONDAY, May lOtb, at 3 o'clock p. m., we
shall sell the house and land No. 281 Cumberland street, ooposite the High School Bndding, be ng
the most central and desirable situation on Cum-

these goods can be bought in

New

d5t

Desirable House and Land
Cumberland street

PRICES.

and ourselves.
Additions will be constantly made of new and
desirable goods adapted to the varying seasons.
We earnestly invite a comparison of our
goods and prices, believing we can offer very
great inducements to purchasers.
Every Lady should call and examine these
goods and get the prices before making her

Auctioneers.

my3

customers

aa wa

Furniture, Carpets, Aft,

shall sell on FRIDAY, May 7th, at 10 o’clock
a. m., at house No. 114 spring street, new
numbers the entire furniture, consisting In i«rt
of elegant Parlor suit in Black Walnut and Plush,
Marble top Tables, Mirrors, tine Ingrain Carpets,
Lounges, two Dressing Cases, Chamber sets, Spring
Beds, Mattresses, Dining room furniture, Extension
Table, Crockery and Glass Ware, Medallion Cooking
Rauge, Parlor Stove, Kitchen furniture, Ac.

We keep only such goods as will recommend
themselves, anil prove a mutual benefit to our

'haeoa

Auctioneer*.

ON

com-

plete than at present. It includes Henrietta
Cloths, Cashmere, English Bombazine, Bombazine Cloth, Biarretz, Ilarrathea, Balmoral
Crape, Tamise, Empress Cloth, Creton, Mohair
Brilliantiue, Alpaca.

IN

CO.)

BY AUCTION.

comprising

perfect Substitute for Fresco
Paintiug in Oil.
Is not Affected

by Dampness.

It Covers Defects in the Plastering
which no Oil Paintiug will do.

extra

IS PEREECTLY WASHABLE.

common

sizes for Ladies and
Misses, and 1-2 .and

Gremte or noil of any kind ran be removed from it by the u*c of noap and water
without affecting the colon which are war
ranted permanent.

Chil-

Can be placed upon the wall for one fourth
the cost of rrenco Fainting in Oil.

guarantee to meet Boston or

Having been appointed agents in Portland for the
sale of the above, we respectfully invite the attention
ofjthe public to its extraordinary merits.

Portland prices.

Marrett,Bailey&Co.

for

sizes

3-4

dren, and

we

dis‘2m

apr2

uri

AAll

A

AA

IttLOUn Gl

UU.,
Proprietor

the

495

Congress St.,

ot tlie

Great English Remedy
THE

Just

above

Preble

the

House,
dlw

Portland & Worcester

“Cordial Balm

MONDAY,

3d,

A Steamboat Express Train
will leave Portland at

HI.

P.

daily, Sundays excepted, for
ing with the Steamers
evening for

New London, connectof the Norwich Line same

YORK,

UNITED STATES HOTEL,
—

No change of Cars Between Portland and New London.
Fare from Portland or Westbrook Junction to
New York nn.1 Kciurn,

ELEVEN DOLLARS.
H.

TUKNEIi,

Supl. P.

A

R.
Mvl<li»tt
K. K.

ICE.

His world wide reputation in the treatment of all
diseases of the Nervous System require but few remarks neccessary.
Dr. I.othrop will commit and rxiuiiir
all who call, free of charge, no moucy
taken.
The

DR.

NEWTON,

the great Magnetic Healer & Clairvoyant.
for the afflicted.
His terms for treatment which will include Advice.
Examination,'Medicine and Prescription, in all cases
will be $1.00. so the poor as well as rich receive
the benefit of the Drs. gifl. All chronic diseases
yieltl the the Dr’s. Majestic powers.
Call as early in the day as possible.

Who will consult with, ami

prescribe

Wednesday and Thursday, May 5 & 0.

UNITED STATES HOTEL,
d3t

PORTLAND.

my 3

G. A. CLARR, I?l.

FREE

D,

STREET,

head of Brows N|.
Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

PURE

Shipped by
N. O CRAM*

Lett

Doctor will be assisted by

Opposite

I C E
a ad

—

from 9 A. M. to 9» P, M,

74

CARGOES OF
Fnrnl.hed

ON

Wednesday and Thursday, May 5 & 6

arriving there early the next morning in ample time
for morning traius South and West.

W.

be commltcd profc«»ion>illy at the

may

MAY

of

Syricum,”

JL.INE.

Ladies’ and Children's Hosiery,
CORSETS.

Kuroj»ean

THURSDAY, May Gtb, at 10 o’clock a. iu.,
at Sales room 170 Fore Street, we shall sell a
large invoice of Plants from the conservatories of
Albert Dirwanger, Munjoy Hill, consisting of Baskets
Geraniums, Pansies Palargoniums, Azaleas, Fucliias
Callas, Heaths, &c., «&c.
F. O. BULKY &. CO., Auctioneers
d3t
my4

!

as

lias removed to

STORE 501 CONGRESS STREET

collection of tine original Oil
Artists
of
celebrity.

a

by

Fine

DRESS~GOODS

NEW

TI11S

eight o’clock. Admission

received until Wednesday,

Wanted.
SMART active boy 14 to 16

IN

Vestry of the High Street Church,
at

(300,000) more or
burned best quality Sidewalk bricks,

Wednesday Evening,
—

of Portland.
will be

good

This

offer

Choice Plants

land Real and Imitation.

2.30

THERE WILL BE A

application at

PROPOSALS
May 12th,inst.,at 12 o’clock m.,for the delivery of
dess, of
three hundred thousand

at the

Thibet, Long and Square, Shet-

Goff & Plum-

a

No* 17 Market Street.

pant long cold winter favoring the
cutting and storage ofjan unusually lavge
stock of Ice, we slier it to oar customers

Imitation India, Double Faced Black,

On and after

~

Tlic

SHAWLS,

eodl.f

NOTE against
Ibis citv, May 3d,
TENDERS FOR STORES. IN mer,
and endorsed by Oliver Robinson, payable
cautioned
in Portland. All

TENDERS
Company
1st, 1875.

Fancy Silks,

my3

Shifting Taw Beach Carriage, Jump Seal
Carriage, Grocery anil hiprim Wagon.
warruuted in every respeet for the least money.
Carriage and Sleigh wood work, for Sale.

shall

Paintings

BY AUCTION.

2 30

Organ Companion.

Concord style business

OF

have recently bought for

Black and

This

—

Corner ol Middle and Cross Street,
wo

P. O. BAILEY A

91.30

A valuable, useful ami brilliant collection of Exercises, Airs, Songs and Pieces tor Reed Organs. Price
$2 00.

AT

found enocimen* by Veron,
Among
Leonarett, De Graillv, Hasson, Pierce, O. L. Brown,
W. W. Brown.Russell,&c. In offering this collection,
we feel that good Judges and lovers of of Art cannot
fail to see that no better collection lias been offered
for sale in tbis City lor many years. Cpen for examination Monday and Tuesday, 3rd, and I4tli, previous of sale.

Now ready
Adapted for Opening and Closing
Exercises in Schools and Seminaries, for Congregational, Social and Home Singing, 128 pages, 200
choice tunes. 340 hymns. Price but. 40 cents. $33.00
per Hundred.

Clarke’s Orgnu Yoluutsrica.
Batiste’s Organ Voluntaries.

A* IT1. ami .‘1 P. IYI., curb «lny,

STORE OVER A. B. BUTLER'S,

No. 6 Free St. Block.

where they

Economical New Food —25 cents will buy
package of Sea Moss Farme.made from pure
Irish moss, wbicn will make 50 kinds of dishes,
such as call os, pies, puddings, etc., or 10 quarts
of custar ?,.jellies, creams, Charlotte Kusse,
blanc mange, etc. Sold by all Druggists and
Grocers.
aprlGeod dawly*

Al IO

at prices under the market value, so that they
guarantee bargains in every department of their
stock.
They have just opened a full line of

CAN ISCV THE BENT

a

D. W.CLARK&Ca

They

Ulcdium Grade Work

PLEASE TELL THE PEOPLE

There is but one opinion is regards the Corticelll Sewing Silk, and that is it richly deFor hand or maserves a general circulation.
chine sewiDg it has no equal

ON WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY,
May 5th and 6th,

them may be

<3-00IDS I

as

PILlJliiE ANTISCBOPHULiE,

STREET.

Fancy

WHOLESALE

—

Also his

Edgar Lothrop, proprietor of the
Cordial Balm of Syricum, may be consulted
at the United States Hotel, Wednesday and
Thursday, May 5th and 0th, free of all charge.
3t
may3

Nature Gives Us Teeth, but she does not
preserve and purify them. That must be done
with Iragraut SOZODONT. The deotal bone
and its enamel casing are made invulnerable to
all destructive influences by the daily use of
this beneficent preparation.

“OLD HOUSE”

CALLED

TOP

the

$25,
for $40,

Dr.

Undertakers Wanted.—A few old hands
wanted—apply at Death & Co.’s old office. The
people are so afflicted with catarrh that soon
No
most of them will drop into the grave.
need of it; Reader’s German Snuff never fails
to cure the most obstinate of cases—and so
cheap—only 35c.

Dry

is Sold by all Druggists.
my5__d4wt

Strnut**’ Dance
Piano.
Winner’s Party
Piano.

mature

years.

PAY

DON’T

and

Vegetine

JUST PUBLISHED.

longing to a Mr. Kowe of Buxton, was probably fatally burned Monday. The child was lying in its cradle—it was about seven months
old—when a spark snapped out from the fire

BY AlTJCTIOUNT.

—

purchase

and vicinity unusual advantages in the
of all kinds of

in

suitable for out of town dealers and livery men
Parties living at a distance are invited to send for
illustrated chart and prices._my5deod3m

YORK COUNTY’.

now en

announce that they are
ableil to offer to the

flirt

c:

Ladies of Portland

nur

J.!

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday at salesroom, 170 Fore street,
commencing at 9 o’clock a. in.
ot*3dtf
Consignments solicited.

J. M. DYER & CO.
respectfully

C. W. ALLEN.

F. O. BAILEY.

ale id Retail.

NEARLY BLIND.

LADIES’ AND CHILDREN S APRONS,

TOWELS, VEILS,
PARASOLS, SUNUMBRELLAS,

—

Boston, May 30,1871.

Stevens, Esq.: Dear Sir—I nave been badwith Kidney Complaint for ten years;
have suffered great pain in my back, hips and side,
with great difficulty in parsing mine, which was of-

CARRIAGES.

is

SOMERSET COUNTS.

The

Salesroom 176 Fore Street,

H. R.

RIBBOUS

body.
Six vessels are now loading at Sterns’ mill,
Bangor, and two have already cleared with
lumber for the Massachusetts market.
The bark G. F. Bowers arrived in Bangor on
Saturday, and will lo*l with deal for Liverpool, from Palmer & Johnson’s mill.
A new planing miil has heen built by Palmer & J rliason, in connection with their steam
saw mill.
The Mattawamkeag drive will be started
from Jellison boom ou Monday, the 10th instant.

1/ ;.i

ly afflicted

Our Stock of

----

“““

■‘•“V'

a*'

...

AT

—

PRONOUNCED INCURABLE.

only 30 cents per dozen.

was
VY

.»•

neys I ever used. I have tried many remedies for
tnis complaint, and never found so much relief as
It strengthens and invigofrom the Vegetine.
rates the whole system. Many of my have taken it,
and I believe it to be good for all thecpm piaints
for which it is ecommended.
Yours truly,
JOSIAH H. SHERMAN.

Diseases of

Spotted, 43

DRY GOODS !

PAIN IN THE BACK.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Whig says Samuel Baker, the man who
shot in Hampden last week, is iu a fair

Auctioneers* and Commission Merchant*
(Office 13 Exchange Wired.)

pass.

unpleasant, and

Kid Gloves,

day.

Mr. Wm. F. Kendall of Bethel, an aged and
dead in his barn last

T. O. BAILEY A' CO.,

—

is no

43 cents to 91.43.

Gents’ Merino and Cotton Hose,

OXFORD COUNTY.

respected citizen, dropped

disease which causes such acute pain
alarming in its results than when the kidneys fail to secrete from the blood tbe uric acid, and
other poisonous substances, which the blood accumulates in its circulation through the system.
If from any cause the kidneys fail to perform the
functions devolving upon them, the cumulations are
taken up by the absoibents and the whole system
thrown into a state of disease, causing great pain and
suffering,and very often immediate death. Hence the
importance of keeping the kidneys and blood in a
healthy condition, through which all the impurities
There

or more

Has succeeded

from lO cents to 50 cents.

The Demecrat says that the ice went out of
the upper Androscoggin, Monday,without damage.
Bethel farmers are short of hay.
Bethel Grange has sent out west for a load of
delivered at the
corn, which will cost them,
station 90 cents per bosh.
Mr. LeanderG. Grover of Bethel, who lost a
foot and a portion of the leg in the army was
compelled to submit to an amputation Wednes-

ix

—

THE BEST MEDICINE.

ATTENTION !

HANCOCK COUNTY.

The lobster factory of Messrs. Tilden at Castine was partially destroyed by fire Monday.
The Democrat says that Peter G. Sumner
of Amherst was injured severely while splitting

is no complaint that afflicts the human system, which is so little understood at the present time, as some of the varied forms ot Kidney

Probably there

of the

KENNEBEC COUNTV.

Augusta Republican city committee orof
ganized on Saturday evening by the choice

was

Important Aniiiicwiit!

from

The

BARGAINS-

Kidney Complaint.
Complaints.

Heads of Families

Business Notes.
are
Messrs. McGregor & Sprague of Eaton,
running their mill on full time, manufacturing
twenty thousand shingles a day.
It is stated that Carmel parties have decided
to remove to Skowhegan and start a shirt facto
fifty persons. It

tory large enough

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

AUCTION SALKS’

MISCELLANEOUS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

dlf

julfi

Something New.
send

Spring St., and
Ladies’ Easy Cutting and
show this gem of the work
cut free Tuesday to test the system.
tf
address to 87

your
have the agent of the
LADIES
Work Table call anil
room.

Patterns

uiarlC

E

Arbutus and Yellow Jessamine.
MARY

BY

B.

DODGE.

remain; they give you permission to

can

Nay, who shall hold in contrast, Jessamine-bells,
—From tieorgia’s sunny barrens of wild pine—
With fair Arbutus flowering on its vine,
That, sweet amid the Bnows, the Spring foretells?

up

same

quickly

to tell Ihe sad news to my

—Bangor Whig.

fear of sharing the same lot.
Grandmother having recognized my voice,
called “Frederic! Frederic!” Merely to hear
her call me started the perspiration on my
face. I went up, answering,
“Here I am, grandmother, here I am.
Why do you moan so much ? It will not be
long. I shall come back. Now they are
mistrustful of me; they are wrong, grand-

■

maun-Chatrian.]

Tlie Brigadier Frederic.
Story of

a

Frrucbman Hauled

by the

Germans.

CHAPTER XI.

Frederic. You are going away like poor Jean.
I know very well that he went away to the
I know all. I shall never see you
war.
again, neither you nor him!”
“Why not, grandmother, why not? In a
few weeks we shall have permission to come
back. And Jean also will return after the
war.”
“I shall never see you again,” she cried,
and her sobs redoubled.
The people, curious, and even cruel in
their curiosity, had come up one after another.
Our little rooms were full. They did not

stopping it surprised me, and a lew moafter, the daughter of Father Ykel
came up to ask me to go down, for they
out

ments

wanted

me.

Going down I found these two strapping
fellows in long boots in the middle ot the
room, their caps almost touching the ceiling.
They inquired if ruy name was Frederic, forI anmer guard forester of Thomentlial I
swered “yes,” and one of them taking off his
large g oves to rummage in his saddle hags,
It
read.
gave me a letter which I quickly

order from the commander at Phalsbourg to leave the country in twenty-four

alone remained.
“Grandmother Anne,” said Father Ykel,
“do not have any such thoughts. Frederic is
right; you must be reasonable.” Peace
You
once made everything will be restored.
are almost eighty-three and I am near sevenand his

hours.

You

can

understand, George, what a blow
been; I turned pale, and in-

quired, what had

drawn upon me

this terri-

b e summons.

who have gone away.”
“Ah!” she said, “I have suffered too
much. This is the end!” and until evening
she moaned incessantly.
Marie Rose, always full of courage, opened
the drawers and prepared my bundle, for I
had no time to lose, I must be on the road.
She took out my best clothes and shirts and
asked me in a low tone, for grandmother was
still crying, “you will take this,Father ? And
that?” I answered, “Do as you think best

forgotten you long ago.”
J did not reply,did not remember anything.
I only thought of the desolation of my daughter and poor old grandmother when they

for anything.
my child. I have no heart
Only put my uniform into my bundle. That

should learn this new misfortune. At last I
remembered my imprudent words at the
Yacheron ale house the day of my dispute
with Tourbac; and Father Ykel at the first
word, said, that it was all clear, that Tour-

is the principal thing.”
Ykel, knowing that the moments were
precious, told us not to disturb ourselves
about supper, that we should take supper
with him, and we accepted.
This night, George, at table we did not
say much. Katel up stairs watched grandmother. Night came.
My bundle was
I slept very
to
bed
went
we
and
early,
ready
little, you can believe. The moans of grandmother and then my thoughts, the uncertainty as to where I should go, the little
silver that I could take for my journey, for I
must leave enough to take care of those at
home, all kept me awake in ^pile of the
grief and fatigue which overpowered me.

bac had denounced me surely, and there remained only one thing for me to do, go at
once to the commandant and ask a little
more time in consideration of the great age of
grandmother who was past eighty, and danthe way.
gave

me as

die on

He sent for the school master who
mayor of the parish a certificate

according to

rule

regarding

my

good

charac-

ter and unfortunate situation of the family,
one could say in such an emer-

saying all that

He recommended me to go to Mr.
Semperlin to confirm his statement by a
certificate of sickness, thinking that the officer would allow me to delay until the poor
old woman was in a state to endure the jourgency.

And during this long night asking myself
where I should go, what to do, wbat road to
take, to whom to apply in order to earn my

bread—resolving these thoughts over and
over again the recollection came to me of
one oi
my old guard-general, JU. u Arence,
the best men that l had ever known, who
was always kind to me and ever favored me
when I served under him as simple guard

T1PC.

In my trouble, seeing nothing else to do, I
started off. Marie Rose knew nothing of it
I did not have the
nor grandmother either.
courage to tell them of the blow which
threatened us. To go away alone, to fly from

that it
many years before. I remembered
was said he had retired to Saint Die, and I
if I had the good fortune to find him

these baibarians, who heaped all these miseries on us, seemed nothing to me, but the othAh! I did not dare to think of it 1
ers 1

hoped

alive that he would be glad to receive me
and assist me a little in my misfortune.

in a state

Before noon I was in Phalsbourg
of fearful trouble. All the misfortunes which
have overwhelmed ns since, passed before my
eyes. I saw the Doctor, who declared simply
in his certificate, that the sick person was
old, feeble, and being thus deprived of all
comforts, would not be able to endure two
hours of the journey.
“There,” said he, giving me the paper,
“that is the exact truth. I could add that
your going will kill her also, but it would add

morning.
seemed promising and I fell asleep for
hour or two. But before day I was
This idea came to

hing;

if this does not move

could bear it!
A great villain in uniform, with red whiskers, made me wait a long time in the vestibule, and it was nearly one o’clock when I
was ordered to go up.
Up stairs another of
ficial detained me, and then having received
permission to pass into the grand rooms looking into the garden of the Arsenal, I knocked
at the door of the commandant, who called
to me to enter. I saw a stout man with pimpled face walking back and forth, putting on
the sleeves of his uniform and whistling with
I repeated humbly my
an air of ill humor.
position, and gave him my certificate, which
he did not take the trouble to read, throwing
them on the table.
“All that does not amount to anything,”
said he roughly, “you are pointed out as a
dangerous person, an inveterate enemy of the
You have dissuaded your men
Germans.
from entering into our service. Your son-inlaw has gone to join Gambetta’s bandits.
You have made your brags in the ale house
of having refused the offer of the Oberlorester
at Zarmstadl, for which you justly merit being turned out of house and home.”
I told him of grandmother’s condition.
“Well, well, leave her then in her bed,” he
replied, “the order of the director is [only for
you.,’ Then without listening longgr to me,
he turned into a side room, called a servant,
and shut the door behind him.
I went down completely crushed. My last
hope had failed. There was no other alteraatilCt

X UJUiJU

gW

MUU

X

not

are

close I said to her
“Listen grandmother. Your blessing and
your kind words do me as much good as if
you were able to make me the richest man
in the world. It is a great consolation to
me

think that I shall see you

again.”

shall see each other again,”
“but here below, on this earth I
She
say adieu. Adieu, Frederic, adieu!”
drew me close to her, kissed me with tremb-

“Perhaps
she replied,

turning her head she held my
ling lips,
hand for a moment and beginning again to
sob

completely unmanned. In tin
next room I drank a glass of wine and put a
crust of bread into my pocket. Making a
motion to Marie Rose we went quietly down
stairs so that grandmother should not hear
In the room below we
our last parting.
found Father Ykel and some friends who
had assisted us in moving. They said goodbye. Then in the alley I embraced my child,
and in this embrace I wished her all that a
man can

wish for the

than his

own

being

HATE YOU TIMED

Co.

i

P

JURUBEBA
ARE

Then try JIJRV BE BA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorator, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive crgans as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, on'.y to let the sufferer fall to a low.r
depth of miseiy, hut It is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
Kt regulate* the Bowel*, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make the invalid feel like anew person.
It* operation i* not violent, but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal
Thi* i* no new and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by tbe highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative knowu”.
Ask your druggist for it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN
CO.,Boston, Mass.

VITRIFIED STOKE DBAIK PIPE is
acknowledged by all Engineers as the standard
and only reliable article for perfect drainage.
We have in stock and otter for sale all tizes. lrorn
2 lo 12 iuche. ammeter for House drainfor rorporage ; also 15 lo IN inch Pipe
ntion,t ity un.1 Town Sewers, together with
*c.
Bend
Brunches,
Traps,
now

away.”

ap!2t4w

A GREAT OFFER

Brick

50.000 Ko. 1 I Warranted equal to any
25 WOO No. 2 ) manufactured.
Shapes made to order from any pattern.

Kaolin Fire Surd. Ground Clay,C!ronnd
Fire Brick and While St a stand in Bbls.

j

WARE !

STONE

usual assortment made by us, and all
slip glazed outside and in. Also Otirdeu
Chimney Tops,
^or Cemetery Vases,
The

—

Deering’s Bridge.

North End

Fn«tern

Order Box at

apl9eod3m

STANDARDtv

1,000 AGENT*. Teachers. Students,

STATEMENT. Jan. 1, 1875.
Cash Capital,

Assets,

279,725.98

■

Loans on Bonds and Mortgages, (first liens)S174,2?9 00
10,635 00
U. S. Bonds, (Market Value.).
Stock—United K. R. of N. J., (Market
Value,). 12,950 00
1,960 00
Elizabeth City Bonds, (Market Value)..
Albany and Susquehanna First Mortgage
*.660 00
Bonds.
6,060 00
Erie R. R. Bonds.
33,735 00
Loans Secured by Collaterals.
6.118 !?§
Accrued Interest.
6,804 17
Net Premiums Due from Agents.
23
26,174
Cash on hand.

$279,725
LIABILITIES
losses in course of settlement..$10,625 61
Re-insurance Reserve, N. Y.
46,367 46
Standard..

Surplus

98

Holders.

■

56.993 07

$222,732.91

■

■

WILLIAM DALTOV, President.
JOSEPH B. WEIGHT, Secretary.

BARNES" BROS.,
*48 EXCHANGE STREET,
FOB JEAND, ME..
eod3w

great deal of care and expense, seon hand a large stock ot the
a

VERY BEST COALS
that

are

mined lor Winter

W. W.

SALE

For Cooking Stoves and Ranges, try

our

Hickory Coals!

John’s and

We will warrant them to give satisfaction: they are
durable and tree trom slates. For parlor Stoves and
I'Uiuat^i

lug

would be far less barbarous than to tea, us
PORTLAND. ME.
<J3m
ap3
from each other, to force the son to abandon
his mother on her death bed 1”
I tottered as I went along. The forests, the
ravines and rocks appeared to me full of
those old Pandours I had heard of in my infancy. I thought I heard them singing
around their camp fires, dividing their booty;
SIIIRT BOSOHI.
all the ancient miseries before the great revo
ution came back to me. The far awav trum- l)o not Crack or Slit Out in tlie Plaits.
Manufactured from Pure Eiinea.
pet of the Prussians in the city, which bellowed Its three wild notes in the echoes,
Fo' sale by
seemed to me to rouse again those ancient
F. A. MARRETT,
villains reduced to dust centuries ago. SudVIIJKKKI A LiblCIiTON,
J. H. COKEY.
denly the sight of the barracks of Graufthal
KASTMAN BROS.
awakened me from my dreams. I shuddered,
apr7__dim
thinking that the moment had come to tell
Book Store in the World
my child and [grandmother that I was ban119 EXCHANGE STREET.
ished, hunted from the country. It seemed
100,000 Hookm without regard to cONt.
to me like a sentence of death that I must
tnood Clock**, Watchc** and Jewelry cheap
on
those
whom I loved best in the I
pronounce
Repairing and Cleaning well done and
world. I slackened my steps, in order not to I Warranted.

“thepatent"

--"Reinforced”—

Cheapest

[

*

ALBERT COLBY’S* SONS,
ag5tt

Publi.her. and Bookneiler.,

AGENTS WANTED

cheapest and'
Send for our exPUBLISHING

CO., Philadelphia, Pa.apr!5t4w
TTit> 17 IN SAMPLE io Agents. Ladiew ComX XiijJul bination Needle Book* with Chromos.
Send stamp. F P. Gluck, New Bedford,
apr!6t4w
Mass.
GENT*. Chang Chang sells at sight. Necessary as soap. Goods free. Chang Chang MPg

Co., Boston.apr!614w

I

)

v FOR agents in our
iuUi’ Hi JL ten New Novell ies just out;
needed in every bouse; sample aud circulars free by
mail. H. B. WHITE & CO., Newark, N. J.

apr27tlw_

A^FORTUNE
How

ALL.

FOR

made—nw rapital required.
t4w

to Agents. HU new articles and
the best Family Paper in America, with
AM. M’FG CO.. 300
two $5.00 Chromos, free.
Broadway, N.

dfofclH Daily

Y._ap28t4w

J

Harleigli Lehigh Coal

Yiplys&i

to the preparation
at the lowest cash prices.

give special attention

Coals, and

lav but write at once
F.M. REEP,8tii8T.,keweobk
FORTUNE IN IT. Every family bnvs it
Sold by Agents. Address, G. S. WALKER,

Pa_

will

sell

of our

ST.,

New Custom House
Nearly
0pp.
rr
tt
decllJ

THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD.

Iligbeflt Pr

1867.
Vienna, Montreal* 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.

zed

at Paris in

MAiara,

.W.wrm W.

By Rev. J. E. CHAMBLISS, who from his personal icritinas (including the ‘‘Last Journals,” unfolds vividly bis Grand Achievement*, also the
curiosities, Wonder* and Wealth of that marvelous country, fruit*, Mineral*, Heptile*,
M>5 pages, lOO rare
Ken*!*, Nava*?*. &c.
Ill’s. Only $tf.OO. Rich in Interest, Low
in Price. Outsells everything. 3000 first .** weeks.
Address, HUIIHAK1) BllO«*. Publishers, 13

respect worthy of the most implicit confidence
ALSO

every

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
USE

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
A TRIED AND HERE REMEDY.
So'.d by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
d4w|
ap29

Free! Free!! Free!!!
THE PIONEER.
A handsome illustrated newspaper containing information for everjbody. Tells how and where to
secure a home cheap. Sent free to all parts
OF THE WORLD.
It contains the new Homestead and Timber
matter found only in
Law's, with other

interesting

STOCK

—

ALSO

LNITED

Money

d9m

interested in drainage will find it to
on

the

Pierce Manufacturing Company
3t*im iiii diucib iv

-TT

_U-

apr20dlf

.'i
Hote1'
u

Notice.
undersigned respectfally informs the Public
that he has opened or office for the sale or transI
fer ot Real Estate, and all kinds of merchandise.
have on hard now several lots and houses for sale in
nnest
I have also the
the most desirable location.
Partiesjin
and for building or plastering purposes.
need of the same will please call on
E. PONCE.
Erchange.
Boyd Block, Cor. Middle and dGmlwis
aprl3

THE

Vermont

Butter.

10 Brls. New Orleans Molasses.
—

D.

FOB BALE

us

& CO,,
BANKERS & BROKERS,
Wall Street. 1V» V.
apr29d4wt
_2

TSSmT/k

KIXtX invested in Wall stnet
tipcJVJV/* often leads to fortune
fTpJLv/*
A 72 page book explaining everything, and copy of
llie Wall Street Review
JOHN BlfKLIIVG
pill 1?
oXiiJl X X Xt/XjXrf. & CO., Bankers and
Brokers. 72RKOADWAV. NEW YORK.
a4wt
api29

BY

B. KICKCK & CO.,

dtt_
fS.

NOBLE,

DEALER

PALMER

No. 61
pr27

KNOX.

Noifolk, Baltimore & Washington

■P

CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
direct every TUESDAY

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.

Thin Stallion will stand at Coffin’* Stable*. on South Street, until May 15th, (perhaps longer). For further information apply at Ihe Stable or at my Shoe Store, 430
M. Cr. PALMER.
Middle St.
deod2w
apr30

WHEREAS
my bed

trusting her on my account as I shall
of her contracting after this date.
DENNIS TERNEV.
Portland, May 3, 1875.
my4d3t*

pay

Biunll cnreo of Cement, at Ibe
Iotvi'M ranrUrl prices.

Commercial St., Portland, Me
Ulm

Notice.
my wife, Catherine Terney, has left
and board, this is to forbid all persons

no

or

The Grand Truuk

Railway Company
Require about half a million feet board
measure, of Spruce Lumber, six inches
aud eight inches wide, aud two inches
thick; in lengths from twelve to twenty
feet, in connection with the construction
of their new Elevator in the city of Portland. Delivery to be made from the 1st
to the 30th June next, as required by the
Company.
further particulars and forms of tender can be obtained from S. V. Wilber,
Portland, or from the Company’s Enirineer. Mr. E. P. Hannaford. Montreal
Tenders on the printed form to be addressed to the undersigned on or before

the 12th of May.
JOSEPH HICKSON.

Fuel, Forage anil Straw.
Office Chief Quartermaster,
No. 2 Bultinch St., Boston. May 1, 1875.
PROPOSALS, in triplicate, under the
usual conditions, will be received at this office
until 12 o’clock M.f Wednesday, June 2, 1875, at
which place and time they wiil be ooened in tbe
presence of bidders, for the delivery of Wood, Coa',
Oat*, Hay and Straw during the fiscal year ending
June 30, *1876, at the following named posts: Boston,
for

SEALED

Independence,

Warren

Win^hrop,

an

Bost.ou

Harbor; Forts Standisli and Andrews, Plymouth;
Fort Sewall, Marblehead; Fort Plicenix, Fairhaveu;
Fort at Clark’s Point, New Bedford, and Long Point
Forts
Batteries, Provincetown, Massachusetts;
Preble, Scammel and Gorges, Portland; Fort Knox,
SulFort
Fort
Me'lleary. Kittery Point;
Bucksjiort;
livan, Eastport; and Fort Popham, Parker’s Head,
New
New
and
Fort
Castle,
Maine;
Constitution,

—

PERSONS

AND

for any portion of the supplies will be enter-

Bids

tained.
Preference will be given to articles of domestic

production.

The Government
or all bids.
Blank proposals

reserves

the right to reject any

and printed circulars, showing
quantities required at each post, with full instructions as to the manner of bidding, terms of contract
and payment, can be obtained by personal or written application to this office.
CHAS. SELMER, IJeut, 3d Art, A. C. Q. M.
dlw

my3

COPARTNERSHIP.
Notice.

Copartnership
The undersigned have formed
the firm

SHALL

a

name

copartnership

under

of

BAILEY,

&

for the purpose of carrying

the

on

Book Binding Business
ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Particular attention will he given to the

MANUFACTURE OF
of any desired
Magazines and
tern or order.
EDW.

GEO.

L.

rrovuience

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenu. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. C‘ark, Agent, 240 Washington St..

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. II. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Bostou.|
And to ad points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

Agents.
Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence. R. I
no2dtf

iTOIIIGTON

1.1NE

FOR NEW YORK,
OF

AHEAD

Afjl.

BAILEY.

dlwteo<13w

Notice.

Copartnership
THE

undersigned have this day formed

a

Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston <Xr 1 rovidence R. R. Denot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, riving in New York always in advance of all other lines. Baggag

Monday,

checked through.

Tickets procured at depots of Boston <ft; Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 49J Exchange St.
r>. S. BABCOCK.
L. W. FILKiNS.
President.
Gen. Pasen»er Ag’t. New York.

__dly

LINE,

INMAN

AND LIVERPOOL,

QUEENSTOWN
from New York
week, Rom Pier

SATURDAY

on

of each

45, North River.

CITY OF ANTWERP
CITY OF BERLIN
CITY OF BRISTOL
CITY OF BROOKLYN
CITY OF BRUSSELS
CITY OF CHESTER
Passengers will find these steamers tastefully fitted
up, while the State-rooms are light, airy and roomy.
The saloons are large and well ventilated,the breadth
of the vessel, and situated where there is least noise
and motion. Smoking rooms, Ladies’ Boudoirs, Pianofortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms, Barber’s Shop,
&c.
Instant communication with the stewards by elec
trie bells.
The steamers of this Company adopt the Southerly
Route, thus lessening the danger from ice and togs.
Rates of Passage— *80 and *100, gold, according to
CITY OF LONDON
CITY OF LIMERICK,
CITY OF MONTREAL
CITY OF NEW YORK
CITY OF PARIS
CITY OF RICHMOND

oonnmmniloHnn

oil >>ovivilT

nnil'l

1 goltinn l.rivilpiTPH.

Round Tiip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
JOHN G. DALE, Agent,
iff. 8

15 Broadway. New York.
DKEAGH, Ajgt. for NT. E. State*,
102 State St., Boston.

apr5d3m

ALLAN LINE.
CONTRACT

UNDER

Steamship

Ocean

Montreal

FOR

CONVEYANCE OF

Co
THE

Canadian and United Slates Mails.
Passengers booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
Reduced Rates.

Steamship
NOVA SCOTIAN, Capt. Richardson,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY. May 8, 1875.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the pre
vious dav from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to acccommodations).§70 to §80
Payable in Gobi or its eouivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H & A ALLAN. No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, a^ply to
The

JAMES L.
No. 3

Portland, Nov. 15, 1874.

FARMER,

India Street.
nol7dtf

MAIL LINE TO

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
DIRECT 1
connection* to Prince Edward Island, Gape If reton and »t. John*, N. K1.

With

The favorite Steamship “FALMOUTH” (built expressly fo itbe
route) W. A. Colby Commander
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State St., every SATURDAY at
I_
5 30 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to*1 Windsor,
Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers
for Prince Edward Is and; also at New Glasgow,
N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breum, and
at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns. N. F.
(S^-RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day of sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or

JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.
the Steamship
further notice
P. S.—Until
“CHASE” will leave Portland for Halifax on Tuesdays at 4 p. m.
_oct28dtf

maineT
TRI-WEEKLY LINE

YORK.

NEW

CYRUS GREENE.

recommend.

apr22ntt

City Marshal's Office, )
Portland, April 19, 1875. I
Cow kept ill the City shall at all times
wear a
strap around the neck, of not less than
three inches in width, with the name of the owner
and place of residence legibly nainted or printed
thereon, and tor every cow found running at large
without a strap, the owuer of said cow shall forfeit
and pay a sum not less than five dollars nor more

EVERY

than ten dollars, to be recovered by complaint before the Municipal Court, one-lialf for the use of tho
complainant and the other half to tlie city.
The abi ve Ordinance will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
d6w
ap20

OF

Eleanora,

Steamers

Franconia

JtEEDLES,

be

supplied with

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland every MONDAY, THURSDAY and SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River,
New York, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
IttShilgC

III inau; UUUIU

U1UIK'

eavfng

A.
it

H. ROGERS,

JIARIE TERRACE, I’OIM LAND.

SEWTNU

MACHINE C0„
GEO. IV. BRIGGS. Gen. Agt.,
‘-206 Wa»hin)|lon SI., Boaton, Mn««

FLORENCE
feb8

RAILROADS.

eod3m

MAINE

&

Quebec,

Express

Express tror.i Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. m.
Mail ftom Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston

and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from i«ewtston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

Offices

74 EXCHANGE ST.
AMD

—

—

DEPOT AT TOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced

Rates!

To Caunitn, Detroit, Chicago, Mi I wan
kre. Cincinnati, Hi. l-ouis, Omaha,
Maginnw, Hi. I*nul, Hall Cake City,
Denver* Hau Franciueo,
and all

points In the

Weal ami

Norihwost

Soniliwe.1

J C.FURNIVAL Agt.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Is in splendid
condition, Is well equipped with tirst-class rolling
stock, and Is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
CfTPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CA KS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
tinggage onecked trorn Portland to Detroit and
anil not suidect to Custom House ciatnination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that person•1) unless notice is given, and paid tor at tl.e rate ol
one passenyer lor every #500 additional value.
Cl,maun,

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICEK, Superintendent.
Portland. September 19.1CT4.segldtf

Railroad.

Central

Maine

OF TIME,

CHANGE

1st, 1875.

Commencing March

Night l*n I Inn* n Train from

On and after December 30, 1874,
Passenger trains will leave Portfor ISo«ion, at 6.15, 9.10 a. m.
jt> m., arriving at Boston at 10.50
a. m., 2.00. 8.00, p. in. Returning, leave
Bo*ton at 8.00, a. m,, 12, in. 3.15, p. m. arrivin
at Portland at 12.45. 4.45‘ 7.45, p. m.
For liovrell (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15,9.10
a. m.,3.15 p. m.
For Concord and Mnuche*ter (via New

E“f!!?*??!?*Slaii«l
1a

Market
rence

Ji^nction) 6.15

at) 9.10

a.

in., 3.15 p, m.,

(via

Law-

a. m.

For Brent Falls at 6.15, 9.10 a. m,, 3.15, p. m.
For PortMmoufh (via Dover) at 6.15 a, m.
via
Fa* ruling I on,
For Bochewter, nod
Dover) at 6.15, 9.10, a. m., 3.15 p. m.
m
m.
at
9.10
a.
3.15
Aliou Bay. (via Dover)
p.
A train will also leave Portland for Kennebnnk and Way Station* at 5.15 p. m. Returning, leave Kennebnnk at 7.30 a. m., arriving at
Portland at 8.35 a.m.
Passengers from any point on the Maine
Central Knilropd will change cars at, and have
their baggage checked via Bostou Ac Maine
Tran*fer Mention.
Parlor Care on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Boston 8.00,
JAS T. FURBER, Gen. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
no21

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter MONDAY. NOV. 16,1S74,
and until further notice trains will run
follows
:
as
Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 2 p. m.
fie turning;.
..

Leave Bemis for Portland and in ermediate stations
at 6.50 a. m.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and interme
diate stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. m. from Portland and 6.50 a. m. from Bemis
will be mixed trains,
Stage connections with 2.00 p. m. from Portland for
No. Gorham, No. Windham, Cornish, Porter. Kezar
Falls, Freedom Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell, Stowe
aDd Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station in Port-

land.

Portland, Nov. 13.1874.

liegan.

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
nol4dtf

at 6.45 p.

Night

l. 45

m.

Train

Traius, commencing
51. 1875.

Through ^reivht Trains Daily to all points
on Maine Centra1, Knox & Lincoln, and E. & N. A.
Railroads.
Freight Delivered at or before 4.00 p. m. arrives Lewiston 6.05 a. m.. Bath 10.00 a. m., Rockland
4.15 p. in., Augusta 10.00 a. m., Waterville 10.30 a.
m. Dexter 1.45 p. m., and Bangor 2.20 p. in.
L. L. LINCOLN, Gen’l Supt.
fel»26tf

Administrator's Sale of Real Estate.
the Judge of ProCounty, I shall sell at
(if
previously sold at private Bile), on
public
FR1 DAY, the 21st day of May, 1875, at two o’clock
P. M., at the dwelling house on tne premiaes, the
homestead farm of Silas A. Coffin, late of Freeport in
said county, deceased, described as follows, to wit:
68 acres, more or less, with the buildings thereon, lying on the northwest side of the Marsh road, so
called, leading from Yarmouth to Freeport Corner,
and the same that Thomas Winslow, Marianne Coffin and Amasa Winslow, conveyed to said Coffin by
their deeds dated Aug. 2, 1861, Nov. 28th, 1861, and
Feb. 5, 1866 respectively. The same will lie sol 1 subject to a mortgage to Horace B. Soule, to secure tho
payment ot a note of $400, dated Feb. 7, 1868.
Also 23 acres particularly describe*I in the deed ol
Colby Welch to said Coffin, dated Oct. 17th. 1853. i*lso 27*acres, more or less, lying on the northwest side
to

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;

Lowell and Boston: at Worce*ter with Night
train for Springfield, New Haven and New York,
and goes through to New London without
change of car*, connecting with Steamer*
of the Norwich Line for New York, arriving there early the next morning in time for
the morning trains South and West.
4.00 P. ill. for Rochester anil Way Station* connects at Rochester with trains for
Alton Bay and Wollboro.
0.30 P. Mi. for Gorham.
steamboat Expre** Train leave*New Toudou irom Norwich Line Steamer ats 5 A. JH.,
and from Worcester at 8 A. in., connecting
at
WeMtbrook JiAiction with afternoon
trains going East over toe Maine Central Road,
and arriving in Portland at 1.18 P. M.
Expre** Train leave* Woreestcr at4.35 P.
M., connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A. M.( and New York at 10.00
A. M. arriving in Portland at 10.45 P. M.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua,Manchester.C.tncord,
Lowell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line,
and Springfield Route, and to all important
points south and West.
WM. ti. TURNER, Supt.

dtf

anc alter

a

license from

bate for Cumberland
PURSUANT
sale
not

of the old road from Yarmouth to Freeport, and the
same that Cushing Mitchell conveyed to said Coffin
by deed dated April 2, I860. Both of the last described pieces will be sold subject to a mortgage to
A. H. Burbank, to secure the payment of a note of
$858, dated Oct. 25, 1873.
Also an acre of salt marsh lying on the east branch
of Cousins* river, the same conveyed to said Coffin by
Beza Blanchard, bv deed dated Aug. 120, 1847.
Said farm possesses superior ad vantages for hay
Situated near the sea-shore, dressing In
raising.
abundance can be had with little or no expense save
Wood enongh to maintain the fire.
the hauling.
Hmise and barn nearly
Land of the best ouatity.

CHARLES HUMPHREY, Adm’r.
Yarmouth, April 20, 1875.apr21deod&w4w

new.

Seizure of Goods.
Portland and Falmouth, (
TT
,7
n.il O?
1 UTK
t

Disteict of

that the

hereby given
seized in this District
scribed goods
NOTICE
hereinafter mentioned, for violation of the
the
is

following de-

on

were

days

7.50 A. m. for Rochester, Nashua mid
Worcester connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern and Boston die Maine, Roads
at.Nn*liaa with Expre** Train tor Lowell
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 130 P. M.;
connecting at Ayer Junction with Expre**
Train for Fitchburg and IIo©sac Tunnel Tine, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P.
M., connecting with trains South and West.
3.30 P. ill, (Steamboat Ex are**) connects at
Wewlbrook Junction with trains of Maine
Central Road from Bangor, Rockland, Lewiston,
&e.; at Roche*«er with down trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads; at Epping
for Manchester and Concord; at Nnahun for

On

from Nt. John, Bangor, Ac., at

a. m.

..4

War

m. for Danville JuncLewiston, Farmington, Waterville,

I e*ve Portland 1.10 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowbegan, Belfast. Dexter and Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.25 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
Leave Portland 5.30 p. m. tor Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath and Augusta.
Pn»»enger Train** will arrive from Lewiston. Bath and Augusta, at 8.55 a. m.
From Bangor. Dexter, Belfast, Skowbegan,
Farmington, Lewiston. Rockland, &c., at 2.55 p. m.
From Augusta, Rockland, Bath and Lewiston

Portland & Rochester R. R.
Arrangement of

m.

St. Stephens and Halifax.
PaMragrr Train Irares Portland 0.15 a.
m. tor Lewiston (via Danville Junction), Brunswick,
Lisbon. Bath aud Rockland, and via mixed train
from Brunswick to Augusta, Waterville end Skow-

tion, Auburn,
Bangor, &c.

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

a.

Bangor, Calais, St. John, lloul-

Leave Portland 1.05 p.

RAILROAD.

July 22, 1871,

and

nn

the

GF

TltE

revenue laws, and are detained In public store at tbia
port; any person or persons claiming the same aro
requested to appear and make such claim withiu
twenty days from the date of this publication:
Mav 4.1874, seized on G. T. Whaif, 232 Cigars, 5
bottles Ale; May 15, on Portland Pier, lot. about
1200 lbs., old Rope Junk; May 21,12 bottles
4do. Whiskey.2 do. Gin, 2 do. Rum, 1 do. Wine;
Aug 1, on board Steamer Falmouth, 11 pairs Gloves,
3* yds. Cambric; March 24, 1875, on Steamship
Wharf, 6 yds. Dress Goods; 4 bottles uin; on Cen
tral Wharf, 500 bunches (6.500) Cigarettes; March 25,
on board Bark ‘‘Daring,” 1 bottle Rum, 1 do. Wine,
25 bunches, (400) Cigarettes, 15 lbs. Fine Cut Tobacco:
April 7, on Commercial Wharf, 2 bags sugar; April
9, Portland Harbor, lot Rope Junk; on board Steamer “Polino,” 3 rolls (80 yards) Cloth.
1. WASHBURN, Jb., Collector.
dlaw3w
opr2S

brandy,

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
To Merchants and

Shipmasters.

rrou
hereby notified that on anti after the first
day of September, 1874. the new regulation
1 prescribed by the Government of the Republic cd
Spam in regard to Coimilai lees will take effect.
The fees for clearance ot vessels are as follows:
For Vessels with Cargo*
Certifying Manifest. $15.00
Bill of Health...
4.00—*19.0
For Vessels without Cargo:
Certifving Manliest..$7.00
Bill oI Health.
4.U0—$11.0
1’HOMAS LOZANO,
e2dtf
Spanish Consul
are

HIESSENC2EK KNOX.
further notice, Messenger Knox will stand
stable of Lewis J. Brackett. South
Terras fifty dollars for the season,
cash or note at time of service. Messenger Knox
is ei ht years old, stands 16.3. weighs 1100 lbs.
Sire
Genarai' Knox, dam Lady Grey uy James Jack’s
Prince, by Lowell Horse by Quimby. Messenger by
Wintlirop Messenger; second dam Fanny by Warren’s Eclipse.by Young Eclipse,by American
third dam Annie by Young Eclipse, by American
at the
UNTIL

Windbani, Maine.

Eclipse;

Eclipse.

In ttie Gr nd Stallion race at Oakland Park, 1871.
Messenger Knox won the Gold Medal in straight
bears, 2.32, 2 33J, 2.32f. The best straight beats recorded by any Stallion in Maine.
G. & L. P. WARREN,

Saccarappa, Arpil,

apTeodd&wtf

1873.

—

taken at the lowest rates.

ocl_
INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eagfport, Calais

and
Windsor and

SPRING

St. John, Digby
Halifax.

ARRANGEMENTS.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!
On and after MONDAY, March
29, the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. D. S. Hall, and the Steamer
►City of Portland, Capt. S. II.Pike,
mrir
fr—leave Railroad Wharf foot ot
State St., every Monday and Thursday at 6.00 p. m.,
for Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
..

samedajs.

Connections made at Eastport for Kobbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Dighy, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst,1 Pictou, Frederickton.
U£fr“Freight received on days of sailing untd 4
o’clock, p.m.
A K. STUBBS, Agent
mar24dtf

B O S T O IM
AND

—

Steani*liip Line.
Leave each port every

Mo

Wed’s’y

& Sat’d y

Wiiaiwsge.
Ixuig Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Fine Street Wharf, PhilaFrom

at 10 a.
Insurance one

delphia,

in.

half the rate of
sailing vessels.
and South
Freight for the West by the Pern. R.R.,
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
DOLLARS.
PASSAGE TEE
For

Freight

Jn23-ly

or

Passage, apply
K. B. NAlienOS, Agent.
70 Long Wharf, Boston.
to

RA1LBOAD,
ua

Invested in Stock Privilesres In Wall St,

all

THROUGH TRAINS

leads to many ihoii-uutl* of dollar* profit*.
Comprehensive explanatory circulars, containing
detailed statements and quotation prices of all stocks
dealt in at the

EASTERN

New York Stock

THE—

RAILROAD.

July 21. 1874.

HATCH. Gen. Manager.
V22tl

EASTERN

RAILROAD.

CHARLES F.

Exchange,
Address

mailed free to those desii ing to speculate.

ALEX. FROTH INGHAM & CO.,
Hankers and Brokers,
Opp. N. Y. Stock Exchange. 12 Wall St. N. Y
ma26

_deodly

QAUa.

_

AMD PARTS,

also have their machine repaired in a thorough an
every way satisfactory manner at reasonable rates b
orders with or addressing

'fT'i'md

a. in.

'**,"tcn,

*_

—OF

PHILADELPHIA

SEWING MACHINE

and
to., for Auburn
to Utod
ami Island Pond, (stopping at aU stations
for Qat
»
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
Montreal and the Went.
4K
P
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.®
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.53 p. m.
Trains will arrive a* follows:
Q
from
Montreal and West at aw

leaves Portland 12.30

and Chesapeake

THE

FLORENCE

"'Mail train at 1.20 p.

t,„

BOSTON & UIAINU

JEl^Freigbt

NO

can

stapes
neighboring

—

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as eirly as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AM ES, Ag’t. Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.

Portland and vicinity

land at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond” connects with
at Rockland, and oilier landings, for
towns.
Counect-i at Rockland with the Knox and
Lincoln R. K., at Belfast with B. & M. R. It., Banwith
E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
gor
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St., Portland.
dif
Portland, April 17ili, 1875.

Lewiston a. 9.30

TO AND FROM BOSTON,

Ordinance.

in

Capl. C. Kilby, leaves Railroad Wharf every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday livening**, hi tO o’clock.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport
and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Port-

Red and the Yellow Tickets

Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.

PATRONS

HHie fast Steamer, CITY OF ItVCHMOMD,

jgfffggfpjljfurtlier Notice,

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

THE

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

_

undersigned

I have this day sold out to Messrs Perry & Foss,
who will continue the Produce Commission Business
at the old stand. No. 9 Moulton Street, Head LoDg
Wharf. In retiring I hereby return my thanks to
the public for their patronage, and ask a continuance
of the same to my successors, whom I can cheerfully

ln LOOa.

Capt.

EVKNINO.AT IO O’CLOCK .For Rockland,
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. W. and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Mi 11 bridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
Homing at 5 o’clock, touching r.s above, arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting with
Pullman Train, and early morning Trains lor Boston and the W’est.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
mar20tf
Portland, March 5, 1875.

Will he taken

Portland, April 21,1875.

SprsSr
^^'I'a'seiiger'train^lor Auburn and

LEWH9*

L’harlc*
«
!ig, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot ot State St.,
every T II IT K M D A V

Notice.

carrying

ami alter Monday, September 21st.
trains will run as follows:
and Quebec,
m. tor Montreal

t^assenger

Eastern Railroad.
SPECIAL """NOTICE.

copartner-

have this day formed a qepart
uership umler the firm name of PERRY
on the Produce
FOSS for tho purpose of
Commission Business at 9 Moulton Street, Head Long
EBEN N. PERRY,
Wharf, Portland, Me.
MAYHEW F. FOSS.
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ALTERATION in trains.
ARRAN GEMENT.
WINTER

Tickets

Return

granted at

ship under the firm name of W. C. Cobb & Co.,
for the purpose of carrying on the Baking Business
at 82 and 30 Pearl Stieet.
W. C. COBB.
S. HOBERT.
Portland, May 1, 1875.myldlw*

Copartnership

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIP

BOSTON

OTHERS.

This is tin* only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

NO. 35 PLUM STREET.
ap21

O N E

PORTLAND & BANGOR.

every weunis.i9UAi
and SATURDAY.

f rom

BLANK BOOKS

style of Binding or Ruling. Music, ;
Periodicals of the day bound to pat-

SMALL.

MT.DESERT & MACHIAS.

—

BLACKSTONE.
WM. KENNEDY.
and McClellan.

Hampshire.

bills

Notice.
requiring work dore please apply to
W.
C.
of
Home”
A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
<uid family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroid-*c29tf
in
wools, &o., &c.
ery and fancy-work

WM.

Bowtoii
and SATURDAY.

From

Sailing

Ordinance.

Manufactory, Rear of No. 10 Cros* St.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
may26dtf

Passengers by this Line are reminded that they secomfoitable night’s rest and avoid the expense aud inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
oct!S74
J. If. CO VUE, J K„ General Agent.

FOR

THE PEERLESS.
It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Eaie of Management, Durability, Dryness aud Parity
of Air and ECONOMY of l€E.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buyQg.
Salesroom 453 Fore St., J.F.MERKILL.

harboring

IN

FLOUR AND GRAIN OF ALL KINDS.
Al.o

PROPOSALS.

Forts

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct eommnnication to ana
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Tnrough rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached ^y the Penn.
Central and toe Phil. Sc Reading K. R’s., and to a
tue principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
Full initormation given by D. D. C. MINK
Devonshire St., Boston, or *J. B. COYLE,
A^ent,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers.
*n11 Iv
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

SPRING

81.00.

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.
The Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called

Dry Air Refrigerators

1 S3 FORI STREET.
decft

N.

Restored.

City Marshal's Office, I
1
April 26, 1875.
dog shall be permitted to go at large, or loose.
in any street, lane, alley, court or travelled
wav, or in any uninclosed or public place in this city,
until the owner or keeper of such dog, or the head ot
the family, or the keeper of the house, store, shop,
office, or other place where such dog is kept or harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal two dollars for a license for such dog to go at large.
2. The City Marshal shall grant a license to any
citizen for his or her dog to run at. large on the payment of two dollars; which license stall expire on
the first day of May next after the same is given.
The above ordinances will be strictly enforced.
The City Marshal will be at bi« office on the third
day of May next from 9 to 12 and from 2 to 5 o’clock,
to grant licenses.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
apr27-d6w

SATE THE ADVANCE ON ICE

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, at 7 o’clock i*. HI., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 7 F. HI
(Sunday* excepted).

Line of Steamers

Iron

Clyde’s

FORfcMT MTV AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:
Leaving

—

85 Tl ltS

Choice

SPECULATIONS.

in every form, on Commission only.
Puts and Calls, on best bouses and lowest rates. Cost,
$100 to $200, and often pay $5000 FKOFIT.
Pamphlet, explaining bow Wall Street speculations
Send lor a copy.
are conducted, sent free.

Conducted bv

TUMPKIDGE

—

DRAINAGE.
persons
advantage to call
ALLtheir

Omaha, Neb.

apr29d4wf

a

IN

Send for it at ouce!
It will only cost you a Postal Card.
number
for April just out.
Kew
O. F. DAVIS,
Address,
Land Commissioner U. P. R. R,

n

puousueu

ju*i

A victim of yuuthfnl imprudence, causing premature decay, uervous debility, etc., having tiied in
vain every known remedy, has iouml a pimple sellcure, which be will send /Vee to his fellow suilerers
Address J. H. REEVES, 78 Nassau street New Ynr k
feb2d&wCm
P. O. Box 5153.

apr29d4wf

FOR

this paper.

a ilgifTU a '■>

nas aiso

Manhood

LiFR AND LABORS OF

Fairbanks’ Scales,

lnstiruie

and best printed aud bound popular medical science
and literature, on subjects of vital importance to all,
It
for only $4—barely enough to pay for mailing.
should*be borne in minu that these great Medical
Medical
the
are
Prabody
Works
published by
InNtilute, an honored'institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex cau either require or wish to know, but
wbat is lully explained, anti many matters of the
most important, and interesting character are introin any
duced, to which no allusion even.can be foundDiscovother works in our language. All the New
eries of the author, whose experience is such as probably never before fell to the lot of any man, are given
in full. No person should be without these valuable
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy
and the medical faculty generally highly extol these
extraordinary and useful works. The most fastidious may read them.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bui finch St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
N. B. The author and consulting puysicians can be
consulted on all of the above named diseases, and all
diseases requiring skill and experience.
eodly
no2

ap28t4w

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Randall&McAllister
60 COMMERCIAL

The reaboay

book treating exclu?ively of NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound n
substantial muslin, price $2.
Either of the above books are sent by mail to any
part of the world, closely sealed, postage paid on receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
Here is ofat I he same time on receipt of only $4.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest

uew

500 Agents Wanted for Genuine Edition

NEVER FAILS TO SUIT.
We

Men or women. $34 a week;
Proof f urnished.Business pleasant and honorable with no riskA 16 mere circular and N aluablt

v.mr.»ulE^rLa^KSSSamnlcB free. r.TSfnoDoutdedress on postal card.
to

Erie,

Every Man.

Central ITlnnnger.
Montreal, April 28, 1875.api30eod5t

__4wt_

apr17

Book for

Proposals

Of any and every kind. Send stamp
for Catalogue. Address Great Western Gun
Md Pistol Works, PITTSBUnOH, PA.

Washington Street. Boston.

BY

Whipple & Co.,

The Superior Sea Going Steamers

II. It. of Canada.

Grand Trunk

AND

PHILADELPHIA.

cure a

published by the Peabody Medical Institute;
a new edition ot the celebrated medical work enIt treats upon
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.
manhood, bow lost, bow regained and bow perpetuof
and
cure
Exhausted
cause
Vitality', Imated,
potency, Premature Decline in Man, SpermatorLosses
and diurnal),
Seminal
or
(nocturnal
rhoea,
Nervous and Physical Debility,
Hypochondria,
Mental
Loss of Enforebodings,
Depression,
Gloomy
ergy. IIaggard Countenance, Confusion of M ind ami
Loss of Memory. Impure State c t the Blood, and all
diseases arising from the error* of youth, or the
indiscretions or excesses of matuie years.
It is, indeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-ay ed men in particular. 300 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $l.
A Book for Every VVoinau,
Entitled. SEX UAL PHYSIOLGG Y OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated ot Physand disiologically and Pathologically, in health bound
in
ease, from Infancy to Old Age. 350 pages,
beautiful French cloth. With the very best prescripPrice
diseases.
$2.00.
tions forjprevailing
A Book for Everybody.

LIVIIIGSTOMJE.

use.

fe24

FOR

___

fastest selling Bible eve* published.
NATIONAL
tra terms to Agents.

l

_

We have with
lected and have

DI

Y O R K.

aprl5tlw

AGENTS WANTED.

311 Broadway, New York.
& C O

N E W

OU

apr27__

General Agents for Maine.

FAIRBANKS

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

_

Address, Loumax & Co., Laramie City, Wyoming.

FAIRBANKS, BROWN & CO.

UM.U

apr!5f4w

Pa.

£*/1 AGENTS’ PROFITS per WEEK.
Will prove it or forfeit $500. New
4
articles just patented. Samples sent free to all. Address W. H. CHID ESTER, 267 Broadway, New York.
rtr»

SHOT-GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLSREVOLVERS,

Regards Policy

as

Philadelphia,

CO-.

$200,000.00

•

and
GAZ-

wanted to sell CENTENNIAL
ETI'EFROF THE it. *. Shows grand results of lOO YEARN PROGRESS. A whole
library. Boston G7o6e.-Not a luxury, but a
Inter-Ocean.—Be-t selling book
lierrwMtiy.
published. Good Pay. Want Gen. Agt. m every
Address. J. C. MLcCPRDY &
city of 10,000.

(1868.)

WOMANHOOD AND

NERVOUS DISEASES.

men

women,

TRENTON, N. J.

WAREHOUSED—II Milk Street Boston.

Al/X

A of tbe**IO« « lioice Selection*,”
ill/. IV is reaflv. Price 30 els. The “Series’
now contains ONE THOUSAND of the late f
and best things tor Declamations, Humorous rveenations, Family Readings, etc. Capital for (Grange*,
Temperance *ocietien> and LTcenm*. Also
‘■Excelsior Dialogues,” and ‘-Model Dialogues.” Circulars free. Get of your bookseller, or send price to
We
Pa.
P. Ganett & Co., 708 Chestnut St,
make the celebrated PENN LETTER BOOK,
Agent
for copying letters without press or water.
T

wanted._apr!5t4w

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety
Drawer.

V

The Concerto stop is a fine
Agent*
Imitation of the Hnman Voice.
Wanted.
A liberal discount to Teacher*, MinisSpeter*, Churches, Schools, Lodge* e»c.
cial inducement* to the trade. Illustrated

competition.

Pbila_,

n

t

—

U

A-SONS,481 BKOADWAY.NEW YORK,
will dispose* of' I OO rIANON and ORGANS
of first cla** maker* including WAT ER», at
EXT RE ?1 ELY LOW PRICES for cash,
D1JRI1YR TH*" MONTH, or part cash}
and balance in *uiall monthly payment*
WATERS’ New scale Pianos.
are the best mode; The touch elastic, and a
fine singing tone, powerful, pure and even.
WATERS Concerto ORGANS,
cannot he excelled in tone or beauty; they d«*fy

VA

P. » Box 950.
Express Office.

*

| Catalogues Mailed.apr!5t4w

FACTORY,

Designed for and adopted by the
STATES GOVERNMENT.

grandmother. I knew what would
be the result, and,with bead bowed I pissed
the German gate, the bridge, the advance
guard, seeing nothing. On the slope of
Biechelberg all along the road through the
woods and valley I was as if crazed with despair. I cried, looking at the trees, and raising my hands,
“A curse is upon us! Pity, the hatred of
crime, remorse of conscience, are abolished.
There remains now only force. They exterminate us; they slaughter us. If the murderers would strangle the old grandmother in
her bed, if they would hang my daughter
and hack me in pieces, it would be better. It

YOU

or Debilitated?
Are you no Languid that any exertion ioquires more of an effort than you feel -capable of
maxing?

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,

ter and

.

Weak, Nervous,

he loves more

U1UOV

arrive too soon, when, raising my eyes after
passing the first barrack I saw Marie Rose in

aprl'2___________

and that he

esteems, as
life,
Then
we esteem virtue, goodness, courage.
with my bundle on the end of my staff, I
went away without turning my head.
(To be continued.)

eod5w*

,,

whispered “adieu.”

I went out

Agent for Maine.

W. P. WARREN, General

we

and

ME.

WORCESTER, MASS.

FACTORY AT

an

worth much! Without
dear
Frederic,
you would not be so
them,
unfortunate!'’
She cried and I could not restrain my
tears. Marie Rose, leaning against the bed,
sobbed also, and as grandmother still held
the poor

PORTLAND,

STREET,

EXCHANGE

67

up.

grandmother’s room, trying to
keep up a brave heart but knowing well that
I should never see her again. She seemed
more calm, and as I sat down by her she
clasped her two arms around me saying,
“My son—for you have been my son and a
good son to me—my son Frederic, I bless
you 1 I wish you all the happiness that you
deserve! Oh! the wishes and blessings of

ARRANGEMENT.

FACE

JUST

THREAD CO.,

WARREN

went into the

would be

•

It

id the

me

The dreadful moment drew near, and I was
scarcely out of bed when grandmother called
Marie Rose was already up. She had
me.
prepared our breakfast, and Ykel sent up a
bottle of wine. Having dressed myself I

him, the rest
equally useless.” I went then to the
office of the commandant, established in the
old City Hall, College street. The humiliation of supplicating these scoundrels whom I
detested, was not the least of my griefs; that
I, an old French forester, and an old servant
of the state, gray-headed and on the eve of
retirement, should humble myself to beg a favor of enemies so hard, so proucj of their vicories obtained by numbers! Yet for grand:
mother, for the widow of the old Bruat I
no

daughter

SUMMER

ja!8deod«&weowly

MANHOOD
A

OF mE STATE.
AM, ROODS DELIVERED FREE TO ANY FART

ty. What of that ? I hope to see Jean come
come back, Father Frederic and all the rest

“That is none of our business,” answered
one of the gendarmes, “Take care to obey or
Then they
others measures will be used.”
mounted their torses and disappeared. Father Ykel seeing me utterly broken down, overcome by such tyrany, not knowing what to
say, or what to think, cried.
“In the name of heaven, Father Frederic
what have you done ? You are not a noted
mau and in this poor village they should have

gerously sick, and who would certainly

or

A 32-page patnplet, containing a treatise on Iron
medical agent and other valuable papers, testimonials from distinguished physicians, clergyman
and others, will be sent free to any address. SETH
W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, 8G Harrison

as a

Avenue. Boston.

Shoe and Corset lacings,
Spool Cotton, Tarns, Manufacturer’s Threads, Root,
in qualityand terms.
which we solicit the trade in Maine, and on which we guarantee satisfaction

great

gray curtains, who sobbed, stretching
her arms to me, they almost all went down
Staick. Father Ykel,
and hurried home.

CARRIAGE.

CLOTHING,

SHOE,

Allgoods are'warranted by us
manufacturing houses, where only the best of silk is demanded.
made with mantuacturers,
spool. Special contracts
bearing our own name and trade mark upon each
In addition to the silk we continue the manufacture of
and other

out

was an

it must have

in the shadow of the

woman

generally.

^d ispure
Our silk is manufactured from the best quality of Raw Materia), npon improved machinery
to the pound. \\ t make specialof
dye, which insures the most perfect thread, andthe largest number yards

breathe, anu nau laaen on meir wuuuru
shoes at the foot of the stairs. They wished
to hear and see everything; hut seeing this

poor old

—

PERUVIAN

D-:senses of the
Kidu^N and Blunder. Eeuinle
Co
plnints, Ac.
of
the
use
this
Lave
been
Thousands
changed by
remedy from weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to
men
and
and
invalids
women;
strong, healthy, happy
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
Caution.—Be sure you get the “PERUVIAN
SYRCP” (not Peruvian Bark.) bold by dealers

CHEAPEST !

THE

IS

WHICH

mother, but they are the strongest.”
“Ah!” she cried, “you are going away,

I went
Two or three days passed away.
for the medicine ordered by Mr. Semperlin.
Grandmother was more quiet, and coughed
less. We talked only of peace and quiet, and
the leturn of Jean Merlin. The poor woman
was slowly improving, when one morning
two Prussian gendarmes halted before the
auberge; as these men ordinarily passed with-

"PORTLAND-

BOSTON STEAMERS.

mors,

daugh-

a

The

THE

re-

ter, and grandmother had heard it all.
The news had spread through the hamlet.
The people listened, and as the blow had
come I told them all, and how the Prussian
officer had received me. The crowd of neighbors listened without saying a word. All had

Blood.

SYRUP Vitalizes and
Enriches the blood, Tones
up the System, Builds up
the Broken-down, Cures
DyNoi psia, Debility.
Dropsy, Chills anu
Fever**. Chronic Diner been, Nervous Affections, Uoils, Hu-

time I heard grandmother
groaning in her bed up stairs. Katel, in the
morning as soon as I had gone away, went
At the

The two but do bespeak how Nature’s grace
Varies to meet the Sun’s, her lover’s, moods:—
She lifts, suffused with kindled warmth, her eyo
To bis, and bathes bis radiant feet with floods
Of ecstasy; nor less, in cloistered place,
Kneels low with him, Qod’s praise to magnify.

Translated for the Press from'the French of Krck

the

main.”

True, balm of flame luxuriously wells,
From deg»amine-censers overfull of wine;
Yet no less precious 1b the whiter shrine
That with a blushing incense saintlier swells.

April 28tli.

in

Iron

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

MEDICAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

the little dark alley of the auberge, the sight
of her alone assuring me that she knew all.
“Ah well, my father?” she said in a low
tone, at the door.
“Ah well,” I answered, endeavoring to he
cheerful, “I must go away; hut you—you

POETRY.

Ou and after

Monday,

Passenger Trains

will leave Station,
of State Street,

Mareli 1st, 1875.
Commercial,foot

Portland for Part*moiiih nnd B«*t<fn at
Re*1.45 A. M., t9.10 A. M., and $3.15 P. M,
turning leave
BomIoii for Port»monfh nnd Portland at
t8.00 A. M., 112.30 P. M., and *8.00 P. M.
Crave Portland for C'npe Elizabeth. Scarborough. Went Scarborough,Saco, Hiddrford, Keunebiink, Well.** North Berwick, '•oiith Berwick Junction. ConEliot and Kittery at
way Junction,
t9.!0 A. M.
For Saco. Biddeford, Keunebiink, Well*,
Novib Berwick, South Berwick Junction, Conway Junction, Eliot and Kittery at t9.10 A. to. and $3.15 P. M.
For Snco. Biddelord, Kenuebnnlc. Conway Junction, Kittery aud Portuniouth
at *1.25 A. M., 19.10 A. M., and $3.15 «\ M.
For Cnpe Elizabeth. Scarborough, West
Ncarbornngh, Saco, nun Biddeford at
5.20 P. to
Returning at 8 00 A. M.
The 8.00 A. to. Train from HoMton, and the 9.10 A.
M Train from Portland connect at Conway
Junction for North Conway.
Train* leave Portsmouth for I>over at 7.10,
10.24 A. to., 3.06, 7.05 P. M. Returning at 6.45,
7.50, 10.50 A. to., 5.00 P. M.
Tnc 1.45 A. M., 9.10 A. to. and 3.15 P. M. Trains from
Portland make close connections to New York
other of the routes from Boston. Pasticketed through.
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of
This
the Portland and Ogdensbmg Railroad.
train arrives in Portland in season to connect
with the Grand Trunk Railway for iTlontrenl,
Qit-bee, and all parts of Canada Kn*t ;
and the Maine Central and Knox & Lincoln Railroads for Augu-f*, Bnugor, ttockland,
Belfast and other points on these roads.
The 8.00 P. M. Train from Boston connects with the
Maine Central and European & North American
and Intercolonial Railways for Bangor, Nt.
John, Halifax and other points on these
roads.
The 12.30 P. to. Train from Boston connects at Portland with the Maine Central Railroad for AngUMln. Bath a»ii Lcn ixiou ; and on MONDAYS and THURSDAYS with the steamer for
E'n*tport aud Nt, John.
•Pullitaan Sleeping Car Express Train. X. Z?.—
This train runs Sunday but not on Monday.

by one

or

sengers

tAccommodatiou Tram.

$Fast Express.

CHARLES F. HATCH, Geu’l Man.
GEORGE BACH ELDER, Geu’l Ag’t.
mat

KAN’* OAK INC- PAN
Received the Diploma of the American Institute. Makes even tough Meat and Poultry tender,
juicy, rica and flawy; makes splendid bread, increases the weight; saves cost in a month. Prices—
s in. by 12 in., bakes 8 lbs., $2; 10x14 bakes 12 lbs
$2 50; 10x16 bakes 16 lbs.. $2.75; 11x16 bakes 20 lbs..
$3 25; 12x16 bakes 25 lbs., 33.50. Sent express paid,
on receipt of the cost, to any town east of the MissisAgents wanted
sippi ; full directions accompanying.
Send for a
and State and County rights tor sale.
J* A. LOCKE,
circular.
Cortland St.. New York.

MO

aprl6d8w*32

Pillar Copperas Co.Verinoiit Copperas Co.
Sold by all dyestuff dealers throughout tbeU. S. and
io lots to suit by
IIOU'E A.GuODWIN, Gfn’l AgruM,
Importers and dealers in In<Tlgo, Cocblneal, Dyewoods. Chemicals and dyes utls gem rally, 11, 12 13
India St., aod 52 Central St., Boston. N. B.—The
above while being the best makes of copperas for dyeing are also the best disinfectants known, better than
Clilo. Lime, cheaper and odorless. Use in solution.
oc25ly

DE WITT

HOUSE,

LEWISTON, MFL,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
II. IK. WING, Proprietor
A

first-class Hotel in every respect, ara view to the wants
commercial and pleasure seeking

ranged especially with
ot

the

public.

marl3-dt

For Sale.
milE Trustees of Pine Street M.E. Church offer for
X sale the church building now standing on tbler
lot, to be removed on or before the first day of May,
187,1. Also organ, carpets, settees, chairs, furnace,
stove, clocks, etc. Parties desiring any of the above
named property can get particulars by enquiring of
CHAUNCEY BARRETT.) Committee
N. S. FERNALD,
(
for
A. J.PETi’ENGlLL,
1 Trustees.
mar29
dtf

Knox

Stallions,

Ligktfoot and

Hiram.
Stallions, UGHTFOOT AND HIRAM,
THEwillKnox
make the
of 1875 at the stable ot
Portseason

LOVE ITT & RECORDS, No. 10 Plum Street,
land. Me. for further particulars address .108. 'V.
LOVEITT or EBEN G. PERRY, Box 1541, Portland,
I'2181 It
Me.
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